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(C.C. 06-31 and 06-49)

FY 2007 BUDGET

ITEM NO.1:

2

3

CHAIR KANE:

(Gavel. )

I'd like to call to order the

4

Council's Budget and Finance Committee meeting

5

for Wednesday, March 29,

6

we have in attendance this morning Members

7

Carroll, Anderson, Molina,

8

Kane.

Pontanilla,

This morning, Members,

9

For the record,

2006.

Tavares,

the Chair will

10

direct your attention to our continuance of the

11

expansion positions discussion,

12

us our Managing Director, Mr. Keith Regan,

13

discuss that with us.

14

Let's see.

and we have with
to

Just to make sure that we

15

have everything in order

yes,

16

don't we go ahead -- Mr.

Ginoza,

17

Director,

Why don't you provide

18

us with some opening remarks prior to

19

proceeding?

20
21
22

MR. L. GINOZA:

good morning.

Thank you,

okay.

Why

our Budget

Chair, Members,

good

morning.
We have today,

as the Chair mentioned,

23

the Managing Director to discuss the expansion

24

positions that's being requested of that office.

25

They are requesting eight positions and I'd like
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to turn over the discussions to the Managing

2

Director.

3

CHAIR KANE:

4

MR. REGAN:

Good morning, Mr.
Good morning,

Regan.

Chair.

Thank you very much

5

for this opportunity to be here this morning,

6

and good morning,

7

be back here before you.

It's a pleasure to

Would you like me to begin with just

8
9

Members.

going into the positions that we've requested,

10

Chair?

11

CHAIR KANE:

You can give some general opening

12

remarks and then go right into your positions.

13

Because you have eight of them,

14

related to one specific program area within your

15

requests,

16

made -- provided some guidance to the Budget

17

Director to ask for specific in-writing requests

18

for the expansion positions and I'm sure that

19

will be forthcoming as soon as we can get

20

information back, but you can go ahead and give

21

us a verbal.

22
23

MR. REGAN:

if they're all

you can go through all of them.

Okay.

Very good.

In total,

We've

Thank you, Chair.

the Department of Management

24

is requesting your consideration of eight new

25

positions.
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As a brief overview, we're requesting

1

2

two positions within our Management Information

3

System Division, which are a Computer System

4

Support Tech II and an Information System

5

Analysis III to primarily assist our DMVL

6

operations with some of their challenges that

7

they have with regards to hardware and software

8

within that particular division of the

9

Department of Finance.
We are also requesting six positions

10
11

within the administration section of the

12

department.

13

Rights Specialist III, which will assist the

14

department with dealing with ADA issues as well

15

as Title 6 issues and EOO issues within the

16

County of Maui.

17

Call Center Supervisor and four Call Center

18

representatives to staff the proposed 311 Kokua

19

Call Center, which is in the operations section

20

of the FY '07 budget.

One of those happens to be a Civil

As well as,

we're asking for a

The two MIS positions and the Civil

21
22

Rights Specialist III are established classes

23

and,

24

descriptions, which should help facilitate the

25

creation of these particular positions if

therefore, they have established position
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approved by the Council.

2

The call center positions, however,

are

3

new and would require a little more work in

4

their ultimate creation.

5

with the Department of Personnel Services in the

6

development of position descriptions for those

7

particular positions,

8

have essentially mirrored them to this point

9

after the already established 911 call center

We have been working

as I mentioned.

And we

10

positions within the County for the purposes of

11

this budget and for this discussion.

12

Chair,

with your approval,

I'd like to

13

begin the discussion in more specifics with

14

discussing some of the MIS positions and bring

15

down our administrator,

16

discuss these in more specific detail.

17

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Members,

Jacob Verkerke,

to

for your information,

18

those requests would be located in your details

19

on page 9-11 as shown on the sheet that was

20

handed out to you this morning,

21

reference your page there.

22

so you can

And then in the program budget,

you will

23

be -- the Department of Management is located in

24

section 11 starting with section 11-1.

25

Mr. Regan,

if you can introduce
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Mr. Verkerke and, Mr. Verkerke,

2

ahead and provide your remarks.

3

MR. REGAN:

Thank you,

Chair.

if you can go

To my right,

I'd like

4

to welcome our MIS Administrator, Mr. Jacob

5

Verkerke.

6

MR. VERKERKE:

7

Members.

Good morning, Chair.

Good morning,

8

I think Mr. Regan pretty well touched on

9

the reason for the two expansion positions we're

10

asking for in our upcoming budget.

11

Computer System Support Technician would help

12

deal with the current volume of support calls

13

that is generated county-wide.

14

need that we have at this point is for

15

assistance with our ongoing life cycle

16

replacement needs.

17

The first

The greatest

We are looking at replacing about 150 to

18

2000 computers every year just based on their

19

age, and that has proven to be a workload that

20

sometimes gets squeezed out a little bit by

21

regular support calls.

22

Committee and the Council has been very

23

supportive of our needs,

24

additional positions that have been provided in

25

the last couple of budgets, we have made great

Over the years,

the

and I think with the
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strides in keeping up with the volume of regular

2

support calls but this aspect of our operations

3

is still a little bit undersupported.

4

The analyst position,

as Mr. Regan also

5

explained,

6

the service and the task force identification of

7

needs within the Motor Vehicle Driver License

8

Division of the Department of Finance.

9

a sense that the technology can do a lot to help

10

the request for that is prompted by

There is

improve the customer service over there.

11

In discussions with Mr. Lito Vila,

12

administration -- the administrator of the

13

division there,

14

place to put a position to help them out would

15

be within MIS since we have the ability to

16

effectively manage an IT staffer.

17

expected as we go and solve some of these issues

18

that have been identified,

19

would be such that we perhaps could ask this

20

person to help out in other needs throughout the

21

county.

22

the

we've decided that the best

It's also

that the workload

Most of you will probably remember,

I

23

cited some statistics about two years in budget

24

discussions about the ratio of IT support staff

25

to overall County employees.

At the time,
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was well over one to 100 employees.

2

support over the years,

3

that down to about one to 83.

4

additional positions would bring it down to

5

about one tech support or one IT staff to 73

6

employees.
To remind you,

7

With your

we've been able to bring
These two

the study we cited two

8

years ago showed the median ratio to be about

9

one to 27 employees throughout the industry.

10

Even more conservative measure where 75 percent

11

of the responding companies to this particular

12

survey had staffing levels at or exceeding the

13

computed ratios.

14

had a ratio of one to about 53.

15

short of what's deemed to be an appropriate

16

staffing level, even with the -- even with these

17

additional positions that we're asking for.

18

So,

That still would be where they
So we are well

I think that even once the bulk of

19

the work in the DMVL might be taken care of,

20

there will be more than enough reason to fund

21

this position, because there's a lot of work

22

outside the DMV that could be addressed also.

23
24
25

Thank you.
CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Members.

We'll go ahead and open

it up for questions.
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Mr. Molina,

1

2
3
4

5

I believe this is your

subject matter area,
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

if I'm not mistaken.

Mr. Chairman,

are we just

dealing with the two positions from MIS?
CHAIR KANE:

Yes,

that is correct.

That's why we

6

have Mr. Verkerke here for reference and

7

resource.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

9

go-around?

10

CHAIR KANE:

11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

12

CHAIR KANE:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

MR. VERKERKE:

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Could I go on the next

No problem.
I'm focusing on the other --

Questions?

Ms. Tavares?
Good morning, Mr. Verkerke.

Good morning.
I

remember you talking about

16

that study that was done.

17

with us last year or the year before or maybe

18

both years.

19

that is just pertaining to government IT ratios,

20

or is that the study, it's only government,

21

was it generally all business?

22

MR. VERKERKE:

I think you talked

Do you know if there is a study

or

This study I'm citing is generally all

23

business.

I have not found one that is

24

specifically for government, but to be honest,

25

haven't really looked for one that was
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specifically geared to government.

2

I can find ...

3

I can see if

So were you looking -- in the

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

4

study, were you looking at comparable sizes of

5

businesses compared -- you know,

6

number of employees that we have?

7

MR. VERKERKE:

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

10

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Thank you.

Chair.

Thank you, Ms. Tavares.
Mr.

11

12

That's correct.

Thank you,

9

like with the

Pontanilla?

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you,

Chair.

13

Good morning, David.

14

current vacancies in the department?

15

MR. VERKERKE:

Yes,

Is there any

we have four positions that were

16

newly funded in the current budget that we have

17

not filled yet.

18

recruitment -- the positions are one clerk

19

position and three analyst positions.

20

We have gone through

The clerk position, we have a number of

21

candidates that we're in discussions with and

22

getting ready to offer a position.

23

positions, we had a recruitment.

24

names on the list turned out to be people that

25

were hired the year before by MIS,

The analyst
Most of the

so the crop
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of new candidates was pretty limited,

and I

2

think two weeks ago a new recruitment went out.

3

Hopefully, we'll be more successful in

4

recruitment this time has opened up the salary

5

range for negotiations.
We're faced also with a number of

6
7

vacancies at the Police Department in their

8

newly created IT section,

9

little bit of a competition for the amount of

10
11
12
13

so it would be a

interested candidates in this County.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So you expect to fill the

positions this fiscal year?
MR. VERKERKE:

I hope to,

yes.

I hope to.

I haven't

14

seen the results of the current recruitment yet

15

because it hasn't closed,

16

we've garnered any additional interest from

17

previous attempts.

18

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

so I'm not sure if

Do you have any idea how

19

you're going to be supporting DMVL?

20

to look at the operations and create something

21

that could possibly enhance the services down

22

there?

23

MR. VERKERKE:

There's a number of

Do you need

and if need be,

24

hopefully we can ask Mr. Vila to help us answer

25

that question,

but there's a number of
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information systems that he would like to have

2

MIS help create or enhance,

3

would be focused on doing just that.

so this new position

Some of the opportunities,

4

I

guess,

5

identified in the task force report touched on

6

some IT type support projects that we should

7

start and could enhance, so that would be the

8

primary focus.

9

the overall infrastructure that supports the

We would also teach this person

10

registration of vehicles and driver's licensing.

11

It ties all back to the City and County of

12

Honolulu.

13

is familiar with that, but we welcome the

14

opportunity to create some.

15

out on vacation,

16

structure to make sure that the division stays

17

operational.

18

We have staff in MIS right now that

we have more of a bus support

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

19

Chair,

And when people are

Thank you.

is it possible to request that --

20

because this is a hot issue in regards to DMVL

21

that,

22

updates in regards to how the support is

23

progressing?

24
25

CHAIR KANE:

you know,

on a quarterly basis we do have

Yeah, no problem, Mr.

Pontanilla.

make sure we get that request.
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Staff, are you folks clear on the

1

2

request?

Okay.

3

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

4

CHAIR KANE:

5

COU~CILMEMBER

6

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Thank you.
PONTANILLA:

Thank you,

David.

Before I recognize Mr. Hokama,

if you

7

can clarify the Clerk II that is listed on

8

page 9-10 of the details has yet to be hi red; is

9

that what you stated?

10

MR. VERKERKE:

11

CHAIR KANE:

That's correct,
Okay.

yes.

So on the notes, Mr. Ginoza,

I

12

notice there is a footnote there, number 2-11,

13

number 2 there is a request for a step movement

14

as well as 11.

15

that was provided full funding.

16

This is the expansion position

Can you provide clarity there?

So we

17

provided full funding so it was represented last

18

year or am I missing it,

19

this year starting from July 1, although I show

20

eight months here in the expansion position

21

sheet that you handed out.

22

'06 was provided full funding and this is March

23

and we still not have received a position?

24

going off of your notes,

25

MR. L. GINOZA:

the full funding is for

So provide clarity.

yeah, Mr. Ginoza.

Off of my notes?
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CHAIR KANE:

2

MR. VERKERKE:

3

CHAIR KANE:

4

MR. VERKERKE:

5

6

Well,

your notes in the budget.

Mr. Chair,

if I may?

Mr. Verkerke.
In the '06 budget,

all expansion

positions for MIS were funded for six months.
CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

And,

again,

I'm going off of the

7

notes of Mr.

8

"Funding provided for full year salary."

9

that for this upcoming year?

10
11
12

MR. L. GINOZA:

15
16

quote,

That is correct, Mr. Chair.

Is

That's

for 2007 requests.
CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Okay.

Mr. Hokama,

13
14

Ginoza who states that,

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.
thank for your patience.

Chairman, are we on the call

center or just the -CHAIR KANE:

Yeah, Mr. Verkerke is here to provide us

17

resource for the two positions,

18

System Support Tech as well as Information

19

System Analyst III, Mr. Hokama.

20

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

CHAIR KANE:

22
23

I

Okay,

the Computer

Chairman.

see your hand, Ms. Anderson.

I ' l l get

to you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I ' l l be happy to give

24

Ms. Anderson her -- I'm going to wait for the

25

call center program.
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CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Ms. Anderson?

2

3

Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
Well,

4

Okay.

first of all,

Thank you,

Chair.

I'm just a little

5

confused as to why it takes so long to get these

6

positions that we funded last year filleo,

7

here we are the next budget session and you're

8

asking for more positions,

9

allocated last year aren't filled yet.

and

yet the ones we
Can you

10

give me more explanation as to why this process

11

is so slow?

12
13

MR. VERKERKE:

Sure, Ms. Anderson.
First of all, we start with a situation

14

where funding is only for six months.

15

start recruitment some time during the fall

16

the recruitment is a time-consuming process.

17

When we have the list of potential candidates,

18

we find usually that several of them have

19

already found jobs in the private sector,

20

end up with -- especially in the analyst series,

21

with a very limited pool of applicants.

22

always do their skills and interests and

23

background match up the specific needs that

24

we're trying to meet in our recruitment.

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

When we

so we

Not

Wait just a second.
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You say you started

1

Let me get clarification.

2

recruitment in the fall and that we found many

3

of the people on the list had already found

4

jobs.

5

list or something?

6

does that mean you go out and solicit more

7

applications?

8
9

Does that mean you just go from a waiting

MR. VERKERKE:

When you start recruitment,

I mean

DPS advertises that there's vacancies.

They evaluate the applicants to see if they meet

10

the minimum qualifications.

11

the level of the position,

12

there may be follow-up questionnaires to

13

establish their background as far as training

14

and experience goes.
By the time I

15

Then depending on
there may be exams,

finally receive the list

16

of eligibles,

several months have passed.

17

is a lot of economic activity,

18

necessarily waiting around if they're looking

19

for a job --

20

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

21

MR. VERKERKE:

-- if they have opportunities to be

hired somewhere else.

23

competitive with our salaries.

25

so people are not

Of course.

22

24

There

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

We're not very

Well,

me, poses a huge problem.

see that

that,

to

I wouldn't imagine
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anybody waiting around months to get a job,

2

especially if it's not at the top of the pay

3

scale for a like position anywhere else.

4

seems like we need to do something about the way

5

we recruit,

6

real list of people to work with,

7

You just said it's months by the time you get

8

the list from the time they first go out to

9

recruit.

because if by the time you get any
it's months.

Then it seems to me like we're

10

shooting ourselves in the foot with this

11

process.

12

MR. VERKERKE:

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

14

MR. VERKERKE:

15
16
17
18
19

We're just --

service rules and laws.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

MR. VERKERKE:

There is nothing to change

DPS.

-- a discussion you should have with

I'm not really in the position to

21

MR. VERKERKE:

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

25

And this is probably

that.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

24

I mean

-- constrained within the civil

20

23

So it

Yeah,

I understand.

-- comment.
I'm just trying to find out

why.
CHAIR KANE:
fast.

I'm just going to interject here real
We need one person at a time speaking
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because this meeting is being taped so --

2

MR. VERKERKE:

3

CHAIR KANE:

4

-- if we can just wait for each other to

finish before somebody else starts talking.
Ms. Anderson,

5

6

I apologize.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

you have the floor.

Thank you.

So you have three unfilled analyst

7

8

positions and you just two weeks ago went out to

9

recruit again,

so that means it's going to be

10

several months before you get an idea if there's

11

anybody on the list that still wants employment

12

with the County.

13

discombobulated me,

14

said about the clerk.

15

hired one or you're about to?

16

CHAIR KANE:

17

MR. VERKERKE:

And I'm sorry -- it so
I can't remember what you
Did you say you just

Discussions?
I am in discussions with one

18

particular person that we would really like to

19

make the job offer at this point.

20

completed those discussions yet,

21

if there is kind of a match between what we

22

offer and what this person's interests are,

23

a job offer can be made successfully.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

We haven't
so I don't know

that

And then you also mentioned

that the police still have unfilled IT
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1
2

positions.
MR. VERKERKE:

Do you know how many those are?
About two years ago,

I believe Council

3

approved the creation of an IT section within

4

the Police Department that consists of a total

5

of five positions.

6

recruitment addresses at least four of those.

7

I'm not sure about the fifth.

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I think the current

Okay.

And I hope I'm not

asking you to repeat yourself, but could you

10

just give us an idea of how this person,

11

analyst for DMV,

12

something that is not being done right now?

13

MR. VERKERKE:

this

is going to help DMV in doing

Mr. Chair, with your permission,

I

14

would like to ask perhaps if we can ask Mr. Lito

15

Vila to come down.

16

areas where he needs additional IT attention

17

that we haven't been able to provide him with

18

the current staffing levels.

19

CHAIR KANE:

He knows specifically the

Well, before we do that,

the management

20

of this position is going to come under your

21

purview, Mr. Verkerke?

22

MR. VERKERKE:

23

CHAIR KANE:

Yes, Mr. Chair.
Okay.

So before we ask Mr. Vila down,

I

24

want to give you another opportunity to try to

25

go into as much detail as you've been -- because
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1

you're asking for the position,

2

under the directorship of the Managing Director,

3

so I would need both of you to respond to the

4

question before we ask Mr. Vila to come down.

5

MR. REGAN:

6

CHAIR KANE:

7

MR. REGAN:

Chair?
Mr. Regan.
Thank you.
Having had the opportunity to work

8
9

quite frankly,

within the Department of Finance,

I can tell you

10

that there have been numerous occasions where

11

systems go down, maybe a conductivity issue, it

12

may be an issue with the printer,

13

issue with the hardware that we have over there

14

that perform various types of functions such as

15

the printers that do the actual driver's

16

licenses.

17

that.

it may be an

We've had a number of issues with

18

Conductivity issues tend to be,

19

know, pretty major issues within the department

20

because if they lose connectivity to the server,

21

generally speaking that means we have to shut

22

down operations or cut back the services that

23

we're able to provide to the constituents that

24

are coming in for services within the

25

department.

you

There are different --
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There's different projects that I

1

know

2

that Lito Vila,

the administrator of that

3

particular division,

4

specifically looking at doing the conversion

5

from paper to digital in terms of -- in terms of

6

digitizing the various documents that we have on

7

file.

is trying to push forward,

8

If you've ever had an opportunity to go

9

down to the DMV and take a look at the way that

10

they operate, everything is paper,

11

representatives have to get up off their chair,

12

go back, pullout the documents,

13

down at their chair and perform -- perform the

14

transaction.

15

time but it happens a majority of the time and

16

so it's very inefficient.

17

so the

come back,

sit

That may not happen every single

One of the projects I

know that the

18

administrator is looking at is to convert that

19

so that regardless of where the transaction

20

takes place within the County, whether it's at

21

the service center or if it's at one of the

22

satellites,

23

able to recall -- recall this digital document

24

so that they could complete the transactions in

25

the location wherever that is taking place.

that the representative would be
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I'm not sure if I'm missing anything

1
2

else, but if we need to go into further detail,

3

I'm sure Jacob could help with that.

4

CHAIR KANE:

Ms. Anderson.

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Go ahead.

So this person that that

6

will be their job duty,

7

paper documents into digital?

8
9

10
11

MR. REGAN:

to transfer all the

That will be one of their -- one of their

responsibilities would be to help the division
with that particular project,

yes.

We already have staff that has been

12

assigned to assist right now,

but that's a

13

portion of their time,

14

much longer to actually make this a reality.

15

And there's

16

tremendous amount of benefit if we're able to

17

get this project completed sooner than later,

18

to have this individual -- to support this

19

particular expansion position would allow us to

20

focus on that particular project and get that

21

done much quicker as well as to ensure that we

22

don't have situations where the -- we can't get

23

a technician out there on site to the service

24

center or to the various satellites that we have

25

throughout the community,

so it's going to take

in my opinion,

there's a

you know,

so

in a timely
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1

manner because as you know, people are there for

2

30,

3

the system goes down halfway through their wait.

4

I mean it becomes very -- it can be stressful

5

for individuals and frustrating.

6

would be able to have an individual specifically

7

tasked with providing that assistance

8

immediately versus having to wait for someone to

9

become freed up to send down,

10
11

45 minutes, perhaps longer,

to find out that

So our goal

you know,

to the

service center or to the satellites.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So once this special

12

project's done,

13

assist in any kind of IT problem

then they would just stay on to

14

MR. REGAN:

15

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

16

have?

17

MR. REGAN:

And there's other

Yeah.

-- that the division may

And there's many -- as Jacob was

18

mentioning with regards to the ratio,

we do

19

have -- we do we have a lot of needs,

you know,

20

in this County,

21

support so I can't envision that this

22

individual,

23

project was completed,

24

I guess that's my point.

25

things.

specifically for IT and IT

once this -- once that specific
would have nothing to do,
There's lots of
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In fact,

1

looking at real property tax,

2

which is right next door to -- in the service

3

center but they share space with DMVL,

4

there's opportunities for that individual to

5

assist with real property tax,

6

concerns as well.

7
8

9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Oh,

you know,

some of their

that would be good.

Does real property tax have an IT person?
MR. REGAN:

No.

No,

not a specific person.

We just

10

provide them assistance through our current

11

staffing that we have.

12
13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

Now,

just one other

question, Mr. Chair.

14

CHAIR KANE:

Sure.

15

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Regarding the support tech,

16

you stated that there were 150 to 200 computer

17

replacements a year?

18

MR. REGAN:

That's correct.

19

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

20

MR. VERKERKE:

Wow.

We have close to 1,000 PCs installed

21

county-wide.

22

computer is four to five years,

23

will show that we'll be faced with replacing

24

about 200 of those a year.

25

The typical expected life of a

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

so simple math

And who is doing that right
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1

now?
Present tech support staff at MIS.

2

MR. VERKERKE:

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

4

MR. VERKERKE:

So ...

So we have a workload that is quite

5

more than they can handle effectively and

6

efficiently.

7

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

Thank you, Chair.

Thank you.

9

CHAIR KANE:

10

again,

11

a moment, Ms. Anderson and Members,

12

know that yesterday I went down to DMV to go get

13

my permanent driver's license and the system was

14

down.

15

were great down there, but it was frustrating

16

because the system was down.

17

sitting and things couldn't get accomplished so

18

I had to get a temporary license, which allows

19

me to drive until I get the picture.

20

was down.

21

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
I recognize Mr. Hokama,

And before,

I'm going to take
to let you

And so it took me 45 minutes, and people

People were

The camera

I mean there were issues.

So I'm only sharing the observation

22

or my experience from what is being described by

23

Mr. Regan as being real.

24

that's,

25

say, because of our dependency on the system,

It's not something

you know -- that's not unusual,

I would
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1

anyway,

4

5

just wanted to share that.

Mr. Hokama?

2

3

I

Thank you for your comments,

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:
Chairman.
CHAIR KANE:

Which,

by the way,

I have to go back

6

down again tomorrow,

you know,

and go to get the

7

picture taken and I've got to go back again,

8

which,

9

go down and get hung up and have to go change

if you connect that to all the people who

10

their schedules and then go back to work and

11

have to come back at another time -- you know,

12

watched four people next to me have to do all

13

the same thing,

14

and forgive me for interrupting you, but I

15

wanted to make the point that it's impacting the

16

citizenry and so -- we've gone down this road

17

and we have to -- we have to deal with it.

18
19

they have to come back,

Thank you, Mr.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

No,

no,

Hokama.
no,

so
just

I'm sorry.

Chairman.

Again, we

20

appreciate the comments of a recent actual user

21

of the program.

22

I

I guess that's part of my frustrations,

23

Mr. Chairman.

24

old and we thought we would have worked out the

25

bugs by now,

This is a program over five years

and yet every year we have problems
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1

with the program.

And,

2

enough,

another department brings up

3

personnel services and the ability to fill

4

positions that the Council has supported through

5

appropriations or expansion of position counts.

once more,

you know,

Although I can say,

6

interesting

you know,

that I

7

would expect Mr. Regan and his people,

if they

8

really needed those positions, Chairman,

9

once the budget is passed,

then

they don't have to

10

wait to get job descriptions done, minimum

11

qualifications set,

12

does start,

13

road doesn't start on July 1st except for the

14

money.

15

so that when the budget year

real recruitment can begin.

The

Everything else can be done in advance.
So,

you know,

I don't want to hear

16

excuses about why we cannot do certain things.

17

I expect our management people to use their

18

skills to figure out ways how to get it done or

19

don't come back next year and ask us for more

20

positions that as, Ms. Anderson said,

21

filled last year's positions we granted.

22

hell of a way to run a county government,

23

Chairman.

24

I

25

think, Mr. Chairman,

haven't

you know,

the funds and maybe we can do it.

It's a

we have

We still got
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1

time within this last quarter.

2

mentioned yesterday,

3

audits,

4

Maybe we need to do one on the DMV.

5

other members want a specific standing committee

6

jurisdiction, but as your chairman of the

7

Council, Mr. Kane,

8

the Council to continue to use,

9

need to authorize additional audits and maybe

10
11

As Ms.

Johnson

I think we might need to do

further audits.

We completed Planning.
I know

I think it's a good tool for
and maybe we

one should be done on Personnel Services.
What is the problem with filling

12

positions?

13

"Yeah, it's a tough recruiting market."

14

we know that so what are we doing differently to

15

try and make it work?

16

Department efforts.

17

Aren't other departments looking to see if that

18

works for them also, Chairman?

19

Every year we hear the same thing.
Yeah,

We've heard about Police
They had some success.

We've invested millions in new systems

20

and yet, here we are being asked for more

21

people, more people.

22

years ago came in with efficiency and was going

23

to cut government,

24

look, we're between 50 percent,

25

expansion in some areas and we're still getting

This Administratior. four

the size of government.

Here

100 percent
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1

the complaints.

We're still getting the lack of

2

service standards that even the employees want

3

to provide.
I'm sorry if I strayed from your

4

5

intention, Mr. Chairman,

and I apologize,

but I

6

must say my frustrations with all these

7

requests,

8

come and ask for things,

9

us something to depend on, because I don't want

and if the departments are going to
I wish they would give

10

to hear later on what they said was not what

11

they said to us.

12

hold somebody's feet to the fire when it doesn't

13

get done,

14

CHAIR KANE:

15

MR. L. GINOZA:

16

So put it in writing,

Chairman.

Thank you.

so I can

Thank you.
Mr. Ginoza?

Thank you, Mr.

Chair.

I'd just like

to make a comment on Mr. Hokama's comments.

17

And I do appreciate his concern in

18

having departments getting ready and getting

19

started on July 1st to start their recruitment,

20

but part of the limitation is that,

21

there's only six months funding available,

22

know,

23

planning for and the timing of,

24

recruitment and,

25

position.

you know,

there is some delay in terms of,

you know,

if

you

you know,

you know,

the filling of

And I'm not giving excuses, but
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1

2

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

We understand, Mr.

We

Ginoza.

understand.

3

MR. L. GINOZA:

4

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

MR. L. GINOZA:

6

you know,

if we start the recruitment on

7

July 1st,

you know, part of the limitation is

8

the funding for that first year so ...

9

it's funding.
We're not new members.

I'm just trying to point out that,

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

We understand that.

My pOint is

10

that we don't want to hear that you waited until

11

fall to set the ball rolling and here we are now

12

one budget cycle later and you're giving

13

responses to committee members,

14

still not filled."

15

you want to try something different.

16

"Those positions

So we're just saying, maybe

And if that doesn't work,

you know,

we

17

will recognize,

18

the department has tried to do different ways.

19

We might have to look at something else.

20

don't know what.

21

Emergency hiring.

22

that you may come back to us and say,

23

need to do this option instead because the

24

regular civil service option doesn't work for

25

us."

you know

the administration,

I

Private contracting.
I don't know.

There's tools
"We may
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1

MR. L. GINOZA:

Thank you for that, but my comment is

2

if we're going to try something new for 2007 and

3

funding is limited to six months,

4

some limitation in terms of what new things that

5

we can provide.

6

CHAIR KANE:

it may provide

And it's just a comment.
So I'm going to end it there.

Okay.

7

And the final comment is going to be stated

8

that,

9

For you to take a position that it's funding

you know what?

10

when,

11

policy decision was made to provide for six

12

months of funding instead of eight months was

13

because the documentation that was provided by

14

this administration showed a historical

15

documentation that you can't hire eight

16

four months and so you're not justified in

17

having eight months' worth of pay to start

18

because you haven't wrapped up.

19

in fact,

It's not a funding issue.

it's shown the reason why the

And this is a perfect example.

on

You were

20

given six months and here we are in the ninth --

21

the end of the ninth month and you're still in

22

discussions,

23

folks can perform,

24

that you can justify the eight-month request on

25

your funding.

so you can't do it.

So unless you

you need to demonstrate to us

And it doesn't come down to that.
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It comes down to the hiring and through

2

Department of Personnel Services and what we're

3

doing.
So we'll end that discussion and we'll

4
5

move on, but until you guys can demonstrate

6

otherwise,

7

know,

8

discussion for this budget as well.

9

the policy decision was made and,

it seems like it's going to be part of the

Ms. Anderson,

10

up in this area.

11

questions, Members,

12

Ms. Anderson?

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

14

you

and then we'll try to wrap

If you have any further
on these two positions.

Thank you, Chair.

Whoever can answer this question,

you

15

did say earlier that the private sector salary

16

ranges are better,

17

better and why -- you know,

18

that long ago when a County job was coveted

19

because the pay was better than you could get

20

anywhere else.

21

we're underpaying and we're losing people to the

22

private sector because we can't compete with the

23

salaries.

24
25

and can you tell me how much
I can remember not

And now all I'm hearing is that

So maybe we need to do a whole overhaul,
and -- I mean I'd rather have one for sure
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competent person who loves their job and shows

2

up every day,

3

110 percent because they're getting compensated,

4

you know,

5

three people who aren't being compensated at a

6

competitive level, because what does that tell

7

us?

8

of the crop.

you know,

willing to give it

at a competitive level,

than two or

That tells us we're not getting the cream

So can you tell me,

9

you know,

just from

10

your experience where the disparity is in the

11

salaries right now for this MIT,

12

position particularly,

13

asking for and the ones that we haven't been

14

able to fill?

15

MR. VERKERKE:

Ms. Anderson,

the analyst

the one that you're

I don't have those

16

numbers readily available but I'd be more than

17

happy to provide them to you.

18
19
20

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
that.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

I'd appreciate

Thank you.
Okay.

Any further questions in this

21

area before we move on to the call center

22

requests?

23

Okay.

Hearing none, Mr.

24

Mr. Regan or Mr. Verkerke?

25

Mr. Verkerke.

-- either

Thank you,
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MR. VERKERKE:

2

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you,
Oh,

Chair.

and Mr. Regan,

I'm sorry,

if we can

3

just verify -- I know Mr. Verkerke talked about

4

the '06 request not being hired.

5

specifically the Analyst III,

6

that were also provided for the program last

7

year, Mr. Verkerke?

8

MR. VERKERKE:

9

CHAIR KANE:

Mr. Chair,
Okay.

Is that

IV, V positions

that's correct.

So the four expansion positions

10

that were provided for last year have yet to be

11

hired?

12

MR. VERKERKE:

13

CHAIR KANE:

14
15

MR. REGAN:

That's correct.
Okay.

Thank you very much.

Okay.

Mr. Regan.

Thank you,

Chair.

Would you prefer that

16

we go into the call center discussion or would

17

you like us to complete the Civil Rights

18

Specialist discussion first and then we could

19

spend --

20

CHAIR KANE:

21

MR. REGAN:

22

CHAIR KANE:

23

MR. REGAN:

Okay.

Yeah,

why don't you take --

-- more time on it?
-- care of the civil rights request?
Thank you.

At this time I'd like to ask

24

that I bring down a resource, Mr. Denny Schwind,

25

but essentially, Chair,

the Civil Rights
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Specialist would assist Mr. Schwind in dealing

2

with the ADA issues that we have here within the

3

county as well as the Equal Employment

4

opportunity issues that we face here within the

5

county.
As you know,

6

legislation is becoming an

7

oversight of these programs -- is becoming much

8

more intense, and so to speak a little bit more

9

about that and about the importance of the

10

position, we have our Executive Assistant to the

11

Managing Director, Mr. Denny Schwind.

12

CHAIR KANE:

13

MR. SCHWIND:

14

Good morning, Mr. Schwind.
Good morning, Chair Kane and Members of

the Council.

15

Let me find my glasses here.

16

I've prepared a little bit of an

17

overview regarding civil rights history for the

18

Council members and Mr. Chair and how it will

19

impact -- how it does impact the County of Maui

20

and the State of Hawaii and all public

21

organizations.

22

Back to the Civil Rights Act of 1964,

23

1965 Executive Order 11246 created the

24

Affirmative Action Program.

25

Act of 1968, 504 Rehabilitation Act of 1973,

The Hugh Barriers
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Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988, 1990,

2

Americans with Disabilities Act, Civil Rights

3

Act of 1991, Executive Order 131-66 approves

4

access to

5

assisted programs who -- excuse me, to better

6

communicate with individuals that are limited in

7

English proficiency.

8

President Clinton.

federally conducted federally

This was signed by

All of the above laws, plus other State

9

10

laws, have a direct impact on the County of Maui

11

and its recipients.

12

looking at creating a civil rights specialist

13

position in the Managing Director's Office.

14

This individual will have direct

15

responsibilities for compliance with these

16

federal and state laws as they relate to civil

17

rights.

18

To fill this gap, we're

The individual will also assist in

19

conducting internal investigations, have direct

20

oversight in training and compliance with the

21

County's EEO slash Affirmative Action Plan,

22

policy against discrimination and will assist

23

the ADA coordinator in accessibility issues.

24

It's important to note that the County

25

of Maui is the only County within the State of
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1

Hawaii whose EEO Compliance Officer is an

2

appointed position rather than a civil service

3

position.

4

So with all these federal laws that

5

impact the County,

whether the department itself

6

is a direct recipient of funds -- for example,

7

the federal Department of Transportation funnels

8

funds through the State of Hawaii's

9

Transportation -- Department of Transportation

10

to our Transportation Department,

11

department,

12

the civil rights law.

13

a recipient of federal funds,

14

applicable to every single department throughout

15

the County:

16

Parks Department,

17

therefore,

and that

comes under Title 6 of
Because the County now is
Title 6 is

Police Department,

Fire Department,

whatever.

Only our Department of Transportation

18

right now has together -- has put together a

19

plan regarding the requirements of Title 6,

20

there's a lot,

21

needs to be done in terms of compliance issues,

22

and we're looking at having that internal

23

resource that has been missing since day one now

24

to assist the County with compliance of these

25

laws and other applicable laws.

so

a lot of work out there that
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CHAIR KANE:

Ms. Tavares followed by Mr. Hokama.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Schwind you said

3

that we're the only County that doesn't have an

4

EEO officer; that's civil service?

5

MR. SCHWIND:

6

MR. REGAN:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

MR. SCHWIND:

9

That's correct.
That's correct,

yes.

Aren't you civil service?

I'm not the EEO Compliance Officer.

The Managing Director is the EEO Compliance

10

Officer as appointed by the Mayor.

11

coordinator --

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

MR. SCHWIND:

14

I'm the ADA

ADA coordinator.

which is a small piece of civil

rights law, ma'am.

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

CHAIR KANE:

17

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Hokama followed by Mr. Molina.
My colleague read my mind.

She

18

asked that question I was going to ask.

19

since you mentioned that it was by the Mayor's

20

election to make Mr. Regan the EEOC

21

representative for the County, could it very

22

well have been given to an EM under the civil

23

service; wouldn't that be right?

24

MR. REGAN:

Yes,

25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

But

that's true.
So is there a reason why Mayor
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Arakawa chose not to take that option,

2

Mr. Regan?

3

MR. REGAN:

Actually,

this was a decision that was

4

made well before this Administration came into

5

office.

6

back when the original program was put

7

together -- the sexual harassment and harassment

8

and violence in the workplace program was put

9

together,

This was something that was decided

so it was just carried forward.

10

you are right,

11

could make that decision to shift that

12

responsibility.

13

But

the Mayor at this point in time

The issue is finding someone that has

14

the time and the available capacity to take on

15

that responsibility.

And unfortunately,

16

start to look around,

there are -- we're unable

17

to locate an individual that may have that level

18

of experience because you also need the

19

experience within that field and the available

20

capacity to handle that responsibility.

21

a -- it's a tremendous amount of work that comes

22

along with having this responsibility placed on

23

your shoulders,

24

it's -- yeah,

25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

as we

It's

and as the EEO for the County,

it's very stressful.
Mr. Schwind,

you mentioned some
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compliance concerns in your statement to us this

2

morning.

3

MR. SCHWIND:

Yes.

4

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Are we in non-compliance with

5

certain departments or certain requirements from

6

the federal government that you are aware of and

7

you can share with this committee this morning?

8
9

MR. SCHWIND:

Well,

in all areas.

I

think there's work to be done

For example,

the area that I have

10

a limited amount of expertise in is in the area

11

of Americans with Disabilities Act and I

12

again,

13

act,

as the County's coordinator.
We currently have three lawsuits filed

14

against the County of Maui regarding ADA

15

accessibility issues;

16

eight years before I got involved.

17

is,

18

not have an internal resource that can focus

19

100 percent of his or her time on the changes in

20

laws,

21

been discriminated against by the County of

22

Maui,

23

some of which go back
The problem

is that the laws change very rapidly.

We do

so once an individual feels that they've

it's an automatic lawsuit.
So it's not that we're not compliant,

24

it's just that the laws are changing so rapidly

25

that sometimes we cannot respond within,
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know,

the period of time in which the laws

2

change and,

3

issues.

therefore,

are subject to liability

I can't really say 100 percent that the

4

5

county is in compliance with over single federal

6

and State law.

7

knowledge.

8

county of Maui has exercised good faith effort,

9

specifically regarding ADA,

I don't have that level of

But I do know that,

you know,

the

to comply and we

10

have diligently put together affirmative action

11

plans, EEOC policy, discrimination policies,

12

we've provided training for all of our employees

13

annually.

14

But to say are we 100 percent compliant?

15

I couldn't say yes,

16

say we put in a good faith effort to comply as

17

best we can.

18

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I couldn't say no.

I just

You mentioned because we utilize

19

federal funds,

20

standards that the County needs to meet?

21

MR. SCHWIND:

22

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

we corne under certain,

I guess,

That's correct.
So saying that,

one of our

23

requirements is for every,

I guess,

grant we're

24

required to file a federal single audit under

25

use and compliance of the funds.

I have yet to
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be made aware -- and maybe Mr. Kane has,

2

cannot recall any audit that we filed that came

3

back and stated concerns or compliance issues in

4

the exercise and use of the federal funds.

5

can you help us understand why through the audit

6

reviews and the audit submissions,

7

seem to be a problem?

8

MR. REGAN:

9

CHAIR KANE:

10

MR. REGAN:

but I

So

there doesn't

Chair?
Mr. Regan.
We would be happy to go back and take a

11

look at that,

12

reports that you're speaking of,

13

was missed by the auditor.

14

something that they're aware of as an issue.

15

would be happy to work with them on that to

16

ensure that that becomes part of those single

17

audit reports.

18

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

take a look at the single audit
and see if it

It may not be

And my point, Mr. Regan -- and I

19

appreciate your willingness to do that, but my

20

point is we submit this to the federal

21

government back and return to show it what we

22

did with their funds and how we achieved our

23

intended results.

24
25

They,

We

in return,

have never came back to

this County that I'm aware of as a member -- as
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a sitting member of this Council, once where

2

they mentioned any potential concerns or there

3

was a concern or issue that came about in their

4

review of our audits that we filed with them on

5

the use of their funds.
And so I'm just trying to get a sense

6
7

as,

you know, your department is requesting for

8

this position,

9

understand you need some expertise, and maybe

I understand it's hard.

I

10

for this time, maybe the Mayor wants to consider

11

a civil service position, but for those that we

12

have been found in non-compliance,

13

has shown a willingness through the consent

14

decree to put the appropriate resources -- to

15

correct the situations, to make the County of

16

Maui in full compliance and we treat all

17

residents and citizens as fairly as possible.

the County

So we have shown our good faith efforts

18

19

on our part.

20

We have put in thousands -- hundreds of

21

thousands of dollars for Parks Department

22

compliance.

23

us,

24

Council has given.

25

on schedule with the compliance requirements.

Whatever fines,

I'm sure we paid.

Mr. Schwind knows.

He comes before

you know, asking for funding support that
And my understanding we're
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1

just present this question,

2

Mr. Chair, because I can't understand why we

3

have not been notified of some deficiencies

4

regarding compliance through our annual federal

5

single audit filings for every single federal

6

fund.

7

Thank you.

8

CHAIR KANE:

just raise that issue, Mr. Chair.

Thank you.
Mr. Molina,

9

10

So I

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

followed by Ms. Anderson,

Thank you,

Good morning, Mr.

11

Chairman.

Schwind,

are you aware

12

of any potential funding sources for a position

13

like this?

14

position will be working exclusively with

15

federal issues, ADA compliance issues,

16

cetera.

17

that could at least partially

18

partially fund this position?

19
20
21

MR. SCHWIND:

And I

ask that, because this

et

Anything out there that you know of
at least

I'm not aware of any funding outside of

the individual counties' appropriations.
MR. REGAN:

And just to clarify,

it wouldn't just be

22

federal issues that this position would be

23

dealing with.

24

violations of the policies -- the internal

25

policies that we have with regards to violence

I mean we're also talking about
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in the workplace and sexual harassment in the

2

workplace,

3

county issues as well.

4

so it would also deal with those

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

I see.

Mr. Chair,

I guess

5

through your staff if we could request,

6

a full description of this position and their

7

duties and responsibilities?

8
9

CHAIR KANE:

I guess,

We have made that request already,

Mr. Molina.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

11

CHAIR KANE:

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

13

Thank you.

Ms. Anderson?

Mr. Schwind,

Thank you, Chair.
you mentioned that there

14

was an EEO and ADA plan, and I'm not talking

15

about the policy but a plan.

16

MR. SCHWIND:

17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Is there a plan?

I was referring to a policy, ma'am.
You were referring to a

18

policy.

19

the policy,

20

on how to go about implementing these various

21

policies?

22

MR. SCHWIND:

So the County has no plan to implement
and I mean,

you know,

I guess, Mr. Chair,

a written plan

the plan is to

23

provide the departments with enough information

24

and training so that they understand what their

25

responsibilities are regarding EOC issues and
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affirmative action issues.

2

The Affirmative Action Plan does have

3

within it a list of areas in which the County

4

perhaps is deficient in protected classes at

5

different levels of employment throughout the

6

County.

7

recruiting departments to look at that

8

deficiency and to see whether or not an

9

applicant -- a qualified applicant falls within

At that point, it's up to the

10

one of those categories, and,

11

to provide that applicant with an opportunity

12

for employment that goes above and beyond

13

everybody being on the same page and on an equal

14

playing field because of that deficiency.

15

that type of plan is structured within the

16

Affirmative Action Plan itself.

17
18
19

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Right.

if so, they need

So

Have we had any EEOC

complaints filed against the County?
MR. SCHWIND:

Yes, we've had very -- very many -- I

20

don't know very many.

21

filed against the County.

22

many is a proper way of expressing the numbers.

23

They traditionally are filed through our

24

Corporation Counsel by the Hawaii Civil -- the

25

Hawaii Civil

R~ghts

Yes, we've had complaints
I don't know if very

Commission.
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2
3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Without the federal

commission being involved?
MR. SCHWIND:

Because--

An individual can file a complaint with

4

a -- at the federal level with the EEO or

5

through the State level at the Hawaii Civil

6

Rights Commission,

7

Managing Director's Office, or through your own

8

department director or supervisor.

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Federal complaints would

MR. SCHWIND:

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

14

But we've never had any

federal complaints filed that you know of?

11

13

or internally through the

With the federal commission,

Equal Opportunity Commission?
MR. SCHWIND:

I don't have knowledge of that.

15

would have to check with our Corporation

16

Counsel.

17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I

I would be interested in

18

knowing the number of complaints,

19

other than that,

20

kind of issues or not

21

basically,

22

it's something that at one time was a bigger

23

issue than it is now.

24
25

not anything

just to get an idea of what
just numbers,

to see if this is a growing issue,

Because I

if

am aware that there was an

EEOC complaint filed with the federal commission
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on the Big Island.

And without going into the

2

details,

3

of Hawaii was remanded to hire an EEO officer

4

specifically, and -- by the federal government.

5

So I would be interested in knowing how our

6

County has had to deal with these issues and if

7

they've all gone through the State Commission or

8

our Corp Counsel's office or if any of them were

9

filed at the federal level.

the outcome of it was that the County

Because a person

10

can override all the State and County and go

11

straight to the feds,

12

probably a good idea, because any complaint

13

filed with the EEOC,

14

come and investigate it.

15

which I might add,

is

they're obligated by law to

So I'm wondering if you can provide us

16

or if -- or if anybody at the federal level has

17

requested that we provide a specific position

18

for this person.

19

description attached to that position at the

20

federal level,

21

sure that the job description that we do -- I

22

know you're combining a lot here,

23

basically the same thing.

24

civil rights,

25

I

And if they have a job

that we could look at to make

but it's all

It all deals with

so --

know we've already asked for the job
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description but I'd like to see if -- how

2

that -- how that might weigh against any kind of

3

federal mandate that is out there.

4

county of Hawaii,

5

this person,

6

the job duties this person must fulfill.

7

you have contact with anyone that you could get

8

that information for us?

9

MR. REGAN:

I'm sure the

when they were told to hire

they were told these are,

you know,
So do

Chair, we would be happy to provide that

10

information in terms of number of EEO -- yeah,

11

EEOC complaints received within the department,

12

where they came from.

13

give details but we would be able to provide,

14

you know,

15

number of complaints handled by the department

16

and submit that to the committee.

17

CHAIR KANE:

We wouldn't be able to

high level information in terms of the

Ms. Anderson, we'll make sure -- we'll

18

make sure that staff gets that question out to

19

the Managing Director's office for a timely

20

response.

21

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

22

CHAIR KANE:

23
24
25

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Any further questions in this area,

Members, Civil Rights Specialist III?
Seeing none, why don't we go ahead and
take care of the final component, Mr. Regan.
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Mr. Schwind,

1

2

MR. SCHWIND:

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

4

CHAIR KANE:

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

thank you very much.

Thank you.
Wait, wait, Mr. Chair?

Yes.
I did have one more question

6

that maybe Mr. Schwind could answer for us real

7

quickly?

8

CHAIR KANE:

Proceed.

9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Recently we got a memo that

10

the County's sexual harassment policy has been

11

superseded by a non-discriminatory policy.

12

MR. SCHWIND:

That's correct.

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Could you please explain why

14

that happened, what the reason for that is, and

15

if this position would be responsible for

16

overseeing that policy?

17

MR. REGAN:

Chair,

I can just make a couple of

18

comments and then Denny could share some of his

19

comments?

20

But the sexual harassment policy

21

essentially resolved around sexual harassment.

22

We have other types of harassment that may occur

23

or may not occur within this organization.

24

the new policy that you see incorporates

25

everything from the original sexual harassment
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policy as well as takes into consideration these

2

other types of forms of harassment that may --

3

that individuals may come into contact with,

4

it's kind of a more all encompassing

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

6

MR. REGAN:

7

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

8

9

-- yeah,

so

Policy.

policy.
And were we mandated to

broaden this policy by anyone?
MR. REGAN:

I think this was just an internal

10

decision that we made to make it a more

11

encompassing policy so we cover other areas of

12

discrimination and harassment that may occur.

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

14

MR. REGAN:

15

CHAIR KANE:

16

MR. SCHWIND:

17

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

You're welcome.
Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Schwind.

You're welcome.
Mr. Regan,

why don't you proceed with

18

the Call Center Supervisor and four

19

representatives

20

MR. REGAN:

21

CHAIR KANE:

22

MR. REGAN:

Certainly.
-- the request?
Thank you,

Chair.

The last positions

23

that we'd like to discuss this morning pertain

24

to the proposed Kokua Call Center.

25

The proposed call center essentially is
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the natural evolution of the request for

2

services program or the RFS Program that we're

3

all very familiar with that was installed within

4

the County system many, many years ago.

5

part of the E-tech initiative,

6

I've asked David Ching to come down here to be a

7

resource for this discussion.

RFS was

and that's why

8

But it came from the Mayor's office and

9

it was rolled out to the various departments in

10

an effort to improve services to our customers,

11

the citizens of Maui County.

12

overlooked was the lack of dedicated personnel

13

to manage -- specifically manage and be

14

responsible for the overall RFS system.

15

One area that was

With the approval of the proposed Kokua

16

Call Center,

which will come forward in

17

operations in CIP discussion and the requested

18

positions that we have before you this morning,

19

we'll have the dedicated people in place to

20

truly improve the way our citizens interact with

21

their government.

22

In our research, we've determined that

23

on any given day throughout the 14 departments

24

we have in the County -- and I apologize,

25

but this does not include the legislative
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branch,

2

executive branch of our government -- there are

3

approximately 115 employees answering telephone

4

calls on average on any given day,

5

telephone calls from the public.

6

I'm only specifically speaking of the

and these are

Our research has further indicated that

7

we receive approximately 670 calls on a daily

8

basis county-wide, which equates to a little

9

over 235,000 non-emergency calls to the County

10

on an annual basis.

11

With the approval of the requested

12

positions and the eventual approval of the

13

proposed Kokua Call Center, we estimate a

14

45 percent diversion rate, which would

15

essentially mean the Call Center would shift

16

about 105,000 of those calls away from the

17

departments to have their issues resolved by the

18

Call Center staff.

19

302 calls a day or about 60 some odd calls per

20

employee,

21

This averages out to about

as we've requested per day.

The Call Center supervisor would perform

22

essential management oversight of the Call

23

Center and the four Call Center representatives.

24

The individual would supervise the daily

25

activities of the Call Center and offer
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technical assistance to ensure an effective

2

operation.

3

also coach and develop the Call Center staff.

4

They would plan,

5

to meet current and future service requirements.

6

They would prepare daily operational reports

7

regarding any malfunctions that may happen with

8

the equipment or the software.

9

maintain and promote goodwill and positive

They would -- this individual would

organize and schedule resources

They would

10

citizen relationships.

11

difficult calls from the public to ensure the

12

most effective procedures are implementea.

13

would monitor the productivity and performance

14

of the Call Center representatives.

15

assist with developing and updating manuals,

16

such as policies and procedures and training.

17

They would also maintain knowledge of

18

organizational,

19

changes within County government,

20

interest groups,

21

community and neighborhood associations.

22

they may be required to be on call durin9

23

emergency situations.

24

Chair,

25

They would handle

They

They would

operational and administrative
special

social service providers and
And

The

I'm not sure if you would like

to -- if you'd like me to explain the Call
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Center reps and then just take general questions

2

on both types of positions, or would you like me

3

to stop there and take questions on that

4

particular position?

5

CHAIR KANE:

Yeah,

frankly,

Mr. Regan,

I'm not going

6

to direct you on how you should present your

7

program.

8

MR. REGAN:

9

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.
So you do what you feel is necessary for

10

the body and then we'll open it up for Q&A.

11

if you're inadequate,

12

come out,

13

probably won't get any questions,

14

far as you need to go, Mr. Regan.

15
16

MR. REGAN:

And

then the questions will

and if you're adequate,

I appreciate the leeway,

then you
so you go as

Chair.

Thank

you.
The Call Center representatives would

17

18

receive telephone calls from the public and

19

provide citizens with information on services

20

that they've requested.

21

customer service functions by telephone,

22

Internet,

23

media,

24

reviewing incoming correspondence.

25

screen calls and determine the nature and the

e-mail,

They would also perform
by

regular postal mail or other

answering incoming telephone calls and
They would
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urgency of the issues being presented to them.

2

They would also categorize and code complaints

3

for data entry, which would allow us to go back

4

and determine where -- or what issues are

5

becoming more and more prominent within the

6

community that may require additional focus by

7

management of the various departments.
They would provide information and

8
9

assistance related to County services,

10

activities, procedures, documentation or other

11

issues.

12

complaints or requests for service.

13

also analyze the data to determine the proper

14

response to those inquiries from the public.

15

They would --

16

They would also respond to questions,
They would

Another responsibility that they would

17

have would be to research these requests and

18

problems and complaints, and initiate the

19

appropriate action to resolve those issues.

20

They would generate work orders that would be

21

sent to the various departments within the

22

County to have those issues resolved.

23

also locate and contact the appropriate

24

personnel in other County agencies or

25

departments for information or assistance with

They'd
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problem resolution,

and they would refer

2

problems to other departments or individuals as

3

appropriate.
They would communicate with their

4

5

supervisor and other employees as well as other

6

departments, County officials,

7

outside agencies and other individuals as needed

8

to coordinate their work activities in the

9

review of the status of their work and exchange

10

residents,

of information to resolve the problems.
Some of the benefits of approving the

11

12

requested positions and, ultimately the Call

13

Center operations,

14

centralize the inquiries within the County

15

thereby reducing the number of calls being

16

handled by departments directly.

17

control

18

better provide a professional courteous

19

experience for our citizens.

20

provide uniform and consistent answers to common

21

questions.

22

complaints from the public and follow through

23

with the departments to ensure that resolution.

24

Staff would be problem solvers.

25

would be that it would

We'd have more

a more controlled environment to

We'd be able to

We would be able to receive

They

would be following issues from the origiDal
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intake to their final outcome and resolution,

2

and this would essentially allow the departments

3

to focus on their core missions and their core

4

responsibilities.

5

By having these positions,

it would also

6

help to relieve the Maui Police Department by

7

taking over some of their non-emergency calls

8

that they have to their 911 Call Center.

In

9

speaking with the Maui Police Department,

they

10

estimate that they receive over 80,000 calls on

11

an annual basis

12

Call Center,

13

opinion would help divert some of those calls by

14

having it go through the Call Center

15

representatives.

16

non-emergency calls to their

so this would help -- in your

Staff would be able to handle citizens'

17

requests by various types of media,

18

mentioned earlier,

19

much more flexible with regards to the way that

20

we interact with our public.

21

allowing individuals to go online and click a

22

chat button and be able to connect directly with

23

one of these Call Center representatives will

24

greatly improve our ability to reach out and

25

touch various segments of our community and be

as I

kind of

which would allow us to be

Things such as
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able to provide them with services that they

2

require.
Chair,

3

that concludes my overview of the

4

specific positions, and I'd be happy to answer

5

any questions pertaining to these requested

6

positions.

7

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Any additional comments by Mr. Ching,

8
9

Mr. Regan?

10

MR. CHING:

11

CHAIR KANE:

Chair, not at this time.
Okay.

12
13

Thank you.

Thank you.

We're open for questions.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

14

Mr. Molina?

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Good morning, Mr. Regan and Mr. Ching.

15

First of all,

I have a couple of questions and

16

I'll yield the floor.

17

this,

18

honest with you,

19

office with a concern about a various

20

department.

21

office.

What is the rationale for

you know, proposal?

22

Because I'll be

I've had constituents call my

They tell me they call the Mayor's

They don't get responded to.
And I'm just -- you know,

it's nothing

23

personal but they call me and,

24

you know, procedurally if a citizen has a

25

concern,

needless to say,

they're supposed to call the Mayor's
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office and they don't get responded to.
So, is that part of the rationale for

2

3

this proposal,

4

folks out there and to establish getting all

5

these positions for that?

6

MR. REGAN:

to get quicker responses to the

The development of the Call Center would

7

definitely help with that particular situation

8

because right now we have a switchboard

9

operator.

We have one individual within the

10

Mayor's office that essentially fields all the

11

calls that come into the County

12

into -- I should say come into the Mayor's

13

office, and so that individual is responsible

14

for forwarding that information on to the

15

departments.

16

that come

But the benefit of the Call Center and

17

these particular positions would be that rather

18

than simply forwarding on a call to the

19

department and hoping that that individual is

20

assisted by the department, this -- these Call

21

Center reps would actually be able to take the

22

issue from the individual --

23

For instance, in your example,

if

24

somebody were to call your office,

25

refer them to the Call Center -- to the Kokua

you could
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Call Center and then they would accept that

2

issue, put it into the system and make sure that

3

the departments are following up and resolution

4

of that particular issue.
And right now,

5

all we're doing is,

you

6

know,

7

hoping that they're getting -- getting it

8

resolved.

9

a higher degree of accountability with regards

10

to handling constituent issues that are coming

11

in -- coming into the system.

12

forwarding it onto the departments and

And,

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

you know,

this actually creates

And this Call Center will be

13

staffed 24 hours or will there be set hours at

14

the beginning?

15

MR. REGAN:

Initially, we -- this will not be staffed

16

24 hours.

17

initially.

18

forward with this and it does -- and there are

19

needs to expand it to a 24-hour operation, we

20

may come back and request for that, but

21

initially it will be basically standard county

22

operating hours.

23

Let me just put it to you that way,
If we are successful in moving

Other jurisdictions do have call centers

24

similar to like what we're trying to establish

25

here within the County.

There is no other
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jurisdiction within the State, at least that's

2

my understanding,

3

Center.

4

this.

that currently has a 311 Call

We would be essentially the leaders in
There are
City and County is looking at creating a

5
6

311 Call Center.

I've had discussions with

7

their managing director and with some of their

8

staff and they're very interested in doing this,

9

so they are moving forward with their decision

10

to make this become a reality of the City and

11

County.

12

operations and others don't -- and I'm talking

13

about throughout the nation,

14

And other jurisdictions have 24-hour

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

yeah.

So this particular proposal

15

you have here is modeled after what jurisdiction

16

that you've looked at?

17

MR. REGAN:

Actually, there are, you know, probably

18

about 30 different jurisdictions that have

19

operations out there similar to like what we're

20

doing.

21

Center that we're trying to mirror, and the

22

city -- or the city of Baltimore, Maryland,

23

actually has an outstanding system that they've

24

seen a tremendous amount of return on their

25

investment with regards to improved citizen

Baltimore is a perfect example of a Call
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relationship management and the interaction that

2

citizens have with their government in getting

3

their issues resolved.

4

tremendous asset to their operations.

And it's been a

Places such as San Francisco and

5
6

Los Angeles, Colorado Springs, Dallas, Detroit,

7

these are major metropolitan areas, but I think

8

we share some of the same issues with regards

9

to,

you know, having the ability for our public

10

to contact us and to get issues resolved as some

11

of these other larger areas.

12

large Call Centers,

13'

are manning their Call Centers.

14

size of our current population as well as the

15

you know,

16

and districts that we're dealing with,

17

that the proposal that we had before you was

18

adequate to handle the current County needs,

19

least in our initial research and estimates.

20

20,

And they have

30, 50 individuals that
So with the

the number of different communities

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

we felt

at

And in terms of training for

21

the Call Center representatives, what

22

criteria

23

ensure that they know -- basically know what to

24

do and how to get in touch with the departments?

25

MR. REGAN:

how are they going to be trained to

That's an excellent question.

And one of
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the things that we've already started doing was

2

laying some of the ground work in terms of

3

communicating with the different software

4

providers that provide services for citizen

5

relationship management,

6

in terms of how we should handle the training

7

and how we should begin gathering data and

8

information.

9

and to get their input

We've already actually started gathering

10

frequently asked questions and the answers to

11

those questions, which we have now already

12

consolidated about 400 of those frequently asked

13

questions.

14

would come from the -- when we do the software,

15

that would be part of the software

16

implementation in terms of getting them trained

17

with regards to the system.

18

So in terms of the training,

With regards to County,

that

that would be an

19

internal training that we would have to provide

20

to those individuals.

21

experience with the different departments,

22

some of their responsibilities,

23

able to provide that necessary training to bring

24

them on board.

25

I

And a lot of us have
with

that we would be

think ultimately as we look at these
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particular positions, we want people that have

2

some level of experience with the County

3

government, and I think more importantly, with

4

that supervisor position,

5

would be very instrumental to have that

6

particular individual have some knowledge of how

7

County government works, how departments

8

interact, what are some of their

9

responsibilities.

it would be -- it

And that is within one of

10

the -- within the job description,

11

of the things that we're looking at in terms of

12

a requirement is having that particular

13

knowledge base.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

that is one

And finally,

response

15

times, do you train your representatives to

16

ensure or set a goal of responding to

17

example,

18

complaint.

19

you going to instruct your representatives to

20

get back to the caller?

21

MR. REGAN:

for

a person on the street calls with a
Generally what kind of timetable are

I think you're talking about performance

22

measurements in terms of the Call Center, and

23

those are things that we're in the process of

24

developing is what do we want to measure, how do

25

we want to measure it, what's realistic.
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1

that is one of the measurements that other

2

jurisdictions use is the time -- the time to

3

answering a call.

4

we'll be looking at in terms of how we want to

5

manage that.

And that's something that

It will be an automated system so we

6
7

want as much as possible for individuals to

8

be -- to immediately get in touch with and

9

contact a voice,

a human being on the other line

10

so they don't get stuck in this never-ending

11

cycle of -- and we've all been there when we

12

call various agencies to try to get information

13

where we just end up in this never-ending loop

14

of not being serviced.
One of our goals will be to make sure

15
16

that we get people serviced in a timely basis;

17

whether that's within one minute,

18

you know,

19

determined what that's going to be yet, but as

20

we move forward with this,

21

our performance measurements that we'll

22

establish.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
Thank you,

24
25

three minutes.

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

two minutes,

We haven't really

that will be one of

Thank you.

Chairman.

Thank you.
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1

2

Pontanilla?

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Chair.

Good morning, Mr. Regan.

3

4

MR. REGAN:

5

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

6

Thank you,

Good morning.
Mr. Ching.

I thought I

was back in the phone company.
I was trying

Let me get this straight.

7

8

to do this flow chart.

Your Call Center will

9

pick up calls from the public in general.

10

that Call Center,

11

will be asked of the caller in regards to

12

issues.

13

trouble-shooting at the Call Center?

14

MR. REGAN:

From

I guess appropriate questions

At the same time,

May I answer that?

do they do

Yes.

Yeah.

They

15

will be problem-solvers so one of the -- one of

16

the goals would be to train these individuals to

17

the point where they would be able to resolve

18

some of the minor issues initially.

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So issues that they cannot

20

resolve will be directed to the various

21

departments --

22

MR. REGAN:

As appropriate.

23

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

So once the

24

resolution is completed, the departments will be

25

calling back the Call Center,

I guess,

to log
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in,

to close it and then from there, notify the

2

public in regards to completion of their issue?
That is correct.

3

MR. REGAN:

4

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

You know,

we've

5

been having a lot of -- well,

the various

6

departments that came earlier the last couple of

7

days,

some of the issues that they bring up is

8

that,

you know,

9

them are calling for additional clerk positions,

all of the -- in fact,

most of

10

and part of the things that they talk about is

11

calls from the outside.

12

Have you take a look at -- taken a look

13

at the positions that are being requested in

14

terms of this Call Center?

15

hopefully we don't have any duplication;

16

other words.

17

MR. REGAN:

18

CHAIR KANE:

19

MR. REGAN:

Chair,

And,

you know,
in

if I may?

Please.
Yeah,

I agree with you.

We really do not

20

want to have duplication.

21

that we did initially -- and we've been in this

22

planning process with regards to this concept

23

for now probably about four or five months,

24

we did go back to the departments and we asked

25

them,

you know,

One of the things

so

"Please take a look at what are
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some of your needs, how this would benefit you

2

and understand that the purpose of having this

3

Call Center would be to relieve your department

4

of the burden of having to answer some of these

5

minor issues or concerns or questions that the

6

public may have initially."

7

Center develops and these individuals gain more

8

and more experience,

9

more and more complex questions thereby,

Because as the Call

they'll be able to answer

10

know,

11

absorbing it within the Call Center.

12

you

taking that burden off the departments and

So because this is a new concept,

13

because this is something that we have not

14

presented to the members in the past,

15

there was perhaps some hedging in terms of

16

whether or not this would be approved by the

17

members, whether or not the members would feel

18

this is something we should move forward with.

19

So I think if we do gain the approval of the

20

members with regards to this concept and the

21

positions,

22

look in terms of how we can create greater

23

efficiencies within the department,

24

redirecting some of the workload that's actually

25

occurring within the department or,

I think

that we may want to take a further

either by

you know, by
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2

shifting positions.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah, in regards to this

3

Call Center,

4

know,

5

recording,

6

that point,

7

frustration,

8

hearing a machine rather than a personal person.

9

So good luck on this.

10

MR. REGAN:

11

CHAIR KANE:

12

MR. REGAN:

I like the personal touch.

if a person calls and,

you know,

You
gets a

you know, it kind of turn them off at
you know,

the -- I guess the

especially when you have a problem,

Chair, can I
Mr. Regan.
Thank you.

Getting back to Member

13

Molina's comment about 24-hour versus would it

14

be just regular hours,

15

mention that in future phases of this, if we are

16

successful in moving forward with this Call

17

Center concept, we are looking at enhancing some

18

of the responsibilities within the Call Center

19

so that after hours -- if we were to go to the

20

24-hour system, after hours, we would be able to

21

handle various things like coordinating the

22

different alarms that happen within the County

23

and coordinating the efforts to get those alarms

24

issued.

25

I just wanted to make one

And when I talk about alarms,

I mean,
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like,

the SCADA system that we have at Water as

2

well as Wastewater,

3

coordinate those efforts within the various

4

departments and make those contacts within the

5

departments so that there's a greater -- a

6

greater level of oversight.

and being able to kind of

MECO has a Call Center that they operate

7

8

24 hours a day so that in the event of a power

9

outage or a pole going down or a transformer

10

blowing up,

they have somebody there to

11

coordinate all those activities,

12

really no different than that.

13

a utility as well in some of our operations that

14

we have, Wastewater,

15

there's ...

and so we're
You know,

for instance.

we're

I mean

If you look at the difference between

16
17

our wastewater sewage lines and,

18

underground telephone line or even above-ground

19

telephone line,

I mean we're basically

20

transmitting

we're not transmitting

21

electricity, we're transmitting something else.

22

So,

23

that we're looking in terms of future phases of

24

the development of this particular Call Center

25

as well.

you know,

I

you know,

this would -- this is something

just wanted to make that point.
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Thank you.

CHAIR KANE:

And before I recognize

2

Ms. Tavares,

just for clarification,

3

the duplication or the redundancy issue that

4

Mr.

5

we've got a lot of clerk requests from the

6

departments.

7

just had five in the Public Works Department,

8

Members.

9

a lot of clerks coming in.

Pontanilla brought up,

just to restate,

Just yesterday alone,

I think we

Today, if you look at Parks, we've got

So Mr. Regan,

10

I think on

I guess the question comes

11

down to if we approve this request,

12

to consider eliminating or not approving the

13

clerk requests because of their added work?

14

This is supposed to reduce their work therefore

15

providing them -- the departments and the

16

divisions with more efficiencies within their

17

departments,

18

MR. REGAN:

Yeah.

are we going

so you need to clarify.
Thank you,

Chair.

I will.

And if

19

these positions -- if the clerk positions that

20

are being requested and the sole justification

21

for those positions was essentially because of

22

higher load of,

23

citizen inquiries, then my position would be

24

that those particular requests not be considered

25

if,

in fact,

you know,

customer inquiries or

we move forward with this Call
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Center.

Now,

if -- because there will be

2

benefits gained within the departments by taking

3

this load off of them.

4

Initially,

as I mentioned,

about a

5

45 percent diversion rate,

6

we market the Call Center and we,

7

encourage the community to use the 311 versus

8

trying to contact the departments directly,

9

know,

you know,

as we -- as

you know,

you

we'll see that much more efficiency gained

10

within the departments because their employees

11

won't be answering the phones any more.

12

can be able to focus on other more important or

13

mission critical type or core responsibilities

14

of the departments.
So if those expansion positions,

15

They

Chair,

16

the justification was purely to allow them to,

17

you know,

18

be fielded by the department,

19

that if you move forward with this request,

20

those positions would not be necessary.

21

CHAIR KANE:

handle the additional calls that may
then I would say

So let me understand this then.

that

This is

22

a four to five-month concept; is that what you

23

talked about earlier in your remarks,

24

Kokua Call Center?

25

MR. REGAN:

I'm sorry,

Chair.

this 311

I don't understand,
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2

four to five months.
CHAIR KANE:

I think you mentioned earlier that this

3

is a concept that's been passed around for about

4

four or five months,

5

whether the Council is going to buy into this

6

proposal,

7

have you folks been discussing this 311 Kokua

8

Line Center?

9

MR. REGAN:

and your issue regarding

so I'm just trying to verify, how long

I understand.

I have had -- I have been

10

researching this for four to five months now.

11

And that means that I have been going out to the

12

various different jurisdictions.

13

gathering information.

14

information.

15

experts in the field to get their take and to

16

get some of their recommendations and advice on

17

how we should proceed and move forward.

18

been having some interaction with the department

19

directors as well as some of their line staff to

20

get input with regards to some of their

21

concerns,

22

with.

23

going on over the past four to five months

24

specifically, so that's where I was coming from

25

with regards to that particular comment, Chair.

I've been

I've been compiling that

I've been having discussions with

I have

some of the issues that they deal

And this has been taking -- this has been
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CHAIR KANE:

Finally, before I

recognize Ms. Tavares,

2

have you made any submittals to Council to

3

engage a discussion prior to this budget

4

request?

5

MR. REGAN:

6

CHAIR KANE:

9
10

Okay.
Ms. Tavares,

7

8

No.

thank you for your

patience.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you very much.

have a couple of questions.
Where would this be located?

11

12

know if I missed it.

13

Center be located physically?

14

MR. REGAN:

Thank you.

I don't

Where would this Call

Actually,

the Call Center

15

would be located here within the County

16

facility.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

MR. REGAN:

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

yes.

And are these positions going

to be considered civil service type positions?
MR. REGAN:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

CHAIR KANE:

25

Within this building.

Within this building,

21

24

I just

These are civil service positions,
Okay.

yes.

Thank you.

Thank you.
Just another question.

I guess one of

the things that I'm trying to grasp is that if
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you're going to have four representatives and

2

the claim is that you're going to disengage the

3

departments from having to respond,

4

understand because it seems like they're going

5

to have to call the departments anyway to get

6

the specifics of how to resolve the non-common

7

issues, which seems like there's going to be a

8

lot of non-common issues that people have

9

there's always
"Hi.

I don't

you know, people have unique

10

issues.

11

It's raining.

12

yard and there is a subdivision behind me.

13

you help me?"

14

I live on such and such a street.
I've got mud flowing through my

That call service center,

Can

according to

15

your proposal,

16

resolve it by themselves without engaging the

17

department or the relevant agency that needs to

18

deal with that situation,

19

permitting because they lack putting up

20

siltation fences or there's a lack of a permit

21

for some other issue.

22

Mr. Regan.

23

MR. REGAN:

24

CHAIR KANE:

25

seems to be the person who can

whether it's for

Help us understand that,

Sure.
How are these people going to take away

45 percent of the engagement of the departments
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when it seems like they need to still engage the

2

departments to get the specific responses to

3

resolve the problem?

4

MR. REGAN:

It's -- thank you,

Chair.

That's

5

actually a very good point,

and one of the

6

processes that we're looking at within the Call

7

Center is to develop work order systems within

8

the Call Center,

9

rather than having to call or contact someone

so that when we do have issues,

10

within the department,

11

generated and sent to the appropriate staff,

12

depending on the particular issue that's being

13

dealt with at that time.
So,

14

a work order would be

with regards to the calls and

15

disengaging the departments,

we're not looking

16

at trying to disengage the departments,

17

more so we're trying to have the departments

18

become more in tune and more focused on what

19

their core missions and responsibilities are

20

with regards to the services that they're

21

providing to the community.

I

think

22

So,

with regards to how they're going to

23

handle these calls,

24

happen is -- and I ' l l walk you through just very

25

quickly,

essentially what would

a typical call.

If you were to call
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and use the example of a flooding situation,

2

that call would be taken by the Call Center

3

representative and a work order request would be

4

generated to the department.

5

you know,

6

Department of Public Works,

7

priority level,

8

require that individual, whoever is responsible

9

for dealing with flooding situations,

And specifically,

it would be generated and sent to the

you know,

and depending on the

would,

in fact,

to be

10

mobilized and go out and handle that issue

11

immediately.

12

And so rather than having to go through

13

the numerous levels and -- numerous levels of

14

contact within the department before getting to

15

the individual who's ultimately going to have to

16

go out and there fix or repair this particular

17

situation,

18

that request for service.

19

this -- these Call Center representatives, when

20

it comes to an issue like that,

21

following it to ensure that it's resolved,

22

have a second level of responsibility and

23

oversight with regards to these issues that are

24

being presented to the County.

25

it would actually help to expedite
And furthermore,

would also be

In talking to the departments and
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talking to their -- some of their line staff,

2

seems to me that a lot of the calls that they

3

get are more -- they're common.

4

my point is that there are a lot of common calls

5

that come into the departments that are

6

forwarded not only to -- through the clerks

7

if the clerks can't answer it,

8

a more senior individual within the department,

9

but a lot of those calls are something that,

I

it

guess that's

then it may go to

you

10

know,

a Call Center representative would be able

11

to handle and would be able to provide that

12

information to the public,

13

that individual -- that more senior individual

14

to focus on what it is they're actually,

15

know,

16

distracted and to lose their focus.

and thereby allowing

you

working on instead of having to be

17

Because it is very difficult for

18

employees who are focused on a project that are

19

working on something to have to kind of gear

20

down to take a phone call that may be something,

21

you know,

22

actually working on at that point in time,

23

then have to answer that and then have to get

24

regeared up and refocused on what it is they

25

were working on.

totally opposite of what they're

So there's -- yeah.
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CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Regan.

2

Chair recognizes the time.

3

questions?

4

continue this area.

5

do that.

Members,

the

Are there mOLe

We can recess and come back and
Okay.

We'll go ahead and

Let's take care of some housekeeping

6
7

measures.

8

Is there anybody here in the chamber that wishes

9

to testify?

10

We have public testimony still open.

Seeing none and nobody has signed up,

11

Members, without objection, we'll close public

12

testimony for today's meeting.

13

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS

14

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Thank you, Members,

the Chair

15

will call for a recess and I will recognize

16

Ms. Anderson after we come back from our recess.

17

We need a break, Ms. Anderson.

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

19

CHAIR KANE:

20

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Chair?

Yes.
Could we please request a

21

copy of Mr. Regan's written statement when we

22

return

23

CHAIR KANE:

24

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

25

during the recess?

Sure.
-- so we can have it copied
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CHAIR KANE:

We can do that now.

Mr. Regan, are you

2

able to provide us with your written opening

3

remarks?

4

5

6

MR. REGAN:

I would prefer to send that to you in

writing.
CHAIR KANE:

Sure.

We can do that.

7

Ms. Anderson.

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9
10
11

now.
MR. REGAN:

We'll do that,

Well, it's in writing right

I watched you read it.
I would prefer to send it to you in

writing.

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

13

CHAIR KANE:

14

Okay.

Thanks.

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
Members, the time now is 10:35.

We will

15

recess until 10:50 and then we will resume

16

discussions in this area.

17

10:50.

We are recessed until

(Gavel.)

18

RECESS:

10:35 a.m.

19

RECONVENE:

10:53 a.m.

20

CHAIR KANE:

I'd like to reconvene.

This is the

21

March 29th, 2006 Budget and Finance Committee

22

meeting.

23

Managing Director's Office specific to the

24

request of the Call Center representatives along

25

with the supervisor for a total of five

We are having a discussion with the
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positions in this area.
Ms. Anderson,

2

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

you are recognized.

Thank you, Chair.

First of all, Mr. Regan,

4

I would like to

5

express my appreciation for your trying to find

6

a way to be more effective and efficient in

7

answering the public's needs.

8

complaints by the public for the seven years I

9

worked for Councilmember Nishiki,

10

As a recipient of

I'm thoroughly

aware of the frustration the public has.

11

And I

just want to state for the record,

12

and maybe for your information because you're

13

relatively new here,

14

the Council members get calls,

15

complainant has called every other department

16

they can think of with no satisfaction.

17

what oftentimes happens is they call a

18

department where they feel that their needs can

19

be met and the call gets transferred or they're

20

told to call another department.

21

our jurisdiction."

22

And it happens within County agencies and

23

between State and County agencies,

24

know,

25

you trying to attempt to solve the problem.

too,

that most often when
it's because the

And

"That's not

It's the old pass the buck.

it is a very big problem,

and -- you

so I appreciate
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1

2

start asking my questions because they're going

3

to be critical, and the reason they are is

4

because we're a check and balance here.

5

so you understand,

6

personal.

it's -- don't take it

On the surface,

7

So just

I have a concern that we

8

might be just -- instead of really addressing

9

the problem, we might just be adding another

10

layer of redundancy because as Member Kane

11

pointed out, oftentimes you're still going to

12

have to engage the department and so there's

13

more delay involved.
Do you have any analysis that you've

14

15

done to determine how many people -- you've got

16

five people here,

17

many people it's going to take to actually

18

replicate all the calls that are being taken

19

county-wide right now?

20

people on the onset is enough to do this job,

21

given the demand we have right now?

22

MR. REGAN:

Thank you.

one being a supervisor, how

You feel that five

Based on our research,

we

23

believe that these individuals would be able to

24

handle the volume with the diversion rate that

25

we've anticipated of about 45 percent or 60
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calls per day because these -- these calls, not

2

all of them are going to be complex, not all of

3

them are going to require a lot of in-depth

4

research or analysis.

5

reasons why we've developed the frequently asked

6

questions and the answers to that on a data base

7

that would allow us to be able to provide

8

information to these individuals that are

9

calling very quickly to get that turn-around

10

That's kind of one of the

time.
If you're asking me if I

11

feel that

12

these,

13

requested,

14

Once we turn it on and get going,

15

make a determination whether or not the numbers

16

that we've been able to generate through our

17

research are,

18

able to tell that until we actually begin

19

providing the services and reaching out,

20

know,

21

the number of positions that we've
is sufficient,

in fact,

at this point,

correct.

yes.

we'll have to

We won't be

you

to the community.
Our goal is to make sure that

22

individuals get serviced,

so when they call this

23

particular Call Center -- when they dial 311

24

because, by the way,

the number for the Call

25

Center will be 311.

If they want to reach the
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County,

2

having to flip through the phone book and,

3

know,

4

determine whether -- where they need to go to

5

get the answers to their question.

6

calling this Call Center,

7

handled within the Call Center.

8

If it can't be handled,

9

they'll be able to dial 311 rather than

look at 14,

you

15, 20 different numbers to

But by

their issue will be

it's because

it's beyond the scope of their capabilities and

10

there will be a process within the Call Center

11

to pass the more difficult issues up through the

12

supervisor.

13

the issue,

14

to the departments.

15

the goal will be to have these issues resolved

16

within the Call Center rather than having people

17

bounce around to different

18

different agencies and get people,

19

with responses such as,

20

with that," or "We don't know where you need to

21

go."

22

a one-stop shop
essentially with regards to
,

23

their dealing with the County.

24

And it is frustrating.

25

If that supervisor can't deal with
then it would eventually filter down
But as much as possible,

you know,
you know,

"Oh, we can't help you

They'll be able to go to one place.

It's

I mean I've

received complaints personally that individuals,
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you know,

have been bounced around and they're

2

tired of it.

3

else.

4

resolve it.

5

appreciate your comments with regards to what

6

we're trying to do.

They don't want to talk to anybody

They want to talk to me.

They want me to

And so I understand and I -- and I

And we're genuine about this.

7

We want

8

this to be successful.

We want the community to

9

be able to have the type of interaction that

10

they deserve when they contact the County,

11

regardless of what they're contacting the County

12

about.

13

should be professional.

14

and we should have control over that.

15

that's where this Call Center comes into play

16

and these individuals that we're requesting.

17

You know,

it should be consistent.

It

We should be courteous,
And

So whether or not we've asked for

18

enough,

I

think time will be -- will tell

19

whether or not we've got enough.

20

get a diversion rate of 60 percent, we may be

21

coming back to you and asking for additional

22

staffing,

23

of what we've been dealing with,

24

issues, what's our performance measures,

25

you have an understanding of where we are.

I mean if we

and presenting you the facts in terms
what kind of
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1
2

monthly report, whatever it is that the Council

3

may request of us with regards to how we're

4

doing,

5

information as a measure of how well this

6

particular operation is doing and servicing our

7

community.

8
9

we would be happy to provide that

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

So my question was,

what kind of research -- what kind of analysis

10

did you do to arrive at this,

11

did some research.

12

couple more questions into this question so you

13

can maybe answer them all at once.

14

and you said you

And I'm just going to add a

You also mentioned there that there may

15

be future phases,

16

that now,

17

in other words,

18

we're going to have to hire support people?

19

MR. REGAN:

so does your analysis support

and will there be IT support required;

Okay.

required to the extent that

So you asked about the research

20

and where we've gone to look at -- we have

21

looked at Baltimore's operation.

22

at Kansas City's operations.

23

Dallas' operations.

24
25

a

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

We've looked

We've looked at

I'm sorry.
No, no,

no.

I mean

analyses -- analyses that you have done within
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our County to determine the number of people

2

it's going to take to set this up and make it

3

successful.

4

MR. REGAN:

Well, essentially what we've done is

5

we've looked at how many people are answering

6

phone calls within the County on a given day, an

7

estimate.

8

individuals throughout the community --

9

throughout the County answering phone calls at

And right now there's about 115

10

any given point in time.

11

provide you that -- the research that we've done

12

so that you can have that for your information,

13

if that's what you're asking for.

14

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

15

MR. REGAN:

I'd be happy to

Yeah.

And based on that,

these 115 people based

16

on the surveys -- this is all surveys that we

17

presented to the departments and we received

18

information back -- they handle about 672 phone

19

calls on any given day, and these are estimates.

20

So these are average.

21

some days might be more, but just on average.

Some days might be less,

22

And so based on that, you know, we did a

23

very quick analysis on that and essentially that

24

boils down to well, 302 calls a day to the Call

25

Center, which -- which based on some of the
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conversation that we've had with these

2

departments,

3

can be answered very quickly in terms of being

4

able to get the information to that individual

5

so that they can have the answer,

6

a very quick turnaround time.

7

at each call-taker of handling about 60 calls a

8

day on average.

9

know,

Some days,

submit this to you,

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

13

future phase.

14

MR. REGAN:

Yeah,

These calls

so it would be

But we're looking

So some days might be,

you

it may be more.

But as I mentioned,

10
11

less.

these calls are quick.

I'd be happy to

to the Members.
And then you mentioned a

and so when I -- when I'm talking

15

about future phases,

16

able to handle other issues that may arise

17

within the County_

18

that we've requested would not cover the future

19

phase -- or future conceptual ideas that we may

20

have to expand operations within the Call Center

21

to 24 seven.

22

that's -- we wouldn't be able to accommodate

23

that 24 seven type operation.

24
25

I'm talking about being

And the number of people

Yeah, with five employees,

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And so that's what the

future phase would do is accommodate a 24 seven
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2

operation?
MR. REGAN:

We would be looking at expanding it to

3

24 seven and -- as well as take on such

4

responsibilities as managing some of the alarms

5

that come up after hours within the various

6

systems that we have.

7

Supply, the Division of Public Works and

8

Environmental Management,

9

Division, Wastewater Reclamation Division,

10

The Department of Water

the Wastewater
they

also have alarms that they're concerned with.
And so when these alarms come up after

11
12

hours,

there's no one coordinating agency that

13

exists to help provide resources to get -- to

14

get equipment mobilized and coordinated,

15

this would actually be a potential or possible

16

phase for further expansion of the Call Center

17

is to be able to provide that.

18

As I mentioned,

and so

a number of utilities

19

also provide that internally.

20

thing that they have.

21

Center that they have actually coordinates those

22

types of events when they occur after hours,

23

so we would be looking at providing that service

24

as well down the road.

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

It's an internal

But this internal Call

And right now,

and

it's handled
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2

in what manner?
MR. REGAN:

Right now,

it's handled purely by the

3

Division Chief,

4

Division Chief and then he or she would have to

5

coordinate.

6

know,

7

so it would go straight to the

And so they're responsible for,

you

getting the Water Department -Let's say,

for instance,

an incident

8

which occurred this particular -- this last past

9

weekend involved our Wastewater Division and

10

they required some assistance from another

11

department, but that -- but that division head

12

actually had to coordinate all the efforts of

13

that other department in terms of helping --

14

helping them.

15

That request came through me and then I helped

16

coordinate,

17

contacts,

18

beyond that with regards to getting the

19

equipment and materials and support that they

20

needed to get.

21

So actually it came through me.

you know,

the resources and the

and then they were able to coordinate

But if we had one centralized area that

22

would be able to monitor these things and be

23

able to coordinate,

24

the County,

25

have someone at all times monitoring these

that would be a benefit to

in my opinion, because then we would
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alarms,

for one thing.

We wouldn't have to

2

worry about was this individual able to -- was

3

this person contacted,

4

touch with this person?

5

responsibility of that coordinating center to

6

oversee that,

7

monitoring some of the security cameras that we

8

have.

were we able to get in
I mean it becomes the

as well as doing things such as

We have security cameras around the

9

10

county in all different locations at our

11

Wastewater Treatment plants,

12

Water plants, at our Water baseyard,

13

would be able to monitor these security cameras

14

from this Call Center after hours,

15

in fact,

16

supposed to be,

17

The individual monitoring this could contact the

18

Police Department and get somebody over there

19

right away,

20

next morning to review the tape and say,

21

you know,

22

know. "

23

I believe, at our
and we

so that if,

someone was on premises that wasn't
the cameras would pick it up.

rather than having to wait until the

somebody was here last night,

nOh,
you

So these are things that we could be

24

looking at in terms of a future phase of

25

development of the Call Center,

and I think it
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would fit in very well with what we're trying to

2

do and establish.

3

question.

4

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I hope that answers your

Yes,

thank you.

Then you're

5

saying that -- you're talking about diversion

6

calls.

7

per day taken throughout the County,

8

would be diverted to the Call Center based on

9

the fact that they would be easily answered

You said that 302 -- of the 672 calls
302 of them

10

calls or -- I'm not understanding how that

11

diversion happens.

12

Because if they're taking over 302

13

calls,

14

going to the departments.

15

happen?

16

MR. REGAN:

that leaves 370 calls that are still

The goal -- well,

So how does that

let me explain.

If we

17

are successful and the Council does approve this

18

proposal,

19

with a marketing campaign to try to attract and

20

divert people to use these services -- is to

21

really push the 311 concept,

22

towards using these services and getting

23

involved in that.

24
25

then we would begin moving forward

to push the public

And so through our marketing efforts,
through our media efforts, we would hope for at
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the very minimum,

2

diversion rate.

3

going through the phone book and,

4

finding the number to Public Works,

5

just off the top of their head through our

6

campaigns,

7

talk to somebody and get this issue resolved or

8

get the answer to this question that I have."

In other words,

know that,

Yeah,

9

you know, a 40,

"Okay.

45 percent
rather than
you know,
they would,

I can dial 311 and

I mean -- and David brings up a

10

good point.

11

100 percent of the calls by not publishing the

12

numbers in the phone book and only publishing

13

311 as the number.

14

something that we could look at, but quite

15

frankly,

16

requested,

17

to take 100 percent.

18

100 percent of the calls, by the way.

19

always -- there's always calls that filter

20

through the system that don't make it into the

21

Call Center, and that's why we're looking at

22

about a 40,

23
24
25

He says that we could divert

So that's

that's

with the number of people that we've
I don't think that we would be able
No Call Center takes
There's

45 percent diversion rate initially.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And then I also asked you

about IT support.
MR. REGAN:

Thank you.

And with regards to IT
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support, we would be relying upon MIS to provide

2

the support to the operations, and that would

3

just become another legacy -- I don't want to

4

say legacy software, but a piece of software

5

that they would have to provide assistance with

6

in terms of maintenance and upgrades.

7

But just so you know,

the software that

8

we're looking at,

there's a number of different

9

providers, and a lot of -- all of them provide

10

it on what's called Oracle, Oracle Data Base,

so

11

it fits very well with what we're doing now.

It

12

wouldn't be something new in terms of having to

13

understand the underlying structure of the

14

software program itself.

15

have staff within MIS that has the expertise to

16

be able to handle Oracle software,

17

I'm not sure the level of,

We do have -- we do

so -you know,

18

attention that would have to come from MIS, but

19

in speaking with the MIS administrator, with the

20

expansion positions that we've requested here

21

today,

22

that we could use or latch onto with regards to

23

this program.

24

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

25

there would be some additional capacity

Could you further -- I don't

know if it would be just a question to MIS or
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maybe looking in some of the other jurisdictions

2

that you've researched,

3

much bigger than ours so I don't know how you

4

can draw a comparison, but I'm just trying to

5

get a feel for how much time are you going to

6

need from IT,

7

another request for a systems analyst or a

8

support person to support this down the road?

9

MR. REGAN:

although they're all

and are we going to be looking at

Initially,

what we're getting back from

10

these companies that provide the software is

11

that during implementation and beyond,

12

need about a quarter employee -- a quarter -- a

13

quarter EP basically to provide support after

14

implementation.

we would

So most of the providers of these

15
16

particular pieces of software that specialize in

17

dealing with this citizen relationship

18

management provide support for a period of time,

19

so we would be able to rely upon support

20

services from the software vendors for a period

21

of time.

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And then how long do you

23

anticipate it will take to train these people?

24

Because you're asking an awful lot of them,

25

be able to answer county-wide questions that
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normally only people within their own division

2

have the knowledge to answer.

3

MR. REGAN:

That's an excellent question.

And when

4

you look at the overall program,

the way that

5

we're trying to work this is that there is a

6

data base that is going to be created and this

7

data base is going to house,

8

or thousands, perhaps,

9

answers to questions that people may have.

you know, hundreds

as we progress,

of

10

And in terms of the training -- the real

11

training is going to come from understanding how

12

the software works, because basically it's --

13

it's a searchable data base that,

14

taken and you ask a question,

15

service representative is able to actually enter

16

in,

17

using with regards to your issue, pull up the

18

various -- the various information or past

19

incidents that have occurred and refer to those

20

and be able to answer the questions.

you know,

as a call is

that customer

some of the key words that you're

21

So in terms of training,

it's going to

22

come from partially on-the-job training,

23

also there would be a period of time of actually

24

having to go through with these departments --

25

with these representatives what each department
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does,

you know,

how -- what are their functions,

2

what are their responsibilities so that they

3

have that understanding.
And that's why I mentioned with regards

4

5

to the supervisor,

one of the requirements that

6

we're looking at is to have them have that

7

experience of working within the County

8

government so that they have an understanding of

9

how things actually function.

Maybe a month,

a

10

month and a half of actual training

11

one training with these individuals would

12

probably be necessary to get them up to speed to

13

be able to answer,

14

some of the questions that are going to come

15

forward.

16

one on

you know, more comfortably

But initially,

I mean with regards to

17

the development of the data base,

18

already started,

19

probably pretty -- I don't want to say pretty

20

easy, but they can easily go to the data base to

21

get that information as it's coming up for the

22

less complex.

23

mentioned,

24

representative takes a complex issue that's not

25

in the system,

which we have

I mean I -- it would be

The more complex issues,

as I

what's going to happen is as a call

they're going to actually
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develop,

you know,

that particular incident

2

within the system.

3

something that can be used in the future by

4

other Call Center representatives as they get

5

or have to deal with that particular issue.

So they're creating

So that initial Call Center rep may have

6
7

to go and do the research, may have to go and

8

find out the answers for that information, and

9

then that might take -- that might take some

10

time initially.

But once that's done and that

11

information is captured and it's in the system,

12

it just becomes that much more easy and

13

available for other Call Center reps to be able

14

to answer those questions down the road.

15

So training comes through,

16

experiencing these issues as well,

17

mentioned,

18

portion of that is going to be on-the-job

19

training.

20

CHAIR KANE:

on-the-job training,

Ms. Anderson,

you know,
as I

you know,

a

if we can start wrapping

21

up this line of questioning and if we have

22

further questions, because of time constraints,

23

I'd like to make sure that we get to our next

24

department.

25

this as we get responses to questions that are

And we'll have another round of
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posed in writing,

2

this morning in this session.

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
You know,

4

as well as that were posed

Thank you, Chair.
currently we have a KIVA

5

system that is supposed to be utilized to

6

process requests for service,

7

understanding that not all the departments are

8

up and running on the KIVA system.
You know,

9

and it's my

basically what you're

10

developing here is going to have to rely on that

11

system,

12

currently,

13

help make it work any better.

14

and if that system isn't working
I don't know how this is going to

My office is constantly dealing with

15

departments through KIVA requests for service

16

and not getting timely response.

17

like to have us hear from somebody who is in

18

charge of KIVA,

19

implemented throughout the County,

20

weaknesses are,

what the intent to do to

21

strengthen it.

The Police Department doesn't

22

use KIVA,

23

fix the problem with just doing this.

24

if the foundation isn't strong,

25

going to delay people getting responses.

so,

So I would

who knows how KIVA is being

you know,

where the

I'm not so sure we can
You know,

then it's just
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1

I agree with you that

2

the, you know, the simple questions are no big

3

deal and this can probably help for that -- help

4

with that, even though, you know,

5

simple question can be answered by any clerk

6

that picks up the phone.

7

you said, issues and the site specific issues

8

that I'm not so sure this is going to be able to

9

help.

10

I think a

It's the complex, as

And those are the problems that end up,

11

you know,

12

staff spends a lot of time researching and

13

finding answers for community members that they

14

should have been able to get from the

15

departments.

16

they've been stonewalled, they've been waiting

17

for a return call for months, whatever it might

18

be, they end up coming to us and then we go and

19

do the research, which should have been done by

20

the department, entered into the KIVA system.

21

We should have been able to just access that and

22

help the customer or the citizen immediately.

23

coming to the Council members.

And because,

Our

for whatever reason,

So my concern, Mr. Chair, is that we

24

have some understanding of where the KIVA system

25

is right now, how it's being implemented, where
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the weaknesses are, and what the Administration

2

is doing to bring that up to par before we bring

3

on this next level of service.

4

CHAIR KANE:

We'll pose that question and make sure

5

the staff gets that question articulated in

6

writing, and then we'll get a response back from

7

the Managing Director's office, so we can have

8

another go-around, Ms. Anderson.

9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

10

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

11

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

12

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Chair.

Members--

Thank you, Mr. Regan.

The Chair is going to respectfully ask

13

that we wrap it up on this item,

14

you have any further questions in this area,

15

please pose those questions to staff and we'll

16

get them over to the director for timely

17

response.
Okay.

18
19

MR. REGAN:

and, again, if

Any closing remarks, Mr. Regan?

Chair, I just want to say that I

20

appreciate the time and attention and review of

21

these positions that we've requested.

22

be more than happy to answer any questions that

23

the Members may have and I look forward to

24

getting that from this committee, so thank you,

25

Chair,

And I'd

for the time.
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2

Okay.

CHAIR KANE:

Appreciate it.
Mr. Ching, thank you for your presence

3
4

Thank you, Managing Director.

this morning.

5

MR. CHING:

6

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.
Okay.

Members, we'll go ahead and do
I believe we have Mr. Ginoza to

7

the transition.

8

come with the Transportation Department.
Thank you very much to your resource

9

10

personnel as well, Mr. Regan,

11

Mr. Verkerke.

for being here,

Members, we have for your perusal in

12
13

your details, you may want to turn to page 17

14

section 17, page 3 where your proposed expansion

15

positions are being requested as well as in your

16

program budget.
The Chair will just take a moment to get

17

You're in section 19.

There's a

18

to that.

19

couple of pages in there,

20

reference wherever in the program that you may

21

have questions.

22

and then we can

Budget Director Ginoza, if you have

23

provide us with any opening remarks and then

24

we'll defer to Transportation Director Ginoza.

25

MR. L. GINOZA:

Yes.

Thank you, Mr. Chair, Members.
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The Department of Transportation is requesting

2

four positions and we have Director Ginoza here

3

to explain his positions.

4

CHAIR KANE:

5

MR. K. GINOZA:

6

Good morning.
Good morning, Chair.

Thank you for

the opportunity to present to you folks today.
The department is requesting four

7

8

expansion positions which can really be broken

9

up into two separate sections,

I guess.

Most of

10

these -- I

guess all of these, we've presented

11

to you before during budget deliberations.

12

tackle the first two first,

13

the public transit specialist -- the two public

14

transit specialist positions that we're

15

requesting.

I'll

which would be under

This ...

16

These positions are coupled with the

17

expansion of the public transit positions --

18

sorry, public transit program, the operation

19

side that we are proposing, which we'll discuss,

20

I guess,

21

proposing almost a three-fold -- well,

22

tripling of the budget and,

23

the service for the public transit program.

24
25

in later weeks.

But it's basically

you know,

a
expanding

For one of the public transit
specialists,

that person will primarily handle
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the ADA aspect of the system:

2

ADA intake, basically qualifying applicants and

3

doing the annual recertifications of these

4

applicants,

5

respect to transit and the paratransit program.

6

Looking at the

and implementing the ADA plan with

This person will also be involved in ADA

7

education for the community,

again, with regards

8

to the transportation and transit program.

9

person will also do site visits looking at

This

10

for instance,

from a person's house, how

11

accessible it is for the vehicle to come by and

12

access that location as well as the various bus

13

stop locations to look at accessibility.

14

we do come up with a transit facility,

15

that ADA issues are addressd.

And if

to ensure

16

So,

17

we looked at Kauai.

18

obviously know the demographics, but basically

19

they have one full-time person dealing with the

20

ADA intakes and the site visits and so forth.

21

And in my discussions with the Kauai

22

Transportation administrator,

23

that requires a full-time position,

24

obviously have a little bit smaller population

25

than we do,

in looking at similar jurisdictions,
Kauai has,

you know -- you

it is something
and they

so that's -- that basically would be
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one position is dealing with the ADA aspect of

2

the transit.

3

As far as the other transportation --

4

sorry, public transit specialist,

that person

5

will basically help the -- myself and Don

6

Medeiros deal with the issues with running the

7

transit program, basically administering the

8

public transit contract operations and

9

activities,

coordination of these services with

10

other departments and community agencies,

11

upkeeping of the infrastructure,

12

develop benches or sheltering to ensure that

13

these facilities are adequately maintained;

14

tracking service performance,

15

fare box collection,

16

customize the system to address the needs of

17

certain demographics,

18

handle complaints or recommendations to the

19

program, but basically just assisting in a

20

general administration of the program because as

21

you know,

22

via a grant for the operation and maintenance of

23

the system.

24
25

like as we

looking at the

the riderships; how we can

handling -- helping us

we send out the transportation program

So that basically would be the two
public transit specialists,

so basically in the
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decision matrix, you should look at, you know,

2

are we going to expand the system?

3

going to expand it, that's where you look at the

4

two public transit specialists.

5

current demands, Don Medeiros and myself, we can

6

adequately handle the administration of the

7

program.

With the

The other two positions that we're

8
9

If we're

requesting are

concern engineering; both with

10

regards to the public transit program as well as

11

looking at travel demand forecasting modeling.

, 12

Basically, what we're looking at for these

13

engineers are basically to develop and update a

14

transportation model; a travel demand

15

forecasting model which would help in the

16

performance -- help in performance of traffic

17

assessments, basically looking at cumulative

18

impacts of developments.

19

But it's basically

we're corning in on

20

the ground floor of the State transportation

21

model.

22

trans-cad, travel demand forecasting modeling,

23

which the County of Maui will get a license fer.

24
25

They're currently procuring the

And I just spoke with the State --

I

think it was last week, and they're -- they have
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our license copy ready for distribution whenever

2

we need it, basically.

3

State land use forecast data through our

4

Planning Department as well as some roadway

5

infrastructure data from our GIS division of

6

Department of Management to help populate the

7

system with data,

8

to rely on the counties being able to maintain

9

the system and update the system.

And we've provided the

but it

the State is going

10

They'll provide the initial -- initial

11

resources in setting up the system, but as far

12

as maintenance and operation of the system,

13

they'll relay on the counties to take that

14

function.

This --

15

The engineers will also look at

16

developing the bus stop infrastructure program.

17

As you know, many of our stops have only a sign

18

post and a sign.

19

such as sheltering or benches, and that's kind

20

of what we're looking toward.

21

benches in various locations

22

location and they're looking at putting a

23

concrete pad and sheltering in other locations,

24

but, as you know,

25

customization.

We don't have street amenities

We put some
well,

in one

different locations require

We can't just use a standard
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detail for various locations allover the

2

island,

3

utilizing -- utilizing these engineering

4

services to implement the bus stop

5

infrastructure program.

so we're looking at customizing --

As well as basically getting back to the

6
7

travel demand forecasting,

helping both you

8

folks as well as administration in various

9

departments in the review of land use

10

applications or developments in trying to figure

11

out the impacts of,

12

development coming online or the cumulative

13

impacts of various developments coming online on

14

the roadway infrastructure.

you know,

a certain

15

So, it's basically a long -- shQrt and

16

long-term planning tool and assessment that we

17

feel should be a core competency for this

18

department.

19

overview of our positions.
Thank you, Mr. Ginoza.

20

CHAIR KANE:

21

MR. K. GINOZA:

22

CHAIR KANE:

23
24
25

So that's basically a general

Thank you.

Members, we're open for questions.

Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman,

you have a feel for

what whether they wanted to the engineers first
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2

or the specialists?
CHAIR KANE:

You know what?

3

four individuals,

4

it's open.

5
6

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

CHAIR KANE:

8

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

MR. K. GINOZA:

11

so we'll go ahead and just

Okay.

Why don't we -- I'm going

to starting to with the engineering then.

7

10

We have just four --

Okay.

Go ahead.

Go ahead.

Mr. Ginoza?

Yes.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

You read my mind

Thank you.

You mentioned about

which one.

12

MR. K. GINOZA:

Oh.

13

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

the ability of the engineering positions to

15

comment on,

16

applications.

17

Engineering Section now,

18

make a change in which department would provide

19

comment to the Council for certain land use

20

applications?

21

MR. K. GINOZA:

I guess,

some of our land use

That is done by Public Works
so you're asking us to

Mr. Chair, how do you want me to

22

do you want me to ask you each time before

23

answering?

24

CHAIR KANE:

No,

25

MR. K. GINOZA:

go ahead and respond.
Okay.

No,

I'm asking for an
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1

additional review,

2

impact on the roadway infrastructure versus,

3

know,

4

like what to -- what they are required to the

5

improve,

6

current system of giving it to Public Works,

7

having an additional check for you folks,

8

looking at just the impact on the infrastructure

9

with respect to traffic.

10

basically to just look at the

they look at also other things,

you

such as

so I'm not looking at replacing the

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

but

I guess when Public

11

Works -- the Chairman brings back Public Works

12

and operation, maybe we can get a sense of what

13

that division actually does with land use

14

application, Mr. Ginoza.
Yeah.

15

MR. K. GINOZA:

16

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

When you mentioned a public

17

transit specialist, that portion of your

18

request,

19

regarding ADA compliance and the annual review

20

of,

21

MR. K. GINOZA:

22

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

you mentioned one would assist

I guess,

those that qualify --

Sure.
for special considerations.

23

You may be aware that we have had problems with

24

the State in the administration of the ADA

25

program with regard to the placards in our
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1

Department of Motor Vehicles.

2

that this position could encompass the whole

3

program,

4

residents that need ADA?

5

Do you foresee

including what DMV does regarding

MR. K. GINOZA:

To be honest,

I'm not sure what that

6

entails,

so I'm not -- without speaking to the

7

DMV or to the finance director,

8

much of a workload.
As I had mentioned,

9

I'm not sure how

for Kauai County,

10

just the ADA paratransit intake or certification

11

and recertification,

12

full-time body.

13

hesitant to answer either way without knowing

14

what it actually entails, but I can find out.

15

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

et cetera,

requires a

So with that in mind,

That's fair.

I'm

That's fire.

16

Kauai able to share with you the type of

17

workload or numbers that a full-time person
In terms of --

18

MR. K. GINOZA:

19

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. K. GINOZA:

21

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

22
23

Was

handles?
how many different individuals?
Regarding certification and

recertification needs.
MR. K. GINOZA:

I don't have that information on

24

hand,

but I can get it if you require it.

25

Basically, what they do is they do an annual
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1

recertification because what they found was -- I

2

mean as you know, ADA paratransit, because it's

3

so customized,

4

the regular fixed route public transportation,

5

so it pays to try to get people to use the

6

regular transit system,

it's a lot more expensive than

if at all possible.

And so their jurisdictions, both in

7

8

the -- different administrators that I've spoken

9

to either within Hawaii or at various places on

10

the Mainland have said to try to do a more

11

frequent rather than,

12

certification.

13

know,

14

few hundred people qualified,

15

looking at -- just looking at an application and

16

saying,

17

that easy, but a lot of them may require a visit

18

to the house to make sure that,

19

vehicle can access that particular location or

20

maybe another vehicle would need to be deployed,

21

or,

22

satisfy the needs of a particular person.

23

you know, maybe a lifetime

But it's something that,

if you look at even getting,

nOh,

yeah,

okay."

you

you know,

a

it's not just

Some of them may be

you know,

the

you know -- and looking at how best to

So I can get that information as far as

24

how many different individuals are in the data

25

base, but I don't have it available in front of
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1
2

me.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Okay.

Thank you for that.

The other specialist you mentioned,

3

you

4

gave some comment regarding some fare -- fares,

5

development of a fare structure,

6

correct?

7

MR. K. GINOZA:

was that

Well, we were looking at basically

8

keeping the fares from now on, and that's

9

what -- when we had our FTA audit, when was it?

10

About almost a year ago -- the FTA official had

11

said that they recommend that we,

12

the fares rather than our current structure of

13

the provider keeping the fare.

in fact,

keep

14

So part of this responsibility would be

15

to having a -- having a daily count of what the

16

fare box collection is and depositing it into

17

the appropriate account in Finance.

18

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Is that something you're looking

19

to implement if provided the resources for the

20

'07 budget year?

21

MR. K. GINOZA:

22

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

MR. K. GINOZA:

24

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

Yes.

Yes,

The fares?
it's
Okay.

And currently as we

understand it from your comment,

currently the
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provider gets to set a fare and gets to keep all

2

of the fare revenue?

3

MR. K. GINOZA:

No, what happened is we set the fares

4

and then based on -- so,

5

an RFP with a set fare structure and we asked

6

the provider to give us a bid knowing that they

7

keep the fare.

8

required from the County was offset by their

9

projection of what the fare box revenue would

10

So,

for instance, we issued

you know,

the actual subsidy

be.
So what we asked this year in the fiscal

11
12

'07 request for proposal is to bill us for the

13

-- you know,

14

box,

15

County.

16

us was that they wanted to ensure that the money

17

that's collected is reinvested into transit and

18

they didn't feel that --

19

as if they wouldn't get the fare

that the fare box would be given to the
Because what the FTA had mentioned to

I mean even if we told them that it's

20

offsetting the costs to the County so it's

21

directly being reinvested into transit,

22

didn't feel that that was adequate.

23

the jurisdiction to collect and keep the -- or

24

to be able to keep the fare box revenue.

25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

they

They want

Verified?
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MR. K. GINOZA:

Yeah, exactly.

But that's,

again,

2

not how we do it currently.

3

to

4

we handle fare box collection.

5

will still collect it because they're operating

6

the routes, but they'd be giving it to the

7

County, so it would be

8

responsibility to try to figure out,

9

some way of monitoring that,

10

'07 is how we're trying to transform the way
They obviously

it would be our
you know,

to ensure that

we're getting what's being collected.

11

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

Mr. Chairman.

13

So from Fiscal '06

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Thank you very much,

Thank you.
Mr. Molina?

14

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

16

CHAIR KANE:

17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

18

MR. K. GINOZA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you,

Chairman.

Followed by Ms. Anderson.
Good afternoon, Mr. Ginoza.

Good morning.
Will these positions that

20

you're looking at,

21

planning for transportation, will they also be

22

used to look at the rail system -- potential

23

rail system for the future,

24

involved with the proposed inter-island ferry?

25

MR. K. GINOZA:

Sure.

in terms of long-range

also getting

If you look at -- well,
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1

would be basically part of the travel demand

2

forecasting modeling.

3

basically -- to give you a quick run.

4

basically a four-step procedure.

5

trip generation looking at,

6

many -- how many different people need to go

7

where,

8

let me make sure I don't get it incorrect.

There's -- it's
It's

You go with

you know,

how

and then the next -- the next step is

Basically,

9

it's four steps looking at

10

trip generation and then you distribute it

11

amongst the

12

it.

13

come in.

14

or rail transit or cars or pedestrian, bicycles?

15

During that mode choice step is where you kind

16

of set up,

17

would consider taking rail versus bike and so

18

forth.

19

diffe~ent

kinds of ways you can do

And in the mode choice is where it would
Are they going by transit, bus transit

you know,

how many people you think

And the last step would be trip

20

assignment.

Basically looking at,

you know,

21

with this bowl of trips, how are you going to

22

assign it to the different modes?

23

where in developing your network,

24

in -- you know,

25

the airport to Kaanapali,

But that's
you can build

say if you have a rail line from
for instance,

you can
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set that up as a mode that could be used and

2

see,

3

the roadways.

4

5

you know,

how it would impact the demand on

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

So this is what your two

additional engineers

6

MR. K. GINOZA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah.
-- would be looking into?

8

about

I noticed,

you know,

9

goals and objectives,

in looking at your

I don't see anywhere,

10

guess,

11

transportation for the Upcountry region.

12

these positions -- they'll explore that

13

possibility as well?

14

How

I

a long-range goal as far as doing

MR. K. GINOZA:

We have currently,

Will

in our five-year

15

transit plan, accommodations to service

16

Upcountry region.

17

operations part of the budget, we are proposing

18

a couple of commuter routes from various

19

locations in the Upcountry area,

20

accommodate the working class as well as anybody

21

else from the public that would want to come in

22

the early morning or later in the afternoon.

23

And when we get to the

so that would

But if you look at what the department

24

currently funds with the -- through the MEO

25

social service programs,

there are a number of
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rural shuttles from various locations within the

2

Upcountry area that two to three days a week

3

individuals could corne to Central Maui to do

4

their shopping or medical visits and so forth,

5

and be taken back around lunch time.

6
7

because I get

8

getting calls

9
10

Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

MR. K. GINOZA:

And I bring that up

you know,

our office keeps

Sure.
-- about,

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

you know,

the

11

possibility of when we could be servicing the

12

Upcountry area.

13

MR. K. GINOZA:

Yeah.

That's how we're trying to,

14

kind of, bring it in, at first with the working

15

class,

16

existing rural shuttles.

17

we do expand for longer hours

18

better hours for the rest of the public transit

19

system in,

20

implementing more Upcountry transit.

you know,

in conjunction with the
And then,

you know,

if

you know,

I think, Year 3, we propose

21

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

22

And now,

Thank you.
finally,

I guess,

you know,

23

with the request for expansion,

24

to see how the public can get more bang for the

25

buck,

so to speak,

I'm just trying

out of this.
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When you're looking at securing more

1

2

federal and state grants,

3

will help you in securing more federal and state

4

grants for transportation as well?

5

MR. K. GINOZA:

Yeah,

these you also -- this

if you look at -- currently, we

6

access Section 5311 and 5309 funding.

The 5311

7

is where we can use -- we get operational

8

funding.

9

been trying to get it as a more regular

The difficulty with the 5311 is we've

It's -- I don't know if you

10

reimbursement.

11

recall,

12

years of 5311 because we just weren't able to

13

access it in a more timely fashion.

14

why we haven't really incorporated it in as we

15

do seeing the County subsidy, because we don't

16

know when it will land, but,

17

funding,

I think it was in '04, we got three

And that's

you know, with this

it will help reduce the subsidy.
But it will also help in the -- more the

18
19

highway side of it where,

20

likes having a more analytical tool to rely on

21

as well,

22

forecasting modeling,

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
Thank you,

24
25

you know,

CHAIR KANE:

you know,

the US DOT

with the travel demand
so it's kind of two-fold.

Okay.

Thank you.

Chairman.

Thank you.
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Ms. Anderson,

1

2
3

Mr.

followed by

Pontanilla.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Chair.

You said that the request for these

4

5

specialists and engineers are for the purpose of

6

expanding the program.
Yes.

7

MR. K. GINOZA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

MR. K. GINOZA:

10

To assist in the expansion?

Yes.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So can you just -- I mean we

11

haven't gotten to that part of the budget,

12

can you just give us a very brief understanding

13

of what you intend -- how you intend to expand

14

the program?

15

MR. K. GINOZA:

so

For the public transit, basically

16

we're in essence keeping the locations that

17

we're currently serving but making it a little

18

bit earlier and a little bit later in terms of

19

the span of coverage, as well as increasing the

20

frequency.
So instead of a two-hour headway,

21

it would be,

you

22

know,

like, an hour between buses,

23

and it would also include Sunday service.

24

That's for the -- so, it's basically an

25

expansion of the current area served as well as
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adding, what I had mentioned to Mr. Molina,

the

2

commuter runs,

3

to -- like, two of them would come from

4

Upcountry and one would come -- and I mentioned

5

this before, before this body, one would go

6

from,

7

South Maui.

8

Pukalani, Central where they could switch buses

9

and then go to West Maui.

which would be four commuter runs

like, Haiku,

Paia, Central then maybe to

And another would go Kula,

So that's kind of the

10

expansion in terms of new territory being

11

served.
But the crux of it is to build upon what

12
13

we currently serve, but to expand the hours so

14

that there would be earlier morning service as

15

well as evening service and service seven days a

16

week.

17

or recommendations as to how to increase the

18

demand.

19

service at say,

20

allow people who either work for the dinner --

21

you know,

22

home, nor does it allow someone who wants to go

23

to dinner using the service because we can get

24

them there but not back.

25

expanding the service both in length as well as

That's kind of where we've received input

Because,

for instance, we stopped the

around six o'clock.

It doesn't

a dinner shift to use the bus to come

So it's basically
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2

in -- duration as well as in frequency.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And so have you have you got

you know, basic numbers as to how many

3

any,

4

how many more people you'll be serving on this

5

expanded route?

6

MR. K. GINOZA:

Yeah, we give an estimate.

--

I don't

7

have it in front of me because I thought we were

8

just going to talk about the EPs, but I can

9

provide that to you when we talk about the

10

operational budget.
We have a projection as far as how

11

12

much -- well,

13

currently served, but I have a projectiou for

14

how much we anticipate serving with the expanded

15

service.

16

I have the numbers for what is

To give you an idea,

at least with the

17

current service, in February, which had the

18

least days of the months,

19

over the 30,000 passenger trip threshold,

20

that we should hit around 300,000 passenger

21

trips by the end of the year,

22

you look at where we started in Fiscal '04, we

23

were somewhere on the order of

24

under 100,000, we're now going to be about a

25

three-fold increase or two-fold increase.

obviously, we went
such

so -- I mean if

somewhere
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But as far as what we project with the

1
2

newer system,

I don't have it in front of me.

3

don't want to just guess.

4

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

5

MR. K. GINOZA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

7

MR. K. GINOZA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

I

But you can

I can provide that.
That would be great.

I'll bring that,

for sure.

Yeah, because that is the

reason we're being asked for these EPs.

10

MR. K. GINOZA:

Sure.

11

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

You know,

the travel demand

12

forecasting model that you say the engineers are

13

going to be dealing with,

14

have your own engineer to do this?
Well,

15

why do you have to
I mean --

first of all, is this forecasting

16

model only for people who are going to be using

17

public transit or is it for all traffic impacts?

18

MR. K. GINOZA:

No,

it's primarily for looking at the

19

roadway infrastructure.

And as I had mentioned,

20

public transit is a mode that would be looked at

21

within the overall scheme of things because, you

22

know,

23

road, pedestrian use, bicycle use and transit,

24

but it looks at the demand on the roadway

25

network,

it looks at not only what goes on the

and how,

for instance,

if you throw on
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1

so many more households in a certain location,

2

how that would impact,

3

would occur on,

4

is a level Service B, but if you all of a sudden

5

put on, you know,

6

would try to estimate what would be the level of

7

service after that irritation is put in -- or

8

whatever you want to say.

you know,

you know, maybe this roadway now

450 more households here,

But it's primarily

9

regionally what

it's kind of a

It's not looking primarily

10

break from transit.

11

at transit,

12

get a more technical analysis of an impact,

13

know,

14

put a new roadway, how we anticipate,

15

the distribution will become.

16

looking

17

it

it's primarily looking at trying to

from a new development,

you

or if you want to
you know,

So it's

It's kind of a cross-over between our

18

department, which deals primarily with transit,

19

and Public Works,

20

infrastructure.

21

you could make the case either way:

22

be in Department of Transportation or should it

23

be in Public Works?

24

fought for it being in my department is because

25

I want that to be a focus and not just another

which deals with the roadway
So it's something that,

yeah,

Should it

But the reason why I had
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engineering service that's provided.

2

it's primarily not transit related.

3

transit component, but it's primarily for

4

looking at the roadway infrastructure.

5

Don and I,

So,

yeah,

There is a

I did --

in conjunction with somebody

6

we met, did prepare like -- you know,

like, a

7

10- or 15-page presentation which kind of gives

8

a general overview of what the travel demand

9

forecasting is and could do for us,

and I can

10

I can make copies and distribute it to you if

11

you wish.

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

13

MR. K. GINOZA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Yes, please.

Okay.
I think that would be most

15

helpful because, you know,

16

you're duplicating what we already have in a

17

long-range transportation plan that the County

18

already has, not to mention the work that's been

19

done towards the South and West Maui

20

transportation impact fees.

21

forecast modeling for that also.

22

MR. K. GINOZA:

I don't know if

They had to develop

It's actually building upon the

23

long-range land transportation

land

24

transportation plan modeling.

25

the -- I believe the current update of the

If you recall,
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long-range land transportation plan is 1997, and

2

it's due for an update

and it's actually

3

overdue for an update,

so that's why the State

4

is embarking in getting a transportation model

5

functional.
So what -- but what they do is they put

6
7

it in for this model but rely on the counties

8

to, if they wish, utilize it for their own

9

benefit in looking at -- between the updates,

10

you know, however you want to utilize the

11

modeling.

12

you know,

13

transportation plan and I'm hoping it will

14

incorporate a lot of what was gathered from the

15

EMME-II modeling from the Kaku studies for the

16

traffic impact fees.

17

So it's not either replacing or
it's kind of building upon the land

So that's something that can be folded

18

into this, you know,

rather than having

19

competing models within the County that

20

something that -- you know, the State weGt

21

through the selection process that we were

22

involved in looking at the different software

23

suites available for transportation modeling

24

because there's obviously was, like, I don't

25

know,

a decade old and this was what was
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selected.

2

copy,

3

copies.

4

incorporate the traffic impact fees and I

5

think -- I mean that would be my intention,

6

put that as part of the software suite, and it's

7

building upon the land -- long-range land

8

transportation plan.

9

And basically we'll get a license

and if we wish, we can purchase additional
But it's something that we

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

cou~d

to

And so why couldn't we just

10

contract out for this service?

11

to put on two engineers full-time to do that?

12

MR. K. GINOZA:

Why do we need

We could continue to -- we could

13

contract it out but it's a matter of,

14

as we get -- as we want to do -- I mean yeah, we

15

could contract it out, but it's something that I

16

feel there's enough of a demand -- I mean enough

17

that it would be requiring two full-time

18

positions.

19

of different contracts, but it's something that

20

will help not only --

21

I mean we could just issue a bunch

You know,
if,

you know,

if we have a functioning

22

model,

for instance, the Planning Department

23

wants to,

24

analysis of something, we can more -- be more

25

flexible as far as accommodating different

I don't know,

have a particular land
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requests, but it's something that,

2

whether we design it in-house or not,

3

something that could be done either way.

4

just a matter of looking at cost effectiveness.

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well,

yeah,

you know,
it's
It's

and it's also

6

looking at long-term commitment.

7

you put on two engineers in this division,

8

they're going to be there even after you've

9

finished this modeling,

10

MR. K. GINOZA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

14
15
16

could we get a

job description --

11

13

so again,

I mean once

Sure.
-- for all of these

positions within the administrative program?
CHAIR KANE:

Ms. Anderson,

EP count,

that -- a request for all

so that's for --

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Yeah,

but I'm asking,

17

Mr. Chair,

18

descriptions for the other people within the

19

department because we're expanding the -- you

20

know,

21

administrative program.

22

CHAIR KANE:

that we also have the job

they're requesting an expansion within the

Well, they're asking for the four

23

positions that we're discussing now,

24

asking for,

25

existing position; is that what you're asking

on top of that,

so are you

for the other three
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for?

2

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

3

CHAIR KANE:

4

5

Yes, please.

For the director,

the deputy director

and the private secretary?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Right.

Because we're

6

basically doubling the number of people in this

7

department,

8

people do.

9
10
11
12

CHAIR KANE:

so I want to see what the existing

Sure.

No,

okay.

That's fair.

Member

Anderson
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And I

just have one more

question, Mr. Chair.

13

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Member Anderson.

14

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Has the Public Works

15

Department interfaced with you folks in regards

16

to bus pull-outs for South Kihei Road?

17
18
19

MR. K. GINOZA:

We have discussed it with them.

Where in particular?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well,

they're redoing the

20

road and so I'm hoping that you can interface

21

with them and make sure that there are pull-outs

22

for the bus wherever the stops are that you

23

anticipate needing.

24
25

MR. K. GINOZA:

We've had some discussion but not

very advanced discussions.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

2

MR. K. GINOZA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Or specific?

But I can talk to them about it.
Yeah,

I hope so, because I

4

asked them not long ago and they said they would

5

talk to you,

so I'm just following up with that.

I'll follow up.

6

MR. K. GINOZA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Chair.

8

9
10
11
12

CHAIR KANE:

Yeah.
Mr.

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.

Pontanilla followed by Ms. Tavares.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you,

Chair.

I see you have the engineer's position

13

as civil engineers.

14

traffic engineers?

15

Thank you.

MR. K. GINOZA:

Why civil engineers and not

Basically, traffic engineers come

16

under civil engineering, and so the

17

classification is civil engineer and -- and it's

18

kind of like -- kind of a bigger umbrella civil

19

and there's,

20

know, various,

21

Personnel,

22

putting it in.

like,

structural,

traffic and,

you

so it's just when we met with

that was the class that they proposed

23

And if you look at other jurisdictions,

24

it's all classified as civil engineers even if,

25

in essence,

they're really doing traffic
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So it's kind of -- that's --

1

engineering work.

2

my understanding is that's how the County system

3

is.

4

but it's just within civil engineering.

5

We don't have a traffic engineering class

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

And then the other

6

question that I had is -- I'm sure one of the

7

engineers or both of the engineers would be

8

probably working with the GPAC in regards to

9

traffic engineering.

10

MR. K. GINOZA:

That's my intention.

And it's

and it's not a matter of just

11

something that

12

developing the model and there's nothing to be

13

done.

14

model is there, we can, you know,

15

scenarios for -- to help you in your decision

16

making as far as,

17

we put in

18

how would it affect the demand on the various

19

roadways.

20

You know, it's something that once the
try different

you know, what would happen if

we asked them to put this road in,

So it's kind of --

And that's why I would prefer to see it

21

in-house versus contracting it out, because I

22

don't think we'll be as mobile in terms of

23

satisfying that kind of request if we

24

continually had to issue contracts to do that

25

type of work.

But what initially we have ahead
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of us is to try to get the system functioning

2

and, like I mentioned,

3

time as any because the State is currently going

4

through that process and they'll be providing

5

training for us, as well as the license,

6

we're getting in at the ground floor.

7

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

right now is as good a

Good.

so

Good to hear that.

8

Mr. Foley told us yesterday that it was -- once

9

the general plan is updated,

10
11

they'll be going

into community plans, so
MR. K. GINOZA:

Yeah, this is definitely a resource

12

that I'd like to see available to you folks to

13

help in your assessments of different projects

14

or developments.

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

16

would be a good way.

19
20

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

17

18

Yeah, and I think in-house

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.
Ms. Tavares?

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Ginoza, did you look at a

21

transportation planner as a staff member rather

22

than an engineer?

23

MR. K. GINOZA:

We looked at that, but it seems like

24

the engineering classification is where the

25

travel demand forecasting function goes into.
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Like, if you look at,

2

it's always the engineer versus a transportation

3

planner,

4

that.

so I just wanted to be consistent with

For me,

5

like, other jurisdictions,

you know,

another thing was to

6

get all the infrastructure engineering designs

7

done as well, so it was kind of,

8

already pretty much in the engineering realm for

9

doing the travel demand forecasting and we need

well, it's

10

that added benefit of doing the bus stop

11

infrastructure program stuff.

12

kept it like that.
I mean honestly,

13

So that's why we

I think that could be

14

either way because it's a function that requires

15

both kind of a planning background as well as

16

engineering, because it's really analytical

17

modeling where,

18

front of the computer looking at data base --

19

or,

20

forth,

21

than planners, but yet when you -- when you kind

22

of have the data and you're looking back -- and

23

you're looking at a higher view,

24

want a planning background as well,

25

to say.

you know,

you know,

you're sitting in

spreadsheet type interfaces and so

which I associate more with engineers

you kind of
so it's hard

I mean it could go either way.
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1

when I looked at other jurisdictions, it's

2

always in -- at least the ones I've seen,

3

always in engineering -- or an engineer was

4

responsible for the actual modeling aspect of

5

it.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

CHAIR KANE:

8

Okay.

are

Thank you.

Further questions, Members,

in this

area?
Seeing none, Members,

9

if you have any

10

questions, please forward them to the committee

11

staff.

12

our Department of Transportation Director.
Any closing remarks, Mr. Ginoza?

13
14
15

We'll get it over to Mr. Kyle Ginoza,

MR. K. GINOZA:

No.

Feel free to ask me anything

else later on.
Okay.

16

CHAIR KANE:

17

MR. K. GINOZA:

18

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you very much.

I'm available.

Thank you.

We're closing up this morning's session,

19

Members.

20

hour and a half sufficient for your needs,

21

Members,

22

We'll take a lunch break.

And is an

so that we can be here at 1:30?
Okay.

So the time now is 12:00.

We'll

23

go ahead and recess until 1:30.

For your

24

information, Members, we will have the Parks

25

Department with us this afternoon at 1:30.
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1

intent is to close our meeting this afternoon

2

at,

3

to be in Lahaina at six.

4

some other information that I'll share with you

5

once we get to the afternoon session.

I believe, 3:30, staff, because we are going

Okay.

6
7

Thank you.

And I believe there is

We are in recess until 1:30.

(Gavel. )

8

RECESS:

11:59 a.m.

9

RECONVENE:

1:33 p.m.

CHAIR KANE:

I'd like to reconvene our Budget

10
11

Committee meeting for Wednesday, March 29th,

12

2006.

13

good lunch.

14

Members, good afternoon.

Hope you had a

We are now with the Parks Department,

15

and with us this afternoon, we have the Deputy

16

Director, Mr. John Buck, who,

17

department, will walk us through the various

18

expansion position requests.

19

representing the

Members, you can direct your attention

20

first -- I know we're going to work a little

21

backwards for the moment.

22

jump into the Golf Fund portion of Parks and so

23

if you can direct your attention to the details,

24

page 1153, and that is where the Golf Course

25

Operations Clerk request is.

We're going to go
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One second, Members.

2

Thank you.

3

And I'll direct you to your

program budget momentarily.
In the meantime, Mr. Ginoza, any opening

4

5

remarks before we yield the floor to Mr.

6

Buck?

7

MR. GINOZA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

John

Parks and

8

Recreation is requesting -- the General Fund is

9

requesting 9.3 positions and the Golf Fund is

10

requesting one position.

11

representatives from Parks and Recreation and

12

the Golf Course, and I'll refer to them.

13

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.
Good afternoon, Mr. Buck.

14
15

And we have the

MR. BUCK:

Good afternoon, Chair Kane.
I would like to start with the Golf Fund

16
17

position first.

18

for the Golf Course,

19

justification for the additional position.

20
21
22
23
24
25

CHAIR KANE:

I have Ron Kubo,

Superintendent

to explain the

Good afternoon, Mr. Kubo.

Thank you for

being here.
MR. KUBO:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, good afternoon,

Members of the Council.
The Golf Course Operations Clerk
right now we have three clerks, which is the
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bare minimum, and we find that whenever anyone

2

of them are out sick or on vacation, we're

3

always having to pay overtime for the other

4

clerks to cover, because there's just the bare

5

minimum,

6

full coverage and -- coverage whenever we need

7

another clerk when someone is either out sick or

8

on vacation.

9

MR. BUCK:

so we do need another clerk to have

The other justification behind the

10

addition is when there are -- when they are full

11

staff on the other side, this person will double

12

as a marshal to expedite play and try to get

13

some of the golfers to follow the rules, but

14

this is just to make the golf course operations

15

a little bit more efficient and try to get

16

the -- some of the golfers to move a little bit

17

faster to push the play.

18

MR. KUBO:

And we do need also to enforce the rules

19

on the golf course for the safety of the

20

golfers,

21

from damaging the course with the carts and so

22

forth.

23

too,

and also to monitor the players

We need to regulate the play to make the

24

flow of play much -- to flow better,

25

there's no waiting and that way we can put out

so that
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more -- more players out on the course.

2

basically it takes around four and a half to

3

five hours to play 18 holes, but a lot of times

4

it takes a little longer.

5

want -- what you would want would be between

6

four and four and a half hours to play, so by

7

regulating the flow and making sure that

8

everything's going good, we would need a

9

marshal.

I think

And normally what you

So the operation clerk would be a

10

marshal and be TA'd as operation clerk when we

11

need.

12

CHAIR KANE:

13

MR. KUBO:

14

CHAIR KANE:

15

You done, Mr. Kubo?
Yes.
Thank you.
Members, the Chair will open it for

16

questions.

17

just housekeeping for the record for this

18

afternoon session, we have in attendance Members

19

Carroll, Anderson, Hokama, Molina, Pontanilla,

20

Tavares, Kane.

21

And before we do that -- I'm sorry,

The other note, Members, is that I

22

believe that the department recently transmitted

23

the status report on golf fee revenues as

24

required in the Fiscal Year '06, and I believe

25

that's on our upcoming Council for referral to
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committee.

2

January 15th and we're receiving it now.

3

that's just a note that attaches to the revenue

4

components that Mr. Kubo has stated.

So

Mr. Hokama?

5

6

And I will note that that was due on

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman, thank you.

Right now, are you informing us this

7

8

afternoon, Mr. Kubo,

9

operation, it takes about four and a half to

10

five hours per round?

11

average?

12

MR. KUBO:

13

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MR. KUBO:

that in your review of your

Does that -- is that the

Yeah, on the average.
Is it worse on weekends?

It all depends.

A lot of times during the

15

weekdays, we have -- we have a lot of tourists

16

and it seems to be a lot slower.

17
18

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

What are we looking at in

total rounds per year right now?

19

MR. KUBO:

Last year, we had 92,000 rounds.

20

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And you would say for

21

Waiehu's course that that would be about pretty

22

optimum where we want it to be, or you think we

23

can reach 100,000, 120,000 rounds or what?

24
25

MR. KUBO:

It's not the optimum.

We actually average

for the year around 268 rounds per day,

and --
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So what would that be in a year,

2

so we can compare it to that earlier number of

3

the 92,000 rounds?

4

MR. KUBO:

Yeah.

5

rounds a day.

6

-- like,

7

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

That came out to around that, 268
The optimum for me would be three

320 rounds a day.
Would our golf course lay -- and

8

you know what the log jams are number 2, number

9

5, number 8, 16

10

MR. KUBO:

Yeah, the par threes.

11

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

MR. KUBO:

Yeah.

Right.
Number 2 and number 5 always

13

there's always a back-up,

14

5 is a long par three, and we have a lot of

15

problems with players going into the mountains

16

and looking for balls.

17
18

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

MR. KUBO:

20

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

22
23
24
25

So you still feel we can increase

the total rounds per day per year?

19

21

I guess because number

Yeah.
And still mark the four-hour

mark -- four hours
MR. KUBO:

Between four and four and a half hours,

yeah.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

You think it's mostly slow play

by the players whereby the marshal would help
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alleviate --

2

MR. KUBO:

Yes.

3

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

MR. KUBO:

5

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

-- the slowness of the play?

Yeah.
Or is it because of the tourist

6

factor you mentioned,

7

course?

8
9

MR. KUBO:

the unfamiliarity with the

No, but the -- well, that's what the

marshal would do, would regulate the play by

10

going to the groups that are slow or behind to

11

try to speed up the playa little bit, make it

12

flow better.

13

unfamiliarity of the course because they --

14

they're pretty much following everybody else.

15
16

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

But I don't think it's it the

Okay.

Did we ever have a marshal

before at the course, can you recall?

17

MR. KUBO:

Oh--

18

MR. BUCK:

Years.

19

MR. KUBO:

Yeah, back in the -- up in the '80s, I

20

remember they had a marshal.

21

was -- there were under contract.

22

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

But I think it

Would this assist us in

23

maintaining USG ratings or anything else, would

24

it be an advantage to have as far as USGA

25

standards or Aloha PGA section standards
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2

regarding the course rating and anything else?
MR. KUBO:

I don't think it would have that much to

3

do with the course rating.

The course is rated

4

by the USGA according to the yardage and how

5

they feel that the course would play,

6

of time to play the course.

7

marshal would help make the flow of the play

8

better.

the amount

But having a

It's not -- not just the flow of play

9

10

but also with the -- as far as the rules being

11

followed,

12

hit into the group in front or golfers that

13

would go close to the green with the carts or on

14

the tees with the carts,

15

that we need to monitor, because that would

16

affect our maintenance operations.

you know,

17

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

CHAIR KANE:

19
20

Okay.

there's golfers that might

those kinds of things

Thank you very much.

Thank you.
Mr.

Pontanilla?

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you,

Chair.

21

I'm glad you say to follow the rules

22

because I notice that when the tourists come

23

over here and play,

24

rules, but when our local guys play, you know,

25

taking the cart close to the green and just

they kind of follow the
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total disregard sometimes for rules, yeah.

2

last few times I played, I haven't seen a

3

marshal anywhere.

4

plays, that I can -- because I'm one of them,

5

too, to attest to slow plays.
Yeah.

6

The

Yeah, we do have some slow

Coming back to the positions that

7

are now in the golf course, the three clerks, do

8

you have all three clerks working at one time?

9

MR. KUBO:

Just on one day, on Tuesdays.

The rest of

10

the days there's just two of them:

One in the

11

morning shift and one the afternoon shift.

12

both -- one starts at six and the other one

13

starts at nine.

14

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

But

So with this added

15

clerk -- should you get this added clerk, how

16

are you going to run that schedule?

17

MR. KUBO:

Well, basically the third person would act

18

as a marshal when we don't need another clerk.

19

But when we have someone that is out sick or on

20

vacation,

21

clerk.

then that person would fill in as a

22

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

23

CHAIR KANE:

24
25

Thank you, Chair.

Thank you.
Questions?

Further questions for

Mr. Kubo, Members, on this request?
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Hearing none, Mr. Kubo, thank you very

1
2

much for being here this afternoon.

3

MR. KUBO:

4

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Thank you, Members.

Mr. Buck, why don't you go ahead and

5

proceed with your additional requests?

I don't

6

know if you want to break it up into parts or

7

you want to give us the whole wrap for the 9.3

8

personnel at once.

9

and then we'll jump in with Q&A when you're

You move along at your pace

10

completed with your opening remarks to the

11

request.

12
13
14

MR. BUCK:

Okay.

I'll just give kind of a summary,

kind of, by what we're trying to do
CHAIR KANE:

And I'm sorry, Mr. Buck.

Before you

15

start, Members, if you can direct your

16

attention, our request starts on details 1117

17

and then we'll go right into 1126, 28, 30, 31,

18

32, 33 and 34, so right in that area.

19

you.

20
21

Thank

Mr. Buck?
MR. BUCK:

Mr. Chair, would it be just easier if I

22

kind of went down, start off with page 1117 and

23

work it down that way?

24

easier.

25

CHAIR KANE:

It would be a lot

That's fine.
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2

MR. BUCK:

Okay.

I think it

Let's do it that way.

will make it a little bit easier for me,

too.

Page 1117, we're asking for expansion

3
4

position,

a Park Caretaker I position,

for --

5

under the Beautification section.

6

the justification behind that,

7

that we're getting more and more parks and the

8

Beautification section has a multiple variety of

9

duties,

The reason

as we all know,

including top-dressing and maintaining

10

some of the -- like,

11

the major playing fields through areas that we

12

are responsible for,

13

Kepaniwai Park and the amphitheater,

14

also do

15

the stadiums and some of

that they maintain is
and they

At certain times when there's upcoming

16

projects coming on,

17

help -- they need additional help in the nursery

18

to,

19

you know,

they will need additional

getting the plantings going.

One of the things that this division

20

does more and more now with the increase of

21

parks coming on board is that we do not have a

22

tree-trimming crew,

23

do light tree-trimming,

24

doesn't require boom trucks or climbing trees,

25

but they'll do a lot of light tree-trimming

so this crew at times will
you know,

when something
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saving the County on contracting out those

2

moneys that would go to a contractor, but trying

3

to do it in-house.

4

of that with more and more parks coming on

5

board, so that's the justification for the parks

6

beautification expansion position.

7
8
9

10

CHAIR KANE:

any current vacancies in this

parks beautification program?
MR. BUCK:
CHAIR KANE:

To my knowledge,
Okay.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

there is none.

Thank you.

Questions?

11

12

Mr. Buck,

They're doing more and more

Mr. Hokama?

Chairman, just so we can

13

understand the expansion request, explain for

14

us, Mr. Buck, why you needed to change your

15

BC-05 to a BC-07 in your program?

16

changed whereby you need licensed people to do

17

the chemical requirements?

18

MR. BUCK:

Has the job

I'm -- I can't really answer that question

19

for you but I think that's what it is, is to

20

upgrade them because of the additional license

21

that person needs, but I can get back to you on

22

that.

23

one.

24
25

CHAIR KANE:

I didn't really come prepared for that

We'll follow up, Mr. Hokama, with that

question.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

Mr. Chairman.

Thank you very much,

Are they responsible -- pretty much all

3

all of -- what do we call it? --

4

of the

5

community site parks would come under this

6

beautification team, Mr. Buck?

7

MR. BUCK:

The beautification team, there are two

8

major -- well, they have many major

9

responsibilities, but the two parks that they

10

take care of that comes under this section or

11

division is Kepaniwai Park, which is done by

12

this section, and also the amphitheater.
Also comes under is the spray team that

13

14

goes in and sprays the weeds at .the various ball

15

fields throughout all the districts, even

16

Molokai.

17

a while when they are requested.

18

does that.

19

I think they even go to Lanai once in
This program

They also do the aerating of a lot of

20

the major fields on the outside districts, and

21

they assist the districts as far as the

22

top-dressing and provide support when they need

23

to do some additional work on the fields.

24

also have been doing a lot of the light

25

tree-trimming instead of use contractors, so
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they have a multiple array of duties.

2

the same thing they do every day.

3

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

When you say tree-trimming, it's

4

only in the park,

5

County --

6

MR. BUCK:

7

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

MR. BUCK:

9

It's not

right, not alongside our

No.

Yeah,

-- right-of-ways,

just the parks.

just the parks?

The roadside,

that's -- we have moneys for that and that's

10

usually contracted out because it requires most

11

the time boom trucks in conditions like that.

12

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Is this a crew that also

13

provides the material for the planting in the

14

parks, whether it be sod or other type of plant

15

material since you have nursery?

16

trying to -- I have a good sense of this --

17

MR. BUCK:

No,

you're correct.

I'm just

When there's a

18

project coming on that needs additional

19

planting, if they want to do a beautification in

20

a park, this will be the program that provides

21

that and gives assistance to the districts when

22

they want to do that.

23

sod work,

24

we're looking at the possibility of

25

we've identified an area that we're going to

Also, when there's major

that will be the key.

We're not -I think
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start -- probably start growing our own sod, so

2

when we have renovations,

3

baseball stadium and little league fields ready,

4

we'll have the ready sod instead of going out

5

and purchasing it or taking it off from another

6

portion of the park.

7

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

such as getting the

You don't have to answer

8

this now but later on maybe you can get back to

9

it, can this be tied into the golf course

10

program then since sod is sod for the fairways,

11

at least?
It may if we were to do a sod farm.

12

MR. BUCK:

13

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MR. BUCK:

Yeah.

Yeah, probably could.

I mean we're

15

looking at that option right now but this is

16

more for just what's going on day-to-day, and

17

when people are sick or go on vacation, days,

18

they fall a little bit short and can't do what

19

needs to be done as far as the tree-trimming and

20

things like that.

21

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So just once more,

they

22

attend county-wide parks requirement from this

23

one team,

24
25

MR. BUCK:

I should call them?

That's correct, Mr. Hokama.

county-wide.

They are

They go to -- like I said earlier,
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they'll --

2

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

MR. BUCK:

Molokai,

Lanai?

If Molokai wants assistance with their

4

turf,

5

and they will go over and either spray or help

6

fertilize or train them how to do certain things

7

to make the fields a little bit better.

8
9

10

they'll ask Lanai if they want assistance

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

this is the team that would go to Duke Maliu
MR. BUCK:

Yeah,

this section -- the program goes

11

over there.

12

few times already.

13

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MR. BUCK:

15
16

17
18

So even like Duke Maliu,

They've gone over to Duke Maliu a

Okay.

And usually when they go over,

they

usually spend a week.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:
island,
MR. BUCK:

Better than having a group on

that's -- I'm just asking does this --

I think right now -- yeah,

I think right

19

now it just makes more sense to have just one

20

group that travels throughout the three islands,

21

and then eventually if we had a big expansion in

22

Molokai, maybe we can have two expansion

23

positions that will do something similar to that

24

on Molokai.

25

But right now I -- unless it's -- you
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know,

2

additional positions or whatever it will take to

3

do Molokai only, I don't think it really makes

4

sense.

5

what they have to do.

6

few days.

7

while they're over there since they're over

8

there already.

9

10

some things happen to justify two

It's just right now they go over to do

They may do extras for the district

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:
CHAIR KANE:

Sometimes it does take a

Okay.

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

Mr. Molina, before I recognize you,

11

just

12

a follow-up on Mr. Hokama's question line,

13

because of the tree-trimming and your mentioning

14

of this person's role is going to also assist in

15

tree-trimming, do these guys

16

personnel receive some level of training as to

17

proper tree-trimming?

18

we've heard a lot of times where trees are cut

19

and we create additional problems with disease

20

on the trees or whatever?

21

on that, Mr. Buck, if you would.

22

MR. BUCK:

or this

I mean we've already

Just a brief comment

The people who would work in this program

23

also will be working with the arborists,

24

the minor tree-trimming.

25

I think where we're running into
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problems is when we're using the outside

2

contractors, but our guys who do the in-house

3

are trained and they work closely with the

4

arborists.

5

CHAIR KANE:

Very good.

Thank you.

6

that clarification.

7

Mr. Molina,

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

I appreciate

thanks for your patience.

No problem.

Thank you,

Mr. Chairman.
Good afternoon, Mr. Buck.

10
11

positions,

12

to the Kihei area.

13

after what we had heard last night,

These

I guess they're going to be assigned

14

MR. BUCK:

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

I guess it's somewhat timely
so --

I haven't got that far yet.
-- appreciate that.

16

quick question.

17

park caretakers, they're on -- I guess they're

18

on a normal shift,

19

to five,

eight to four.

20

normally

do you have

21

somebody on call in case a repair is needed to

22

be done,

23

Typically,

Just a

I guess,

the -- I guess the

from whatever, nine

Are we -- do these guys
you always have

like
And I cite an example.

Out at

t~e

Haiku

24

Field House,

recently we got a call that

25

temporary fence that's around the field house,
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constituent called and said it needed to be

2

repaired.

3

guess, were gone at that time.

4

have somebody on call,

5

whether it be a caretaker or someone else?

6
7

8
9

MR. BUCK:

And when we called the caretakers,

though,

I

Do you normally
to do a repair,

Thank you for the question, Councilmember

Molina.
A majority of our park caretaker staff
or our maintenance staff,

such as park

10

caretakers, do work Monday through Friday.

And

11

the reason for that is because on weekends is

12

when the fields are heavily used and it's really

13

hard to do a lot of work on the fields.

14

We do have staff on weekends,

15

last year's approval that we were able to get

16

those half-timers,

17

weekends to do basically what needs to be done,

18

like trash and cleaning the restrooms.

19

thanks to

so they're working on the

We do have maintenance supervisors who

20

do work in each of the districts,

so they would

21

normally would get a call.

22

very hard with those people who use our

23

facilities on a regular basis is to have or get

24

those numbers to them in case there is a problem

25

on the weekends or after hours,

We're trying to work

to call the
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supervisor and they'll make a decision if

2

they'll call back one of the park caretakers or

3

building maintenance repair or electrician or

4

plumber, but we're trying to work really hard on

5

that.
I

6

know that's a problem sometimes

7

because,

you know,

you only can have the guy

8

work eight hours,

9

like the Peter Principle, when they go home,

you know,

sometimes.

It's

10

everything's going to break.

11

seems that way.

12

districts, they do have a night crew that comes

13

in.

14

Sometimes it just

But some of the -- a couple of

It's based on the operations of what the

15

district want to do that works the best for

16

them.

17

does have a crew that comes in night but they're

18

doing a lot of bathroom cleaning and a lot of

19

trash pick-up,

20

are -- but we are working to be sure that those

21

who use the facilities on a regular basis know

22

who those contact people are.

23

I know that South and West,

for sure,

so they are quite busy, but they

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

And I'm glad you

24

mentioned that about the bathroom cleaning

25

because I

know we heard about a lot last night
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about that with regard to the South Maui parks,

2

so these three additional positions will help,

3

guess,

I

alleviate some of those concerns.
And any other

4

do you see any other

5

needs for additional caretakers in the different

6

regions in Maui County,

7

CHAIR KANE:

for example, Upcountry?

I'm sorry for interrupting, Mr. Molina.

8

Right now we're talking about the Park Caretaker

9

I that's on Details 1117 in the Beautification

10

program.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

12

CHAIR KANE:

13

That's the one that Mr. Buck gave you

opening remarks on and so

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

15

CHAIR KANE:

16

there.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

18

CHAIR KANE:
of them.

Okay.

-- if you could keep your questions

17

19

Oh, okay.

Okay.

And then we're going to get to the rest
We haven't gotten there yet.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

21

then, Mr. Chair.

I'll wait.

22

CHAIR KANE:

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

24

CHAIR KANE:

25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

I'll wait until

Sorry about that.

Mr.

No, no.

Pontanilla followed by Ms. Anderson.
Thank you.

The park
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caretaker for the beautification area, the

2

person is going to be working closely with the

3

arborist?

4

MR. BUCK:

That's correct.

5

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So he'll be handling --

6

that person will be doing the light trimming or

7

what needs to be done to beautify the parks?

8

know we've budgeted some dollars last year for

9

the arborist in regards to, I guess,

10
11
12

I

tree-trimming, too?
MR. BUCK:

That was for -- that was for street trees

because --

13

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

14

MR. BUCK:

Oh,

street trees?

there was a beautification fund that

15

was set up and for a while there we were using

16

some of those funds, but what's happened because

17

of the abandoned vehicles, some of those funds

18

and just a whole bunch of -- it was robbing the

19

pot

20

the next few years would maybe start -- try to

21

whack out some of the problems.

22

and~

you know, we figured that 300,000 over

But to answer the first part of your

23

question, he would be one of the few park

24

caretakers in this section that would be either

25

verticutting, helping the herbicide top-dress,
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light tree-trimming, so they won't be doing just

2

one function,

3

functions on a daily basis, so they maybe do

4

five or six different functions in one day.

5
6

7

they'll be do an array of

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So when you say

verticutting would be the grass?
MR. BUCK:

That's correct.

Verticutting to get rid

8

of the thatch on,

9

stadium or the baseball stadium or some of the

10
11

other major playing fields.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

CHAIR KANE:

14
15

Thank you.
Ms. Anderson?

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

16
MR. BUCK:

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Good afternoon, Mrs. Anderson.

MR. BUCK:

21

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

23

We're spending a lot of time

together these days.

20

22

Thank you, Chair.

Good afternoon, Mr. Buck.

17

19

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

12
13

say, like, the football

Yeah.
We appreciate you showing up

to all the evening meetings.
MR. BUCK:

Well, I -- it's unfortunate sometimes in

24

the position that we're in that we don't get a

25

chance to really go out and talk to the
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community and,

for us, it's a good opportunity

2

for us to see what the concerns are.

3

community, you know, when you've got all these

4

community meetings going every night,

5

it would be kind of hard to attend them all, so

6

it's kind of the reason why we do it, because

7

some of the issues that do come up there might

8

be just -- it's major for them, but it's

9

probably minor, something we can fix by just

The

you know,

10

making one phone call to the staff.

11

probably something they were forgot -- or they

12

were told to do and they forgot so that's why

13

we're there.

14

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well, we appreciate you

15

being there.

16

that shows up at all these meetings.

17

And it's

I think you're the only department

My question on this caretaker position

18

is

you currently have one, two, three,

19

five,

six park caretakers under this division

20

and two of those are half-time positions.

21

know, if we need more, why aren't we taking one

22

of these half-time positions, making it

23

full-time, or making both these half-time

24

positions full-time?

25

MR. BUCK:

That's a good question.

four,

You

What's working
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right now,

2

elderly,

3

work at HC&S and they're the ones who basically

4

are working in our nursery doing the stock and

5

things like that,

6

with the weeding, but they are basically

7

retirees.

retired people who,

say,

either each

and they also go out and help

And they've been with us for a while.

8
9

those two half-times are basically

They're doing a good job -- excellent job, and

10

they only want to work half-time.

11

hate to see a good person eliminated because we

12

want to convert it to a full-time position, but

13

they are an asset to the department at what they

14

do.

15

half-time because that's what they wanted to do,

16

half-time.

17

they were half-time.

18

the mix right now and,

19

with what they're doing.

20
21
22

And I kind of

They're good at what they do,

and they're

And when the positions were created,

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

But they just -- they fit
you know,

we're happy

So they're both doing

propagation and they kind of share the job?
MR. BUCK:

Propagation, and that's kind of one of

23

their functions but then they also go out,

24

if there needs to be weeding in the parks,

25

they're not afraid to go down and get the big
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nut grass -- go down -- if the spray is not

2

killing the nut grass,

3

down there on their hands and knees and yank

4

that nut grass out of the stadium or something,

5

but they do what they do quite well.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

they're not afraid to go

Okay.

And they must have

7

been on the job a long time because I see

8

they're getting a 14 percent increase this year,

9

and that's based on their longevity?

10

MR. BUCK:

I think it's just based on -- I think all

11

the increases are basically just based on the

12

bargaining units' anticipated increase with the

13

new contracts and the step movements.

14

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well,

I know that's not our

15

discussion so I won't get into it, but

16

because I am curious.

17

is full-time -- is getting a 9.7 increase and

18

these two guys that are half-time are getting a

19

14.2 percent increase and I find that curious,

20

if it's just

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

23

don't get it.

I mean the same position

It's math.
It's math?

No wonder I

I can't really answer that question but --

24

MR. BUCK:

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I know.
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MR. BUCK:

-- it has to do with the percentages

2

versus part-time and full-time.

3

sure.

4

cannot answer you that question.

I can't -- I'll be honest with you,

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

6

MR. BUCK:

7

9

just curious.

That's okay.

I was

I know this is not the place for

I'm done.
CHAIR KANE:

13

Thank you very much.

Thank you.
Any further questions in this area for

the park caretaker?
Hearing none, Mr. Buck?

15
16

No.

that discussion.

11

14

Yeah.

so ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

12

I

Maybe it's the math and I flunked math,

8

10

I'm not really

MR. BUCK:

Okay.

The next expansion position is on

17

1126, and that's the Inclusion Specialist.

When

18

we had the study done in regards to the Skaff

19

case -- when we had the study done on the

20

transition plan, one of the things that came out

21

of that study is that we needed

22

we had an ADA coordinator,

23

recreation is a specialty and they were

24

recommending that the department needs a

25

recreation specialist trained in adaptive

even though

they stated that
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recreation to work with the -- people with

2

disabilities.

3

They are recommending that we have one

4

in both the recreation division and one in the

5

aquatics division.

6

would get the one for the recreation division

7

maybe by split duties with aquatics,

8

maybe come next year to get the second position

9

for aquatics.

10

CHAIR KANE:

and then

Questions.
Ms. Tavares?

11

12

We thought right now we

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Is there a better name for

13

this than Inclusion Recreation Specialist?

14

does the National Recreation Park Association

15

call this person?

16

MR. BUCK:

What

They call -- inclusion is kind of the new

17

name that they're using, inclusion.

18

you're trying to include ...

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

MR. BUCK:

That means

To include everybody.

To include everybody.

Most places are

21

using therapeutic recreation specialists still.

22

I think my original title before was the

23

therapeutic specialist, but I think the division

24

who's been working more with doing some training

25

with the specialists to include some inclusion
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with our PALS program and stuff,

those people,

2

they've been doing the training,

they've been

3

using inclusion a lot,

4

of call it the Inclusion Recreation Specialist.

5

And they'd be the ones who will,

so I think they just kind

you

6

know, help to be sure the staff is trained in

7

programs.

8

programs and set up programs such as how we --

9

how are we going to address if people want to

10

use, like, the beach wheelchair at the beach,

11

you know.

12

have access to the chair.

13
14

We look at the possibility of doing

Maybe they set up the program so they

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I'm just concerned about the name.

15

MR. BUCK:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

MR. BUCK:

18
19
20
21
22

Not what the person would do,

Inclusion ...

Yeah,

I don't know that --

inclusion is kind of what they're

using now.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And isn't RPA using that term

too, now?
MR. BUCK:

I've heard it in RPA but they're still

using a lot of therapeutic as a name.

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24

MR. BUCK:

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Therapeutic?

Yeah.
Because basically it's a
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recreation specialist with a concentration ...

2

MR. BUCK:

On therapy,

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

yeah.

On therapy, yeah.

I just -- you know,

I have a

4

hard time with some of these buzz words that

5

happen to pop up allover the place and they get

6

overused and -- anyway ...

7

MR. BUCK:

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

10

Well ...
It's the way the

classification comes out.
MR. BUCK:

Yeah, it's going to be a recreation

11

specialist slash inclusion or therapeutic, but

12

they just kind of used it as that name.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14
15

Thanks.

Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Ms. Tavares.

And just a

16

friendly reminder, when one person is talking,

17

if the persons who being addressed can wait

18

until that person is finished talking, because

19

we have it on tape and we want to make sure

20

everybody can understand what's being said.

21

Thank you.

22

Ms. -- I'm sorry.

23

by Ms. Anderson.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

25

Okay.

Mr. Molina followed

Thank you, Chairman.

Mr. Buck, you know, under the Recreation
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Specialist you have here,

their role is

2

basically to train other Recreation Specialists

3

for clients who have this kind of special needs.

4

Is there any park or facility that you can see

5

where the greatest need is for,

6

type of specialist?

7

specifically within one area or they just train

8

the recreational specialist?

9

guess I would think maybe Keopuolani Park and

I guess,

this

I mean will they be working

I would just -- I

10

the Boundless Playground coming up,

11

would be potential sites for the greatest needs.

12

MR. BUCK:

Yeah,

thank you, Mr. Molina.

I guess that

This

13

position will fall under the Recreation

14

Division,

15

who will work with all the districts and all the

16

programs.

so it would be a division-wide person

One of the tasks of that person,

17

when

18

they first come on board,

19

identify those needs and what the needs -- and

20

what those needs are and what they require.

21

It's going to

22

task.

23

bit piece by piece, but there is a need to

24

identify and work with the staff to be sure that

25

we have programs or can address the needs.

I

is to go out and

think they have a daunting

I mean we've been working on it a little
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They'll be up on what's going on as far

2

as in recreation and be sure that they make the

3

arrangement for the training.

4

will not do -- sometimes will not do the actual

5

training, but they would use their resources to

6

have that training provide -- establish some

7

additional guidelines, and when we do certain

8

programs that we follow these guidelines,

9

address the needs.

They probably

It's a very -- and to either

10

work with the staff to develop programs or go

11

out in the community and see what programs are

12

or who's out there that could provide these

13

programs and use them as a resource person and

14

maybe help assist the department in providing

15

additional programs to meet these needs of these

16

people with disabilities.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Currently, who is doing what

18

this person would be doing right now?

19

it -- I guess, it's being shared,

20

amongst several recreation people or ...

21

MR. BUCK:

How is

I guess,

It's basically being shared by our

22

Recreation Specialist who is kind of head of the

23

PALS program.

24

when he was working in Honolulu before he

25

transferred over to Maui,

He has a little bit of training

and our division head,
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Tamara Horcajo.

She kind of has this desire to

2

be sure some of these needs are addressed.

3

as a division head, you've got so many other

4

things going no, it's kind of really hard to do

5

that.
One of the things that we did do this

6
7

past year is do what she calls a Wheelies

8

Program but it's a tennis program in a

9

wheelchair.

A few people have been benefitting

10

by that.

11

additional programs,

12

the community.

13

CHAIR KANE:

20

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.
Ms. Anderson?

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

18
19

just to meet the needs of

Thank you, Chair.

16
17

And we're looking at doing some more

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

14
15

But

Thank you, Chair.

Mr. Buck, who did you say recommended
this position?
MR. BUCK:

Several years ago, we had an ADA

21

self-evaluation and transition plan done by

22

Wilson Okamoto.

23

throughout this whole transition is that even

24

though we do have an ADA coordinator for the

25

County, that they were recommending that because

And one of the findings that
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recreation is a specialty,

2

or create a position in the department that

3

that's their specialty -- would be their

4

specialty to help the department address these

5

needs,

6

if that's what the public wants.

7
8
9

that we get somebody

and provide programs if they're needed or

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And so this was a study that

-- this was from a study that was -MR. BUCK:

It was part of the Skaff case, yes.

10

Skaff case several years ago,

11

did the transition plan.

12

13
14
15
16
17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

MR. BUCK:

Correct.

Oh, we did the plan because

That was part of the -- what we

needed to do as far as the settlement.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I see.

And so in the plan,

it says we need to do this?
MR. BUCK:

19

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

21

the reason why we

of the lawsuit?

18

20

The

That's correct.
But it doesn't say in the

lawsuit that we have to do this,
MR. BUCK:

That,

the settlement?

I'm not really sure but as part of

22

the plan they were recommending that we do this

23

to fit the needs of what needs to be done to

24

address the concerns that was brought up.

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

So why don't we call
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it ADA Recreation Specialist,

2

MR. BUCK:

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

4

MR. BUCK:

tired of those --

No.
acronyms?

I mean I like

as Councilmember Tavares

5

says,

they are always changing the buzz words

6

and everything else.

7

therapeutic recreation that addresses that.

8

just saying that the new term -- I don't know if

9

there's a new term that's called inclusion,

The standard term is
I'm

10

because you're not trying to separate the people

11

on their own program.

12

include into existing programs.

13

called inclusion.

14

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

15

CHAIR KANE:

16
17

That's why it's

Thank you, Chair.

Thank you.
Mr.

Hokama?

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

The new thing is to

Chairman,

You know,

thank you very much.

just following up on

19

Ms. Anderson's earlier question, Mr. Buck,

20

know,

from our earlier department today,

21

know,

they mention that if we use federal moneys

22

for -- and examples in the air transportation,

23

we're required to take care of ADA and other

24

federal requirements regarding disabilities and

25

residents with some disadvantages.

you

you

This program
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currently,

2

you aware?

3

MR. BUCK:

is it utilizing federal funds,

are

The only federal funds that we're using in

4

our department right now is for the food

5

service,

6

including -- addressing the ADA concerns.

7

when they sign out,

8

need assistance,

9

with that.

so we have been working with

there's a clause,

So

"If you

let us know," and we'll work

10

To the best of my knowledge right now,

11

all the other programs, no, but that's kind of

12

the direction that we're just basing on the

13

findings that we should need to look in that

14

area to start addressing the needs,

15

disabilities.

16

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

those with

Is there a specific region

17

or district that this person is going to be

18

concentrating on primarily, like Central because

19

of the size of our facility at Keopuolani,

20

this person going to be county-wide so if I have

21

a similar concern on Lanai,

22

be the one that would address the issue for us?

23

MR. BUCK:

or is

the same person will

Our plan right now would be the person

24

would be county-wide -- would be working out of

25

the Central Maui office,

the main office for
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Recreation Division.

2

Lanai,

3

staff on Lanai to address the concerns

4

throughout the programs.

this individual would be working with

If we,

5

If there was a concern on

in the future,

find out that

6

there is more a specific -- specified area that

7

really needs that,

8

an additional position, but we're going to start

9

off trying to address a county-wide need right

10
11

then we may have to look at

now and see how it goes from there.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

question.

13

expansion

Okay.

Chairman,

I have a

In the BC accounts for this

14

CHAIR KANE:

Go ahead.

15

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Under C account for

16

this position, Mr. Buck,

you have a request for

17

$24,000 wheelchairs.

18

need of the County to provide equal access,

19

equal opportunity to use the facilities,

20

have to provide the wheelchairs and everything

21

else,

Okay.

I understand the

do we

too?

22

I would think that a resident or

23

individual would have their own requirements and

24

that we just provide the fair and equal

25

treatment.
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MR. BUCK:

That's a good -- that's a good question.

think one of the areas that we were looking at

2

I

3

was to -- for example,

4

we're looking at,

5

conference -- a couple of staff members coming

6

back from a conference in Las Vegas where they

7

saw they had a real strong program,

8

some of the programs that they do is that they

9

have,

say,

one of the areas that

coming back from a

for example, basketball,

and one --

and they

10

will not just limit it to people with disabled

11

in the wheelchairs, but they also encourage

12

other members of the community to play with

13

them.

14

So that's where the additional

15

wheelchairs would come in if we decide to have

16

a -- there's four,

17

basketball and we decide they wanted to a league

18

or a program, you know,

19

for the other players to play with them or,

20

example,

21

training with the staff as far as what it takes

22

to go from one facility to another or how to do

23

the programs in a wheelchair,

24

get a better understanding of what it's like to

25

be in a wheelchair.

five guys that want to play

the wheelchairs will be
for

tennis or even to do some awareness

so the staff would
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Okay.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

B account,

3

or services.

4

please,

And then in your

you have specialized vendor service
Can you explain that to us,

specialized vendor services?

I ' l l try to answer that question as best I

5

MR. BUCK:

6

can.

7

that question better than I could is Tamara

8

Horcajo, but unfortunately she's in a training

9

session today,

10

Probably the other person who can answer

which was· required for her to

attend.
In the past year,

11

we've hired some

12

outside instructors to work with the -- for

13

example,

14

outside instructors who have worked with other

15

handicapped people in wheelchairs at tennis and

16

introduce those children to that sport.

17

that's probably -- if I'm not mistaken,

18

probably what that's for is to -- bringing in

19

outside resources to come in and work with the

20

staff on training on other programs.

21

in the tennis program.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

We had some

And
that's

And just so that I can

22

understand,

I know this is geared to someone who

23

has a physical disability with the wheelchairs

24

and whatnot,

25

let's say,

is this going to take into account,

we have a group of deaf individuals,
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2

this program?
MR. BUCK:

We're not -- yeah, we're not limited --

3

yeah,

correct.

4

in wheelchairs.

5

developing a program for those who have hard of

6

hearing --

7

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

MR. BUCK:

9

needs,

We're not limited just to people
If there is a need for

Hearing impaired?

Hearing impaired,

sight impaired,

those

this person will be helping us identify

10

those needs and working with the staff to see if

11

there is a need for programs especially for them

12

or working with the staff or the vendors or

13

outside public to find a way to include them

14

into their programs.

15

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

This wouldn't encompass our Kokua

16

pools -- you know,

the heated pools for therapy

17

and those type of,

I guess,

18

recreational facility,

19

this program person also?

20

MR. BUCK:

Long-term plan,

alternative uses to

would that come under

yes,

that's correct.

21

Long-term,

22

would be looking at one for -- eventually in

23

aquatics where they would do a lot of

24

therapeutic work.

25

that would be correct.

That's why we

From my background in aquatics,

I did a
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lot of water work with football players and

2

track people who have had injuries either

3

playing football or running injuries, so they

4

do -- it's an excellent source of therapeutic

5

using the pools, but also gives one more use for

6

our facility besides swimming.

7
8

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.
Ms. Anderson?

11
12

Thank you very much for

your response.

9

10

Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Chair.

13

I

14

accounts,

15

how many does $24,000 buy, do you know?

16
17

MR. BUCK:

just wanted to follow up on the BC
too.

On the wheelchairs, Mr. Buck,

I think -- I think the division head was

looking at purchasing 12.

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

19

MR. BUCK:

Yeah,

Twelve?

to distribute out throughout the

20

County or for a particular program, but I think

21

she was looking at 12.

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And would any -- would all

23

of these be the same kind -- are there any that

24

are going to be beach chairs?

25

one.

I

know we have

I believe Rotary or somebody donated it.
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MR. BUCK:

To answer your question,

I

think we now

I think the County purchased one and

2

have two.

3

the Rotary had donated one about a year ago.

4

Yes,

5

other beaches that are identified that there is

6

a call for it, but she was looking at more as

7

for programs.

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

MR. BUCK:

that could be used for maybe some of the

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

11

MR. BUCK:

12

CHAIR KANE:

For the ...

But if -- yeah.
Mr. Buck,

let her finish her question.

Thank you.
Go ahead, Ms. Anderson.

14
15

like, hard surface use?

Yeah.

10

13

For,

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So you're not really

16

positive how these chairs are going to be

17

mean what type of chairs,

18

they're going to add any beach wheelchairs?

I

hard surface or if

19

MR. BUCK:

To answer your question truthfully right

20

now,

21

plan was to do hard surface, but again,

22

was a need to buy a few to go,

23

beach or at the -- say,

24

of chair versus a hard surface chair,

25

would be the determination of that person who is

I'm not really sure.

I think the original
if there

let's say at the

a field,

different type
then that
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2

going to develop these programs.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Yeah, because I think there

3

would probably be a need if people knew that we

4

could offer them this service.

5

MR. BUCK:

That's correct.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

7

CHAIR KANE:

Yeah.

Thank you very much.

Any further questions in this area?

8

Members, we're moving on.

9

Mr. Buck, Clerk typist III, Central

10
11

12
13
14
15

Maui.
MR. BUCK:

1131, the Clerk Typist position for

Central Maui
CHAIR KANE:

That would be 1128, Members, of your

Details.
MR. BUCK:

1128.

Right now, most of the districts

16

have a part-time clerk besides the permanent

17

clerk, and what our plan is is to make this a

18

full-time.

19

that nowadays that we have to do so much more

20

accountability in regards to --

21

And one of the reasons for this is

For example, one of the projects that

22

this person would be working on is we want to be

23

able to track the costs of repairs, utilities

24

and hopefully eventually man-hours to each

25

facility or park.

The constant question that we
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have always been asked is what does it cost to

2

run that particular facility.

3

So about five -- about five,

five and a

4

half years ago -- I started doing this when I

5

was the district supervisor down in South, but

6

the program is is that when all the invoices

7

come in, it does take a little bit of time to

8

input the data information into the computer.

9

So most the districts, because the permanent

10

clerks are so busy right now because we get more

11

and more demands on our facilities,

12

issuing more and more permits and we're doing

13

more question and answer sessions on the phone,

14

it's really hard for them to do that.

15

With the part-timers,

we're

they have been

16

taking away the demand,

but we still haven't

17

been able to expand to be able to track expenses

18

and properly sick leave and some other issues

19

that constantly plague us.

20

creation of going from a part-time to a

21

full-time,

22

more -- better tracking of some of our expenses

23

to increase the accountability,

24

needs to be tracked to have a more efficient

25

operation.

And with the

our major goal is to start doing some

tracking what

Because right now if you were to ask
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me what it would cost to,

2

Community Center from

3

pretty easy but when you start doing cleaning

4

supplies and everything else, it's kind of hard

5

without somebody tracking it.

6

of their major responsibilities.

say,

run the Kihei

lights and water is

That would be one

But we're just getting more and more

7

8

demands on our facilities, more and more people

9

are using them that it's going to become more of

10

a full-time -- you know, permanent clerks at one

11

time could be able to do a lot of the other

12

tasks that were upon them, but what's happening

13

now is they're doing -- they're spending more

14

and more time issuing permits and some of the

15

other tasks are either not being done, which

16

they should be done,

17

or, in some instances, we're paying overtime to

18

either the clerk or a recreation person.

19

CHAIR KANE:

or they're being delayed

Before I open it up,

like Member

20

Anderson's previous question on the previous

21

page, page 1127, there's a Clerk Typist III for

22

.4 EP count and this request is an expansion to

23

add an additional .6 to give you a total of one,

24

so help us understand -- help us understand

25

that.

So you're asking for two part-timers?
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Because it continues into '07 -- that .4

2

position continues into '07.

3

Member Tavares, if you can assist us in this

4

area.

5

MR. BUCK:

I don't know,

If you -- I think if you do,

yeah,

okay.

6

I see where you're coming from.

7

.4 and we're just asking for an increase of .6,

8

that will give us a full EP.

9

CHAIR KANE:

But you're doing it with two part-timers

10

is what I'm saying.

11

one is more than half time.

12
13

MR. BUCK:

CHAIR KANE:

15

MR. BUCK:

17
18
19
20

No,

One is less than half and

what we're asking for is we have a . 4

right now.

14

16

If you take the

Right.
And we want to add . 6 EPs to that position

to make that position full-time on the . 4 s .
CHAIR KANE:

Is it going to be the same person?

That's my question.
MR. BUCK:

The existing person would be -- would come

from part-time to full-time.

21

CHAIR KANE:

22

MR. BUCK:

23

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.
Okay.

That's what I'm asking.
Sorry.

And I'm just saying it because I'm

24

showing it as two different people in this case

25

whereas

anyway,

just technical.

Sorry about
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that.

Just trying to get clarification.

2

MR. BUCK:

That's fine.

3

CHAIR KANE:

4

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Hokama?
Chairman, thank you.

Regarding the Central Maui request,

5
6

Mr. Buck,

you mentioned that the person,

you

7

know,

8

assist Central Maui's office with some

9

additional requirements, but you have a booking

to help just get another .6 EP is going to

10

representative at SR-13, so that person's

11

requirements is more than one position

12

currently, and so the clerk will be -- is going

13

to assist the bookkeeping representative;

14

that our understanding of how we're justifying

15

the other .6?

16

MR. BUCK:

That's correct.

is

Most of the -- where it

17

says booking representative,

18

current full-time individuals who are issuing

19

the permits.

20

is more work for them to do than there is time

21

in the day sometimes, especially when you've got

22

to assist people at the windows and you don't

23

want to be rude and shut them off,

24

phones and returning phone calls,

25

most of the offices now -- so it can be the same

they're your

And what's happening is that there

and answering
so we do have
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request for a lot of the other districts.

We're

2

going to take the part-timers and add a .6 to

3

make them a full-time.
The other thing that we're also Jooking

4

5

at is when this person goes on vacation,

the

6

existing full-time employee, the part-timer will

7

cover

8

time, the vacation, but in most cases, they're

9

only part-time now so most of them work maybe

we will increase their hours for that

10

another job so they can't a lot of times do

11

full-time.

12

looking at right now because we don't have armor

13

car services at any of our facilities, because

14

just the cost of it is -- that our clerk is

15

basically, in almost all the offices, is closing

16

for our lunch period.

17

But the other thing that we're also

Well, what we've tried to do is do it

18

between -- take their lunch before eleven or

19

after one so you're not taking a lunch hour

20

during

21

lunch.

22

when everybody else normally takes

One of the other plans is to do

is

23

maybe to have one person start maybe an hour

24

earlier than they're working now and start the

25

other -- the second person will start maybe an
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hour later, so we have maybe two extra hours of

2

coverage when both of them are working,

3

close the permit office for lunch.

4

be open the whole time.

5

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

and not

That would

That's the plan.

Thank you.

One more

6

question and I'm done, Mr. Buck, because this is

7

going to help me with your next request,

8

is -- for the department,

9

between East Maui District and Central Maui

10

District, please?

11

Makawao?

your division line

Is it Haliimaile,

MR. BUCK:

13

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MR. BUCK:

I think Halii ...
Or is it ...

Central District goes as far as Kanaha,

15

and everything beyond Kanaha,

16

Hana Highway in that area is East.

17

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

MR. BUCK:

19

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. BUCK:

21

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

if we just take

So Baldwin Park --

Is East District.
-- is East Maui District?

Correct.
Okay.

Thank you,
CHAIR KANE:

Pukalani,

Those -- the line or ...

12

22

where

Thank you very much.

Chairman.

Any further questions in this area,

24

Ms. Anderson?

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Yeah,

thank you.
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Back on the Clerk Typist III for Central

2

Maui, the note we have several pages beyond says

3

that you're going to be converting these two

4

positions to one full-time and then reallocating

5

the positions from Clerk II to Clerk Typist III.

6

Does that mean the current person that you have

7

that's part-time is going to be fulfilling this

8

full-time position and getting an increase?

9

MR. BUCK:

Well, that's basically correct.

What we

10

want to do, the part-timer is basically a .4 and

11

then what we wanted to is add a .6 so that that

12

person in the existing position

13

have some really excellent people and we want to

14

keep them, but there's also -- there is a demand

15

or a need for them to be full-time,

16

full-time and eventually move them up.

17
18
19

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

because we do

to make them

And they're willing to go

full-time?
MR. BUCK:

Oh,

yeah.

I mean most of our people who

20

work part-time, their ultimate dream

21

especially if they're really good -- want to

22

come work full-time.

23

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

24

MR. BUCK:

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Is to go full-time?

Correct.
Except the guys in the
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2
3

beautification program that are retired already?
MR. BUCK:

Well,

they're working -- yeah,

I mean

they're retired.

4

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

5

CHAIR KANE:

okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.
Mr. Buck,

6

Yeah,

just a curiosity question,

7

you know if the proposed Call Center will be

8

able to book park facilities?

9

MR. BUCK:

Mr. Chairman,

do

I'm not really -- really up

10

if they're going to do that.

11

really talked to us about the process of booking

12

facilities right now.

13

We did give them a Q&A as far as how they go

14

about it and who to contact, depending on the

15

district they live in.

16

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

They haven't

There may be an answer.

Thank you.

17

I

18

Your explanation for the Clerk Typist

19

III for the Central Maui as well as for Kihei

20

and Hana,

21

from the part-time to the full-time,

22

the three that you're showing .6 and there's

23

existing .4, Mr. Buck?

24
25

MR. BUCK:
Hana,

just thought I'd ask, Members.

similar explanations,

That's correct.

you're going

Mr. Chairman.

these are

It's not

it's -- the Clerk Typist is for East.
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currently have part-timers in those positions.

2

We're asking for a .6 in Molokai,

3

it's West District,

4

because that's the request of the district at

5

the time because they felt that they did not

6

have enough work for a full-timer.

7

CHAIR KANE:

Yeah,

and I believe

they're only asking for a .5

I'm sorry.

8

Mr. Ginoza's listing.

9

East Maui.

10

expansion.

East Maui,

I'm just looking at

It says Hana but yeah,
.4 and then a .6

Members, if you don't mind, we'll just

11

12

bundle the three requests since they're similar

13

as far as an explanation in how they're doing

14

that.

15

There's one for East Maui as well as one for

16

excuse me, Kihei;

17

MR. BUCK:

18

CHAIR KANE:

Any questions on those other two?

is that correct, Mr. Buck?

That's correct.
The only -- and the other question that

19

your Chair has, Members, is that in this case,

20

just to -- and just to tie it all together,

21

those three are requesting the 12-month because

22

these people already exist and so they'd be

23

instant full-time as of July 1; is that correct?

24

MR. BUCK:

25

CHAIR KANE:

Yes.
Okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

2

CHAIR KANE:

Except for West Maui.

That would be a different one and so

3

we'll get into that one, Ms. Anderson.

4

Kihei,

5

and then the Central Maui request of .6

6

additions are all -- they all pretty much

7

correlate to someone who exists on a .4 basis

8

and are going to a full-time basis.

the Hana or -- excuse me,

the East Maui

Any additional questions there?

9

10

got some thunder going on outside.

11

see out the windows.

12

in this area?

13

Okay.

and move forward?

15

Mr. Buck,
MR. BUCK:

We've

You can't

Any additional questions

Members, why don't we go ahead

14

16

The

thank you.

1132, we're asking for a half-time

17

Building Maintenance Repair I.

We do not have

18

this position in Hana right now.

19

doing is sending one of our building maintenance

20

repairs on a regular basis to Hana.

21

know,

22

Some people can handle it on a daily basis

23

driving in and out of Hana, but from a --

24

basically, what we want to do is there's a need

25

to -- we're sending one of the BMRs from the

What we're

As you

it takes a toll basically -- not really.
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East District on a regular basis to Hana to do

2

some of their repairs.
And what we're requesting is to have a

3
4

half-time person hired for Hana to handle those

5

repairs and that way we wouldn't be sending

6

somebody from the East District over,

7

could spend more time in the East District doing

8

the repairs that they need to be doing in East

9

District.

so they

And this is becoming more and more

10

important because of the increased vandalism

11

that we are really experiencing in all of our

12

parks.

13

CHAIR KANE:

Any questions here before we back up,

14

Members?

15

for the West Maui position, but we'll get back

16

to that in a moment.

17

Ms. Tavares?

18

I know we missed the Clerk Typist III

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Buck, have you looked at

19

contracting this service out?

20

understand there are BMR types in Hana that live

21

there that would work on a piecemeal basis.

22

MR. BUCK:

Because I

I'll be honest with you, no,

I don't think

23

we really have and -- it's something maybe we

24

can research.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.
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1

MR. BUCK:

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3
4

I know this is a continual

problem.
MR. BUCK:

It's a continual problem.

I don't know

5

where we would be if somebody is doing that type

6

of work on a regular basis, how that falls in

7

with the -- you know, with the MLUs that we've

8

had with the unions and things like this.

9
10
11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Well,

this is not taking away

an existing position.
MR. BUCK:

No, but I think the position on the union

12

may be,

"Why are you contracting -- before,

13

used to send somebody from East over and pay

14

them overtime to go over,

15

a union-paying member living in Hana?"

16

that would be their rationale.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

MR. BUCK:

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

MR. BUCK:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

But,

and why don't

~e

you

have

I think

Of course.

I thought I'd just mention that.
Yeah.

And I think
I think it bears looking

22

into, Mr. Buck, if there already is a person in

23

Hana.

24

is.

25

this side over to Hana, once a week,

I mean I don't know what your workload
I mean how often are you sending a BMR from
once a
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2

month?
MR. BUCK:

A couple -- at least a couple times a

3

month.

4

three days.

5

come back on Thursday.

6

information.

7

it's been kind of on a regular basis, and

8

sometimes they don't even go over because, you

9

know,

10
11

He usually spends three or -- about
He usually goes around Tuesday and
I can get that

I'm not really sure but I know

everything's been running pretty good.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, because they spend half

of the day driving.
That's correct.

12

MR. BUCK:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So you're only doing half a

14

day's work,

15

back on the same day?

16

looking

17

least four hours on the road just to get to the

18

job site and back.

19

be, you know, a cost benefit analysis done on

20

this particular position and,

21

unions do not have the right to tell us how to

22

manage, by the way.

23

I mean if you're going and coming
But either way you're

you look at it, you're spending at

So I think that there should

And, you know,

you know, the

I'm all for union

24

employees and all this kind of stuff, but when

25

it becomes impractical for the taxpayer and
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there is a better way to better serve the

2

community, I'm all for looking at that, so if we

3

could kind of take a look at that.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

4

5

CHAIR KANE:

Ms. Anderson followed by Mr. Hokama.

6

7

Thank you.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Chair.

I just

8

wanted to follow up on Charmaine's line of

9

questioning because, you know, there is a

10

fabulous program at Hana High School where young

11

people are building -- and we've seen in the

12

papers some of the things they've done for the

13

kapuna over there.

14

problem is -- is vandalism at the park and you

15

get the young people of the community to go in

16

and do the repair work,

17

ownership and I think you would see vandalism

18

drop dramatically.

19

could look at that as a way to help further the

20

program that they're doing and meet our needs at

21

the same time.

22
23
24
25

And, you know, if the

then they're claiming

So I would hope that we

Thank you.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.
Mr. Hokama?

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Chairman.
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Mr. Buck,

1

if Public Works or other --

2

another department, County department would need

3

some maintenance assistance,

4

department or your personnel currently assist

5

your sister departments, or does Public Works

6

have their own person that they would send to

7

take care of their own needs?

8
9

MR. BUCK:

That's a good question,

Councilmember Hokama.

does your

Chairman Hokama --

That depends.

There was

10

one year that there was a proviso that we

11

that our departments Building Maintenance people

12

would not assist other departments.
In practicality, we try to work with the

13
14

other departments if they -- if we are able to

15

provide a service, we'll assist them, because we

16

rely on the other departments at times that we

17

need assistance from them,

18

with equipment and things like that.

19

in Hana.

20

would be something that we would have to have a

21

real good working relationship,

22

do have a real good working relationship out

23

there.

24

there now.

25

assist us.

you know, especially
Especially

There's so far out there that that

and I think they

I don't know what Public Works does out
Councilmember Carroll can maybe
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But what's been happening when we send

2

out guy out there -- he doesn't drive over and

3

back.

4

there is a per diem and meal allowance that is

5

involved,

6

away from the district.

7

He usually spends about three days so

too,

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

when we do that, plus three days

The reason I ask is I think one

8

thing I found in Hana,

9

that the crews there,

through my experience,

is

whether they're State,

10

County or maybe national Park,

they tend to be

11

very coordinating and cooperative with one

12

another during situations, whether it be mud

13

slides,

14

what-have-you.

15

together because they understand,

you know,

16

until there's additional support,

that's all

17

they have,

lands slides from the rain,
They seem to work very well

each other.

18

So my thing is,

19

State has a BMR person,

20

for us to work a cooperative agreement with them

21

and use their personnel if it makes sense or

22

what-have-you?

23

Ms. Tavares brought up.

24
25

MR. BUCK:
that,

is there a way -- if the
then does it make sense

It's a different option of what

That's a possibility.
you know,

Like you said,

some of the outside areas,
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West -- a lot of times has a good working

2

relationship and East at times has a good

3

working relationship, especially Hana.

4

Molokai and,

5

together.

6

think I want to speak for the State because

7

there's a tendency sometimes to have the State

8

or the County -- the State wants the County to

9

do a job for them,

I think, Lanai,

In

they all work

That's a possibility, but I don't

so I don't know how that

10

would work.

11

there

12

there or not, but they may be relying on us to

13

assist them.

14
15
16

I think if we had a BMR over

I don't know if they have one over

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:
position,
MR. BUCK:

So you're just asking for a half

right?

Currently, we're asking for a half

17

position because we really -- there is a need

18

probably for a half-time position but I don't

19

think right this minute there is a need for a

20

full-time position unless the Public Works has

21

got a lot of work that needs to be done or

22

hasn't been done or they've been contracting

23

out.

24

standpoint right now, we're looking only at a

25

half-time position.

That,

I don't know.

But from the Parks
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1

2
3

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much,

Mr. Buck.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.
Mr. Carroll,

4

good afternoon.

And we'll

5

be calling a recess after Mr. Carroll's line of

6

questioning, Members.

7

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Thank you,

Chair.

More a

8

comment really than a question from the

9

conversation that's gone on.

10

First of all, we do have -- the State

11

and the County do have cooperative agreements

12

usually only on large projects so -- because we

13

are isolated and the equipment that the County

14

has, usually we're the one that it is

15

advantageous for the State to work with.

16

However,

17

problem not having a person in Hana.

18

on a daily basis,

Now,

it's always been a

if you talk about

contracti~g

out

19

or having somebody over there that's available

20

all the time,

21

going to be able to work out a contract.

22

can't imagine who you would be able to work this

23

out with,

24

would be fine if they're available all the time.

25

The problem now is -- as Mr. Buck said,

that's fine.

to begin with.

I doubt if you're

If you could,

I

that

they'll
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come out for two or three days, but a lot of

2

those things have been waiting 20 days to be

3

fixed because they don't want to go out and fix

4

one leaky faucet.

5

to pile up.

They usually wait for things

This can be really bad.

6

I

know that

7

some of the staff over there have actually gone

8

to their own homes and got materials and

9

actually done repairs because they have to do

10

it.

They don't have a faucet that works down

11

the park to wash down the pavilion, what's going

12

to happen and you can't get a person out there

13

for five or five days or six days?

14

So I

would hope that the other members

15

would support having someone out there

16

full-time.

17

been trying to get somebody over there full-time

18

for long before I

19

would hope that we can work something out,

20

there is opposition to what's before us,

21

have something to where we have somebody in

22

place?

23

Thank you.

24
25

CHAIR KANE:

We really do need someone.

was on this Council.

We've

So I
or if

do we

The situation now is not satisfactory.

Thank you, Mr. Carroll.

And just for

clarification, before us we do have -- it's a
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part-time position request.

2

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

3

CHAIR KANE:

Yes.

Thank you.
Members, we're going to go ahead and

4

5

take our mid afternoon break.

We'll go ahead

6

and break until 3:00 and then we have a few more

7

positions.

8

Chair will ask now so that I can make a

9

preparation during the recess, depending on your

And before we finish with Parks, the

10

response, Members.

11

coming from the County Clerk's Office.

12

sorry.

Excuse me, Members.

13

sorry.

If I can get your assistance just for a

14

moment.

15

Clerk's Office for one EP request.

16

There is one EP request
I'm

Excuse me.

I'm

There is a request from the County

And time pending, would you like to have

17

the clerk come up and talk about that request?

18

It deals with one person who's been with the

19

Clerk's Office for all these years helping with

20

elections that has indicated that this is going

21

to be his final year,

22

that he thinks now is the time to bring in

23

somebody to provide the continuum and get the

24

necessary training.

25

have a brief discussion.

so the Clerk is indicating

So he'd like to come up and
And if possible,
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Members, we'd like to do that this afternoon.

2

If you need that,

3

meeting,

4

the Clerk to come up.

5

Clerk to be prepared to come forward.

6

don't have to decide right at this minute, but

7

if you can think about that and let the Chair

8

know prior to us reconvening.

if you can let me know that you'd like
That way I can notify the
But you

We'll stand in recess until 3:00,

9

10

prior to me reconvening this

Thank you.

Members.

11

RECESS:

2:49 p.m.

12

RECONVENE:

3:04 p.m.

13

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

(Gavel.)

Members, we're reconvened.

Let's

14

continue with the Parks Department.

15

we've just completed the clerk -- excuse me,

16

Building Maintenance Repair I, Hana,

17

a half-time position.

18

this area before we move on?

19

I believe

request for

Any further comments in

Members, we'll just take a step back to

20

Details 1131 for the Clerk Typist III in

21

West Maui.

22

months.

23

the

MR. BUCK:

That's a half position for eight

Mr. Buck?

There was two districts that do not have

24

part-time clerks right now assisting in the

25

permits office,

and they're only requesting
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right now only half-time.

2

half-timers will be doing the same thing that

3

the part-timers are doing, which are the ones

4

that we're trying to make full-time.

5

be doing the additional work,

6

tracking expenses in the Parks.

7
8

9
10
11

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

So basically the

the accountability

So this will be for the West Maui

as well as for the Molokai; is that correct?
MR. BUCK:

That's correct.

So, you know, we might as

well keep them together.
CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Mr. Buck,

just to clarify,

12

is no existing part-time,

13

to be a part-time; is that correct?

14

MR. BUCK:

other part-time currently,

16

half-time position.

17

CHAIR KANE:

18

MR. BUCK:

19

CHAIR KANE:

21

There's no

so this would be a

Okay.
So it's an increase in EP.
Okay.

Members, questions in this area

for West Maui and Molokai, half-time Clerk III
Clerk Typist III position?

22
23

there

so this is now serving

Yeah, it will be a half-time.

15

20

They will

Seeing none, Mr. Buck, let's move on.
MR. BUCK:

Okay.

The next one,

two,

three,

four,

24

there's on page 1133, as we heard last night,

25

there is a lot of outcry from the community as
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far as our maintenance programs.
One of our first requests for the South

2

3

District is a building maintenance repairer,

4

second -- a second one in the district.

5

should note that all the other districts have

6

two building maintenance repairers.

7

District right now has only one.

8

increase in vandalism and the use and,

9

course, as we listened to the public testimony

I

South

And with the
of

10

last night,

11

additional building maintenance repairer in

12

South District.

13

CHAIR KANE:

a

there is a real need for the second

Members, we have a Building Maintenance

14

Repairer request of one position plus three Park

15

Caretaker I positions all in Kihei.

16

17
18

Questions in this area, Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman,

this is regarding the

Park Caretaker positions.

19

CHAIR KANE:

20

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.
Mr. Buck, one of the comments

21

we've heard was the frequency of restroom

22

maintenance.

23

provide you with the ability to do,

24

raising the service level that the comments that

25

we received shared that one -- one consistent

Does this proposed expansion
I guess,
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2

concern?
MR. BUCK:

I cannot -- I knew what they were going to

3

testify about last night,

4

people who know me quite well gave me a

5

heads-up,

6

position.

7

restrooms right now are done by Ka Lima 0 Maui,

8

which the County has a contract with.

9

because a couple

and they've been pushing for this
I should say that most of the beach

When Kihei was all keawe -- and I've

10

been in the department for over 20 years,

11

even before I started the department, we've had

12

that Ka Lima contract doing the parks -- the

13

restrooms and the park maintenance in Kihei.

14

And that was a time when not too many people

15

went to the beach.

16

and

Now, with all the condos and everything

17

else going on across from the beach, we have a

18

tremendous increase in the use of the restrooms.

19

However, with Ka Lima,

20

contract,

21

basically clean twice a day.

it basically has the same

that they be doing,

they go down and

22

I am a little bit disturbed by some of

23

the testimonies about the lack of quality when

24

they do clean.

25

follow up with our staff on is maybe call them

That's something I need to
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in and say,

"Either improve what you've got

2

right now or we'll" -- or what I've done in the

3

past is just start withholding some payments,

4

percentage.

a

5

Our plan is -- with these three is is to

6

come up with a program that either would replace

7

Ka Lima by moving Ka Lima to do some maybe less

8

used parks in the Kihei district or just maybe

9

find another area or whatever.

10

That's one of

the areas that we need to look at.

11

When we --

In the previous administration, when

12

there was a change-over from the contracts to

13

full-time employees,

14

came up.

15

addressed,

16

existence with their contract is that there was

17

no need for

18

their scope of work.

19

challenge if we are going to do that.

20

there was an agreement that

And one of the things that they
they allowed Ka Lima to stay in

that we weren't going to change
So that might pose us a

But the plan is with the three

21

additional park caretakers in the South District

22

is either one,

23

cleaning of what Ka Lima is doing now,

24

include having -- before they would lock them at

25

night like they are doing at West,

to,

as I said,

to supplement the
which may

is to do a
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real thorough cleaning and then leave the

2

chemicals on the floor, because it's one of the

3

successful stories that Lahaina West is doing --

4

I think they mentioned last night.

5

of the things they were doing on the west side.

6

And maybe going in and doing a couple additional

7

cleanings during the day.
I gave our division head the task, with

8
9

That's one

the three additional employees, what the

10

schedule is going to look like as far as -- but

11

they addressed the concern.

12

last night so she heard all the testimony, so

13

she knows that when I want -- I'm not

14

exaggerating that there is a concern about

15

what's going on down there.

16

night,

17

But that's what the three are for,

18

address those concerns.

19

And she was there

She was there last

so she is going to be working on that.
is to try to

I think there's another need down the

20

road is that there is a plan soon that we're

21

going to replace the restroom in Kamaole III,

22

which will increase the size, so that may assist

23

in the cleanliness of the bathrooms because of

24

the fact that we have real old bathrooms, and if

25

it's only got one or two heads with 1,000 people
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coming in,

2

day you clean it.

3

know,

4

if persons use the same one over and over again,

5

it's going to get pretty grungy.

6

it doesn't matter how many times a
It only takes a couple -- you

after a while with that amount of traffic,

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Do your district representatives,

7

Mr. Buck, have a sense of -- and if it is 1,000

8

people per day using the specific parks and

9

restrooms, do they have a sense of whether or

10

not a percentage -- 50 percent is coming off

11

commercial operation, water-related operations?

12

MR. BUCK:

The answer to your question,
is that,

for

exam~le,

13

Councilmember, Hokama,

14

Kamaole III beaches -- I think we don't allow

15

commercial activities over there.

16

they're used heavily by, not just only residents

17

of South Maui but all of Maui.

18

birthday party, let's go Kam III for birthday

19

party if you live in Wailuku, Kahului instead of

20

maybe going Kanaha, depends because the weather

21

is a little bit nicer either in south or you go

22

west.

On weekends,

Let's go

And over the years, we've had alJ

23
24

condos across the street built,

25

traffic,

the

those

so a lot of the

especially during Monday through Friday
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when all of us local people are working,

2

tourists are,

3

condos are using that facility.

4

I think,

5

commercial activity because we ban with the

6

ordinance -- they're banned by ordinance.

you know,

across the street in the
So very little,

like in the Kamaoles beaches is

Kalama Park,

7

the

there is some usage from

8

commercial activities, but I don't think

9

it's more than half,

I think it's less than half

10

because there's a lot of people using the park.

11

I think there's more people using the park now,

12

because we've got KPAC just trying to do --

13

trying to do an effort down there.

14

renovations of the park a few years ago,

that we

15

actually do have some grass in the park,

there

16

are more and more people using it and there's --

17

more and more people are coming back because of

18

the efforts of the group.

19

completely, but I

20

way, we hopefully will -- that will get a lot

21

better.

22

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

And with the

We're not there

think if things go all the

My only point, Mr. Buck,

is that

23

I don't have a problem charging commercial

24

operators to use County facilities and use those

25
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1

and that was why I

2

if we had an understanding of residential versus

3

commercial use.

4

MR. BUCK:

asked you the question about

I think -- yeah,

that's a good -- and like

5

I said,

the Kamaoles,

I don't think it's a real

6

issue.

I

7

anybody,

8

those people who are using it across the street

9

versus the local residents, but I mean you get a

think if we were going to charge
it might be the hotels and,

you know,

10

lot of tourists visible South and West parks.

11

And I think South probably is getting impacted

12

more because there's a lot more condos across

13

the street from parks than,

14

parks,

15

park that people have a tendency to drive to.

there's not that many,

16

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

CHAIR KANE:

18
19

say,

Okay.

West.

The West

but most of the

Thank you very much.

Thank you.
Ms. Anderson?

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

20

You know,

Thank you, Chair.
the counts that we got for the

21

thousand people,

22

they're counts for people that are actually

23

going in the ocean,

24

extrapolate from that,

25

ocean,

these are lifeguard counts and

so you might be able to
that if you go in the

you're eventually going to go use the
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bathroom.

2

But that doesn't account for the people

3

who aren't in the ocean that are just using the

4

park who also use the bathrooms.

5

some very reliable eyes and ears for us down

6

there in citizen volunteer groups that are

7

working down there.

8

information that they've related to me,

9

which I consider to be totally reliable.

And we have

And so I'm relying on the
and

And they're telling me that -- that the

10

11

Kam III parks are used every day by construction

12

workers,

13

their lunch break.

14

facilities and what-not,

15

lot more use to these parks than just tourists

16

and weekend residents.

17

you name it.

People who come there for

They use the restroom
so,

you know,

there's a

And I'm being told -- and I'm just going

18

to put this on the record.

I'm being told that

19

the bathrooms are not being cleaned.

20

through the park in the morning,

21

garbage,

22

they spend no more than five minutes in the

23

bathroom.

24

minutes.

25

whatever.

They pass

pick up the

they pass through in the afternoon,

You cannot clean a bathroom in five
You might be able to change the paper,
They're supposed to be power-washed,
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I believe, on a monthly basis, and these people

2

have never seen these bathrooms power-washed and

3

they're down there all the time.
So,

4

I appreciate your looking into the

5

possibility of finding low volume areas to

6

utilize Ka Lima, but I would say that currently

7

it's not enough.

8

enough.

9

is not following through to make sure that these

Whatever they're doing is not

And whoever is supervising the contract

So,

I have requested a copy of

10

things are done.

11

this contract and I was told unbelievably that

12

the request has to come through the Mayor's

13

office.

14

Now,

as I

recall,

the Mayor sat on this

15

Council when Councilmember Nishiki solicited an

16

opinion from the Office of Information Practices

17

and found that that does not fulfill -- what is

18

it? -- Chapter 92?

19

actually put through a Charter amendment to

20

allow council members the same right as anybody

21

in the public has to ask directly for

22

information from any department,

23

you today to provide us with a copy of that

24

contract because I'd like to see what the

25

parameters are.

Chapter 91.

Anyway,

we

so I'm asking

I'd like to see where we
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have -- what flexibility we may have.
You know,

2

I'm all for supporting Ka Lima

3

o

4

our residents and our visitors.

5

sanitation issue.

Maui but not at the expense of sanitation for
And this is a

And when you people see th~ photographs

6
7

that I'm going to be providing for you,

you're

8

going to recognize that this is long-term

9

neglect.

This is not a matter of not cleaning

10

the bathrooms enough during any given day,

11

this -- the condition of these bathrooms are

12

obviously due to long-term neglect.

13

not scrubbing the urinals.

14

scrubbing the floors.

15

needs to be done for basic sanitation.

16

So,

Somebody's

Somebody's not

Somebody's not doing what

I am totally in support of these

17

caretaker positions.

18

excited about it,

19

even first class -- I mean, Members, when you

20

see these pictures,

21

of your family into these bathrooms,

22

have visitors and our residents having to use

23

these bathrooms.

24
25

So,

Everybody in Kihei is very

that hopefully we can have not

you would not send a member
and here we

I think that's all I'm going to

bring up right now in regards to this, but
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because we will be discussing this later, but in

2

regards to these positions, as you were telling

3

me, these people are going to be dedicated

4

specifically to keeping these bathrooms

5

maintained; is that correct?

6

MR. BUCK:

That's correct.

That's what our plan is

7

with the three positions is either to supplement

8

the cleaning that's going on -- and

9

were out when

I

I

think you

mentioned that it was quite

10

obvious that what's happening, they're not being

11

properly supervised with Ka Lima right now.

12

I

will say that back then -- the last

13

part of the calendar year, our supervisor, who

14

was down there, who was trying to -- who was

15

starting to really ride them to get things

16

accomplished, was in an accident.

17

is she'll be back to work on Monday.

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

19

MR. BUCK:

The good news

Good.

Yeah, so hopefully when she comes back,

20

myself and the division head will sit down and

21

talk to her about the concerns.

22

person that will -- she'll bird-dog it for us,

23

so that will improve, but just because -- just

24

how they're set up is not going to -- it will

25

improve as far as -- hopefully they'll improve

And she's a
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how they clean them, but I don't think it will

2

improve the frequency.
And that's where the three positions

3
4

will be, even if we have to have one or two

5

positions work at night time to do that extra

6

cleaning, and then let the chemicals sit on the

7

floors and stuff to try to get rid of some of

8

the grunge and stuff that's built in.

9

good news is that Mary will be back to work on

But the

10

Monday and let her kind of get her feet going

11

and then we're going to have a meeting with her

12

and go over the Ka Lima contract.

13

want a copy of the contract,

14

copy for you.

15

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

16
17
18
19

And if you

I'll have an extra

Thank you.

I would very

much appreciate that.
CHAIR KANE:

Further questions, Mr. Pontanilla,

followed by Mr. Molina and Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

20

Thank you,

Chair.

As far as Ka Lima, who does provide the

21

equipment and cleaning solutions for cleaning

22

the bathrooms, do they provide their own or do

23

we provide those chemicals and tools to Ka Lima

24

in cleaning bathrooms?

25

MR. BUCK:

I think they are doing it,

supplying the
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supplies.

Our staff is supposed to be work --

2

work with them as far as if there is a special

3

chemical that needs to be done on the certain

4

thing.
Again,

5

I need to work with our staff.

6

It's a problem.

I'm concerned.

I was kind of

7

embarrassed being there last night, but it was a

8

good learning experience and that's kind of why

9

I go to all the budget hearings to see what the

10

community has to say.

11

staff to work more closely to work with them,

12

but they supply all their own equipment.

13
14
15
16
17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

I'll be working with the

They do supply their own

equipment?
MR. BUCK:

Yeah.

I think we supply the paper towels

and the toilet paper.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah.

I kind of heard

18

that we supply some of the materials and they

19

were complaining about,

20

supplies being provided, so I thought I'd just

21

mention that.

22

you know,

inadequate

The other thing that I want to ask is

23

that -- knowing that Ka Lima has a contract to

24

do Parks work for Maui County, do we spot-check

25

at times to make sure that the contract is
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adhered to, or have we ever done spot-checks on

2

the work they do for the County?

3

MR. BUCK:

The answer to your question is we are

4

should be spot-checking to be sure they're

5

living up to the contract.

6

from the testimony last night, especially in the

7

South Maui area, that we're not doing that and

8

I'll accept full responsibility for that right

9

now.
But I will -- again,

10

And it appears to me

when the regular

11

supervisor comes back from -- comes back to work

12

on Monday,

13

with her and then I will also talk to the

14

supervisor in Central District, because they do

15

Kanaha and some of the other parks in Central,

16

to be sure that they start checking -- doing

17

spot-checks.

18

I'll make it a point to follow up

And I will say that when I was a

19

supervisor, Ka Lima did not like me because I

20

did deduct on cutting the grass and other

21

things,

22

go a few times and had -- the executive director

23

kind of had some shouting matches with him at

24

the time but I wasn't afraid to do it.

25

will take full responsibility of not me

so I did -- and I think Charmaine had to

But I
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having my staff do it and I will work on it from

2

this point on.

3

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

4

5

CHAIR KANE:

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

8
9

Thank you.
Mr. Molina and then Ms. Tavares.

6

7

Thank you.

Thank you, Chairman.

Mr. Buck, thank you also for coming out
last night.

I know you had to take some

it's

10

difficult to hear some of those comments that

11

were made, but it's much appreciated.
Just following up on my question that I

12
13

had earlier, do you see the need for any -- in

14

your other regions need for additional

15

caretakers, in addition to the three for Kihei?

16

MR. BUCK:

I'm glad you asked.

You know,

I think if

17

we were to -- each -- I think everybody has

18

their needs, but I think the most apparent needs

19

right now is in South.

20

Just to do a comparison, West Maui is

21

probably -- if you were to compare two

22

districts, probably West Maui would probably be

23

the closest you can get to South, because of the

24

tourists -- the tourism and things like that,

25

and you have beach parks.

I guess that's for
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1

park caretakers,

2

five,

3

has ten.

right now South District has

we're asking for three more.

West Maui

So I mean if we were to put additional

4

5

bodies some place,

I would think South, but the

6

reason why we haven't in the past -- the

7

philosophy of why they haven't really done a lot

8

of increase in the manpower in South is because

9

they were using Ka Lima who has a contract as --

10

well,

11

not really looking at,

12

a County.

13

you've got Ka Lima doing the contracts and

You know,

you know,

what we need as

all the districts probably are

14

getting by.

There are parks on the books down

15

the road.

16

expansion positions this year and,

17

have adequate quality work fore them.

18

got adequate work, but -- I mean I ' l l take

19

anything you can give me,

20

if I was ready to do additional -- if we were to

21

move say,

22

the Ka Lima contract and we find that,

23

South is not the most popular -- not popular,

24

proper place for them now because the change

25

over the years in the district --

I hate to,

for example,

you know,

do a bunch of
you know,

not

They've

but I think right now

realistically looked at
you know,
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And that was my first direct.

1

I mean I

2

basically was in West for the first six months

3

and then I went to South after that.

4

of watched that whole district grow and it's --

5

what it was 20 years ago and what it's now,

6

just two different animals.

7

back then, was fine with Ka Lima, but now, we

8

have to really look at maybe making some

9

switches around.

So I kind

it's

And what was good

I would hate to totally pull

10

Ka Lima out and I may have to do additional

11

manpower.

What we may do --

That's why I'm looking at either

12
13

supplementing or maybe doing a reassignment of

14

them.

15

them and say maybe -- because of the

16

transportation costs and everything else,

17

just want -- and because of supervision and

18

everything else, they may just want to readjust,

19

just maybe here in Central and take care of more

20

of the Central parks and we can redistribute the

21

workers -- because we're getting new parks on

22

board,

23

one of the areas we're looking at.

24
25

Maybe eventually we can come down with

we

you know, move people around, but that's

We do have to somehow -- and we are kind
of looking at it, how we address what the
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1

memorandum of agreement was, what the unions in

2

regards when we got rid of the contractors.

3

Ka Lima was one of the issues, so we have to see

4

if that's going to affect that in any way or

5

not, and I would probably have to get a legal

6

opinion on that.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

Good.

Thank you.

8

I know for the Upcountry area and,

9

wood,

And

knock on

I haven't heard any major complaints about

10

our bathrooms there, although it's not, like, a

11

resort area, like the West or South Maui side,

12

so I presume we have enough caretakers there to

13

address the needs for the time being, anyway.
Thank you, Chairman.

14
15
16

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.
Ms. Tavares?

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

Mr. Buck,

Thank you.
I heard you say that these

19

three park caretaker positions were going to be

20

cleaning the restrooms in the area, and,

21

if they are going to be doing that, why aren't

22

they being called janitors rather than park

23

caretakers, or will they have other duties

24

related to --

25

like,

You know what I can't envision is that
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1

somebody will take a job that's eight hours of

2

cleaning bathrooms.

3

have a hard time finding people to do that.

4

MR. BUCK:

Oh,

I think you're going to

that's sounds -- that's something to

5

consider.

6

caretakers is because we envisioned that they'll

7

be doing other work, besides just janitorial.

8

will tell you that those who do have janitorial

9

titles, in some ways do a better job with the

10

I think the reason why we had it park

I

cleaning.

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

MR. BUCK:

Yes.

I'm just telling you from my experiences,

13

I think there's -- Molokai has a couple janitor

14

positions.

15

little bit better job.

16

better job than others.

17

you know,

18

there's -- different people do different things.

19

I think the intent was just not to limit it to

20

janitorial.

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

MR. BUCK:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

There's one in Central and they do a
And certain people do a
I don't want to get --

difference between genders but I mean

Okay.

That's it.
Is that all the park

24

caretakers

25

caretakers in Kihei have responsibilities for

I'm sorry.

All the park
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1

2
3

cleaning restrooms?
MR. BUCK:

Yes,

those that do not -- that Ka Lima

does not have.

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

MR. BUCK:

6
7

8

9

Okay.

And then you have a few parks, including

community center and swimming pool.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you for that

clarification.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Members.

We have reached

10

3:30.

11

you to please put them in writing and forward

12

them to staff, and we'll have it forwarded to

13

the department for their response.

16

I ask

Any closing remarks, Mr. Buck, at this

14
15

If you have any further questions,

time?
MR. BUCK:

I would just like to take this time that

17

the Council has been very supportive of our

18

department.

19

will say that we do try to service our people,

20

and at any time you have any questions or you

21

have concerns,

22

to myself or to Glenn Correa,

23

Thank you.

24
25

CHAIR KANE:

We really appreciate it.

And I

feel free to address them either
the Director.

Thank you.
Mr. Ginoza,

any final comments before we
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1

adjourn this afternoon's meeting?

2

MR. L. GINOZA:

3

CHAIR KANE:

None, Mr. Chair.

Thank you.

Thank you very much.

Okay.

Members, a couple of things.

4

First,

5

we'll be meeting in Lahaina this evening at the

6

Lahaina Civic Center Social Hall.

7

six.

8

conditions as well as the time and traffic

9

conditions,

It starts at

I ask that you be mindful of weather

so that you can be prompt to that

10

meeting.

Again,

I

just ask you for your

11

consideration of those issues.
Other than that, Members,

12

tomorrow

13

morning,

14

are administered through the Departments of

15

Housing and Human Concerns,

16

Recreation,

17

Works and Environmental Management, Department

18

of Planning,

19

And I hope, Mr. Ginoza,

20

with providing some -- again,

21

to how we can go through that,

22

doing with EPs.

23

to follow and we appreciate that, but if you can

24

continue, we would appreciate that as well.

25

we are scheduled to discuss grants that

Parks and

the Office of the Mayor,

Public

and the Department of Water Supply.
that you can assist us
some guidance as
like we've been

You've given us sheets for us

Members, also I will again repeat Helene
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1

Hall is tomorrow night,

so keep in mind that

2

tomorrow's 9:00 meeting, we're scheduled to

3

finish at lunch -- or a little after lunch to

4

provide adequate time to get out to Hana.

5

are monitoring weather conditions and trying to

6

see the projections for tomorrow's weather,

7

we will inform you of the status as we get

8

closer to tomorrow's time to determine when, how

9

and -- hopefully we don't have to, but the if

We

and

10

question, but sometimes that has to come up and

11

we'll have to face those decisions.

12

So, with that Members, any closing

13

remarks before the Chair adjourns for this

14

afternoon?

15

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

16

DM)

17
18

ACTION:
CHAIR KANE:

Hearing none, Members, drive carefully

to Lahaina.

20

meeting for March 29th,

21

(Gavel.)
ADJOURN:

JJ and

DEFER pending further discussion.

19

22

(excused:

We'll see you at 6:00.

This

2006 is adjourned.

3:32 p.m.

23
24
25
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